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ABSTRACT 
Programmable Calculator aided Numerical Methods for 
Engineering Undergraduates of Hong Kong 
by R F T Chiu 
CAMET 
(Centre for Advancement of Mathematical Education in Technology) 
Loughborough University of Technology 
Over the past twenty years, computing aids have 
developed from the simple hand rotating calculator 
to the complicated high speed computer. Very often 
the most powerful machine may not be the best 
equipment to use in the teaching of Numerical Methods. 
The student's criteria in selecting a computing aid 
are simplicity, accessability and reliability. On 
the other hand, due to financial restrictions, an 
institution such as Hong Kong Polytechnic will be 
deeply concerned with the cost of the equipment used. 
It is then the teacher's duty to ensure a balance 
between cost and suitability of the computing aids 
used. 
In this research, the history of computing facilities 
in Hong Kong Polytechnic is outlined. ~'Its cost and 
demand are investigated by means of a survey. An 
attempt is made to demonstrate that the programmable 
calculator is a cost effective tool in teaching 
Numerical Methods to Polytechnic students. Provided 
it is used in a less automatic manner and in conjunction 
with a well designed storage map, its defect in 
using low level language can be overcome. To use 
the programmable calculator in a less automatic way 
may allow or even induce the students to participate 
in the decision making part of the Numerical Algorithms. 
On the aspect of educational principle, this should 
be highly encouraged. Finally, it is pOinted out in 
the thesis that the present day microcomputer systems 
could become cost effective tools, should their 
production costs be reduced in the years to come for 
general use in underdeveloped countries such as 
Hong Kong. 
Key words: Calculator, Computing Aids, Numerical 
Methods, Algorithms, Microcomputer, 
Micro-systems 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
• 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
In this thesis some of the work done in practical/ 
tutorial classes on numerical methods in Hong Kong 
Polytechnic is discussed. It concentrates on the 
computational aspect of the course only, rather than being 
an overall treatment of the subject, which usually 
includes theory and tutorial exercises. It describes 
the effect of technological developments in programm-
able calculators on the teaching and learning of 
numerical methods. The programmable calculator is an 
influential tool in the evolution of computing equip-
ment from the slide rule and mathematical tables to 
the modern digital computer and computer software 
packages for mathematical work. The importance and 
usefulness of the programmable calculator is 
repeatedly mentioned in this thesis. With the ever-
changing technological developments in printed 
circuits and microelectronics, the features of the 
programmable calculator are approaching those of'the 
microcomputer. As an instance of the development 
taking place, one might cite Hewlett-~ackard's 
intention, which is to continue to develop and offer 
additional plug-in devices for its HP41C calculator. 
Other models even allow a high level computer 
language, such as BASIC, to be used. The programmable 
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calculator is actually growing into a computing 
system in the very near future. A question one must thus 
ask is:- 'Where will the calculator cease and the 
microcomputer begin?' This question, posed by New [1] 
of Taylor-Wilson Systems Ltd, is really fundamental to 
the future of the programmable calculator. The author 
has made no attempt to answer the above question, 
which might have an answer based on technological 
development or on the cost of both types of machine. 
Instead, he attempts to search for answers to other 
questions such as:- 'Why should any computing aid be 
used in the teaching of numerical methods?'and 'Why 
should a programmable calculator be used in Hong Kong 
Polytechnic and if used, in what way?' 
1.2 THE APPROACH IN THE TEACHING OF NUMERICAL METHODS 
In Hong Kong Polytechnic, the nature of many subjects 
taught, including numerical methods, bears great 
resemblance to that of those offered in polytechnics 
in the United Kingdom. In the design of a syllabus 
for teaching, and hence in the teaching approach, one 
of our objectives is to prepare the student so that he 
can, when he completes his course, seek immediate 
employment in industry. Bradwell [2] of Thames Poly-
technic believes that 'in order to make the Diploma 
holder an attractive proposition to a potential 
employer, he ought to be in a position to play a 
responsible part in the organisation without a great 
deal of extra training in his basic skills'. In Hong 
Kong, students from the Higher Diploma course in 
Mathematics, Statistics and Computing are generally 
employed as Statisticians and Computer Programmers in 
a service or development section of some large 
organisation. In smaller companies our graduates are 
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often required to be in charge of a whole computing 
section. This requires from the student a rather 
high level of programming ability. Being teachers of 
numerical methods, we often include a high content of 
computational work in the subject. Since Hong Kong is 
a commerCially-oriented society where demands for 
scientific computing are still not heavy, we often 
tolerate some over emphasis on the computer 
programming side of numerical methods. The author 
believes an emphasis on practical work for learning 
numerical methods is the most appropriate approach. 
Even for teaching numerical analysis in a university 
environment, Fox [3] of Oxford University Computing 
Laboratory makes the following remarks:-
"At present the tendency for abstract work and 
rigorous proofs is partly conditioned by our attempts 
to act in concert with our pure colleagues and to 
have them as examiners, etc. They find it hard to 
agree that a PhD thesis, which has solved some ·important 
practical problem, if only imperfectly, say, without 
complete and rigorous error analysis, has made an 
original contribution to mathematics and they would 
not, although I would, accept and approve a thesis. 
devoted to the production of a set of accurate and useful 
computer library routines in a major area. Their 
mathematics is not my mathematics and we are both 
right." 
The author feels that the following two points on the 
correct approaches to the teaching of numerical analy-
sis are appropriate for the Hong Kong Polytechnic 
environment. According to Bradwell [2], these are: 
Ca) 'strong emphasis on methods and efficient 
computational algorithms 
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Cb) methods to be orientated mainly in the direction 
of automatic computation and sufficiently 
generalised so that problems of a realistic 
nature can be handled.' 
1.3 COMPUTING AIDS 
The author having decided on a practical approach in 
the numerical methods course, the successful operation 
of the course depended very much on the availability 
of effective computing aids. The ordinary calculator, 
the programmable calculator and the computer are the 
most popular computing aids today. Changes in tech-
nology bring forth a completely new outlook to these 
tools. Ten years ago, not many people could see the 
programmable calculator HP41C being used by American 
astronauts on board the space capsule [4]. Similarly 
no educator previously dared to propose, as papertt [5] 
of MIT does, to allow every child to have access to a 
microcomputer in school as well as at home upon his 
entry into the educational system. Depending on the 
technological development, the function as well as the 
popularity of these instruments is ever-changing. 
What is suitable for one subject in anyone environ-
ment might not necessarily apply to a different 
situation. In Hong Kong Polytechnic, the programmable 
calculator has been used regularly in the teaching of 
numerical methods. Students are required to write 
computer programs in both computer and calculator 
languages. By writing his/her own programs on 
numerical methods, instead of using ones from the soft-
ware library, the student would have a better under-
standing of the algorithm. The author has for a long 
time held a strong belief that there is much educational 
gain in getting the student to write his own programs. 
[t Personal Communication by S Papert, Fall 1979, quoted in Ref 5] 
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1.4 DESCRIPTIONS OF OTHER CHAPTERS IN THIS THESIS 
1.4.1 Chapter 2 gives an outline report on the past and 
present computing environment in Hong Kong Polytechnic. 
Computing facilities of both the Computer Centre and 
the Departmental Mathematics Laboratory are described. 
The problem of insufficient computer terminals is 
brought to light by the results of a survey on com-
puter usage. Breakdown figures reveal some interest-
ing findings on the shortage of computing facilities 
and the inevitable negative influence on the students' 
attitudes and interests in learning numerical methods. 
1.4.2 In Chapter 3, the numerical methods studied in Hong 
Kong Polytechnic are discussed, emphasis being placed 
on the nature and requirements of the numerical 
algorithms involved. The author believes that the 
programmable calculator is not always suitable for all 
algorithms. For example, taking one extreme, an 
algorithm such as that used for finding critical paths 
in a critical path analysis program in Operations 
Research is highly unsuitable for calculators as it 
requires very few computations but a great amount of 
data storage and testing, with multiple branching at 
almost any node of the network. The author attempts, 
in this chapter, to make a classification of all 
numerical methods algorithms required for his students 
so that the arguments for the suitability of using 
programmable calculators can be established. 
1. 4.3 The "roles played by different computing aids are 
discussed in Chapter 4. It is not intended, however, 
to extend the discussion to consider the effect of 
electronic calculators on high school mathematics. 
Research on this aspect has been carried out exten-
, 
sively outside Hong Kong [6]. Their role in the 
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1.4.4 
teaching and learning of numerical methods at poly-
technic level is nevertheless discussed. The roles of 
both the computer and the programmable calculator in 
numerical methods are considered in the rest of this 
chapter. 
In Chapter 5, a proposal as how best to use the 
programmable calculator to teach numerical methods is 
given. The general idea is that of suggesting some 
easy way of programming the calculator for numerical 
methods. A storage map,which is just adiagrammatic 
representation of the data registers, is considered as 
essential for success in programming. The program 
itself is segmented into self-independent blocks, each 
performing a specific function and capable of being 
initiated by the user via the calculator keyboard. 
The diagrammatical representation of the process is 
illustrated as follows:-
Isegment 1 I 
, 
Manual 
Data , checking I 
, . storage Input/output 
of data 
Isegment 2 
I 
I 
, 
Isegment 3 
The special characteristic of the method is that 
decision making and input/output processes are left as 
being the responsibility of the user as far as 
possible. Thus the user's understanding of the 
logical flow of the numerical method is ensured. 
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1.4.5 Chapter 6 
Hong Kong 
grammable 
suggests. 
gives an evaluation study, conducted in 
Polytechnic, -on the effect of using pro-
calculators in the manner the author 
In spite of the difficulties in longi-
tudinal studies of observing the effect of a 
learning process on students for a long period, the 
author did manage to follow a group of 26 students for a 
period of two years in their study of mnnerical methods. The aim of 
this chapter is to investigate the suitability of the programmable 
calculator as an aid in the study of most of the 
algorithms in numerical methods at undergraduate 
level. With measures taken to avoid complexity in 
programming, such as writing commands for input/ 
output, testing conditions etc, the calculator has 
proved to be a convenient and suitable computing 
device for numerical methods. 
1.4.6 In Chapter 7, the author proposes a different 
approach in using the programmable calculator to that des-
cribed in Chapter 6, where the calculator is used 
after the development of the theory. Some examples 
are given to illustrate the possible use of the pro-
grammable calculator during the development of the 
numerical algorithm. This interwoven treatment of 
both theory and practical work has some disadvantages 
which are discussed after the examples given. 
1.4.7 The last chapter reviews the constraints and short-
comings of this research. It is realised that many 
aspects of the present research can be further 
explored. The possibility of replacing the program-
mable calculator by the microcomputer is considered. 
Finally, _ conclusions and ideas for further research 
are given to complete the main part of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT IN HONG KONG POLYTECHNIC 
2.1 COMPUTING FACILITIES IN HONG KONG POLYTECHNIC -
A HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 
During the late 60's slide rules and 'hand' 
calculators such as the MULTO were the most common 
co~putational aids in Hong Kong Technical College, the 
predecessor of Hong Kong Polytechnic. In addition to 
a dozen MULTO calculators in the Mathematics 
Laboratory, there were a few ~lectro-mechanical' 
calculators such as the NUMERIA. As these machines 
were limited in both speed and convenience, students in 
general tried to avoid practising numerical methods 
although this topic was included in the Engineering 
Mathematics syllabus. The type of computing 
facilities available also affected the type of 
numerical algorithms used. For instance, approxi-
mation methods based on the use of Interpolation and 
Allied Tables were preferred to the Lagrange Inter-
polation Formula. The next forward step was the 
'electronic' calculator and when these became 
available the Mathematics Laboratory was equipped 
with 80 ADLER machines with simple memory and constants 
key. Now that facilities were available for 
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performing arithmetical operations more rapidly and 
less tediously. the Department of Mathematics and 
Science started its own" course on Mathematics, 
Statistics and Computing; Numerical Analysis was 
introduced for the first time in 1973. 
~rogrammable' calculators then soon came on the 
market. They were large and heavy, and many of them 
were special purpose machines such as the WANG 
Statisticians. These were oriented towards 
statistical functions such as Normal Distribution and 
Chi-Squared. To the non-statistician, such features 
added extra complexity to the already difficult con-
cept of programming a calculator. Furthermore, the 
reliability in the performance of these early 
programmable calculators was questionable. Later, a 
general purpose computer Olivetti Pl0l was installed. 
The machine was extremely ~eavy in weight and program 
steps were limited to 120. However, it possessed the 
special feature of chaining of programs. The general 
feeling of both teachers and students was that 
programming in low level language was difficult. To 
write and run a program on numerical methods was even 
more difficult. Programming language consisted on 
store, recall, lable, stop, etc. Even formula 
evaluation became tedious due to the absence of the 
featu re of bracketing. 
The WANG 2200 'desk-top' computer system was installed 
in 1972 and staff and students began to use BASIC 
language. Statistical projects involving a consider-
able amount of data handling were processed on the 
WANG 2200. However, although the slow output writer 
and serial cassette tape backing storage satisfied the 
numerical methods user, the statistics project users 
were generally dissatisfied. 
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When the Technical College.became the Polytechnic in 
1972, the Joint University Computer Centre was changed 
to the University Polytechnic Computer Centre (UPCC). 
Programming for ICL 1904 series for the early Poly-
technic was mainly in FORTRAN language and the 
teaching of computer language became a part of the 
teaching commitment of the Department of Mathematical 
Studies. But even with these advances, students were 
often discouraged from using the computer as batch 
jobs often required days to return from the distant 
Computer Centre in addition to the one day taken for 
the card punch process. Furthermore, one single error 
such as a missing bracket could mean another delay of 
several days. Quite naturally the students got 
frustrated and avoided using the batch processing 
system. 
In the late 70's the financial situation for computing 
facilities improved and the Polytechnic Computer 
Centre installed two PDP11/70 units with interactive 
terminals. All departments were allowed to purchase 
their own micro-systems for their special applicationa 
The WANG was upgraded from the B to the T model in the 
Mathematics Laboratory. In addition, a new Wang MVP 
time sharing system with fast disk drive and high 
speed line printer was installed. New programmable 
calculators such as the TI59 and HP41C installed in 
the Mathematics Laboratory became very convenient 
computing aids. A description of these programmable 
calculators can be found in Appendix Al. 
Programmable claculators today have developed into 
small 'hand-held' computers. They have detachable 
card readers, output printers, extended memory and 
software modules. Indirect addressing features have 
improved the array accessing capability. Some models 
even possess alpha character handling and referencing 
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of programs by file names. As a result, there is 
every reason to believe. that the shortcomings of 
programmable calculators are gradually being overcome 
and the advantages of high level languages and 
microcomputers are being incorporated into them. 
Improvements will no doubt continue to take place in 
years to come and the gap between the programmable 
calculator and the micro-system will become 
considerably narrower. 
2.2 COMPUTING FACILITIES IN HONG KONG POLYTECHNIC -
THE OPERATION OF EXISTING COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
The present facilities in the Hong Kong Polytechnic 
Computer Centre (HKPCC) consist of: 
I Access to ICL 1904 
2 Access to IBM 3031 in the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong 
3 The Hong Kong Polytechnic PDP Interactive 
Terminals 
4 The M600 
5 Departmental micro-systems such as WANG MVP, 
TRS80, ATARI 800, etc, in the Mathematics 
Laboratory 
The ICL 1904 is an old machine. According to 
statistics, only a small percentage of the work from 
the Polytechnic is currently submitted to be run on it 
These are mainly large jobs involving the calling of 
scientific subroutines such as the SPSS. The machine 
is due to be replaced by the end of 1981. The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong installed an IBM 3031 
two years ago and HKPCC is linked to it through a 
computer network. The IBM is currently receiving more 
of the Polytechnic work while the ICL is being 
downgraded. The IMSL (International Mathematics and 
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Statistics Library) package is of general interest to 
both teaching staff and students of the Department of 
Mathematical Studies. 
Most students in the. Polytechnic rely on the two 
PDPl1/70's as a computation device. There are two 
terminal rooms with twenty VDU's in each room. VDU 
terminals are also available to students inside the 
Library and to teaching staff in each Department. 
The fifty terminals available to students can be used 
twelve hours a day for six days a week. Thus, the 
total terminal hours available in one week is 
approximately 50 x 12 x 6 = 3600. Of these available 
terminal hours almost half are used for class teaching 
on. computer science subjects. The remaining half are 
free to students for dOing assignments. Unfortunately, 
many students prefer to key in the program text them-
selves and consequently use up precious limited 
terminal time for the typing process. The Computer 
Centre provides a direct key to disk service, where 
students may submit coding sheets for key in. At a 
regular hour each day, the temporary tape containing 
these programs is loaded into the PDP disk storage for 
access. Theoretically, if all students make use of 
this service and leave the terminal hours for testing 
and running, the shortage of terminal space will be 
largely overcome. The present loading of the 
terminal room is mostly given to advance booking for 
classes. Other students wishing to use it have to 
queue outsid~ waiting for any spaces which may become 
available. Thus ten students may be waiting in the 
queue for half an hour or more and five of them may be 
lucky enough to secure vacancies becoming available 
unexpectedly. However, some lecturers do not allow 
the presence of other students in their classes even 
though some terminal spaces remain unoccupied. The 
number of available terminals to the PDP machine is 
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2.3 
2.3.1 
determined statistically by the Computer Centre. It is 
believed that this is necessary so that the PDP system 
can perform its time sharing capability with maximum 
efficiency. 
The future expansion of the system will increase the 
number of terminals to 600, each of which may be switched 
to a number of different computers, but this may take 
some time to accomplish. Until then, the shortage of 
computer facilities remains. As the number of students 
increases and the demands on computer usage grows, the 
Polytechnic must make great efforts to ensure that 
supply exceeds demand, but certainly does not lag too 
far behind. 
The cost of running the Computer Centre is enormously 
great. Just for the purchase of equipment, the grant 
in the present triennium 1978-81 amounted to 
seventeen million Hong Kong dollars (approximately 
U.K. £1.7 m.). Consequently, any wrong or lack of use 
of facilities cannot possibly be justified. 
A SURVEY ON COMPUTER USAGE 
THE SURVEY 
As Lecturer-in-charge of the computing facilities in 
the Department of Mathematical Studies and as a 
teacher of numerical methods, the author has been very 
much concerned with the students' need of computing 
facilities. He has felt even deeper concern over the 
ways in which students make use of the expensive 
computing. equipment that is already available. Over 
the years, individual discussions with students and 
staff have revealed the problems caused by the serious 
shortage of computing facilities. To bring these 
problems to light, the author conducted a survey on 
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computer usage and the students' attitude towards 
numerical methods. This took the form of a 
questionnaire with multiple choice answers 
(Appendix A2.1). 
After initial drafting of the questionnaire, a few 
students were interviewed for a preliminary survey. 
The purpose of this was to ensure the appropriateness 
of the questions and of the possible choice of 
answers. Minor,modifications were then made to the 
questionnaire. Answers giving only three choices to 
anyone question were avoided, as it was felt that 
respondents would tend to select the middle one. The 
modified questionnaire was then typed and duplicated. 
The original plan was to take a full census of all 
day-,time students who currently used the computer. 
However, the amount of work involved in this would 
have been tremendous. It was decided, therefore, to 
select only some Departments which, according to the 
author's own experience, used the computer regularly, 
and in which numerical methods were taught. 
Approximately fifty copies of the questionnaire were 
given to each Department with the request that each 
year of the course of study be given about fifteen 
copies. A few of these fifteen copies should be 
distributed randomly to each class. As with most 
surveys, the respondent frequently over protected him-
self and exaggerated the results. Students who wished 
to obtain more computing time tended to over emphasize 
their need and also the shortage of equipment avail-
able to them. In this survey, no measures were 
adopted to exclude.and screen out respondents of this 
category. 
adopted by 
Instead, an alternative procedure was 
distributing and collecting the question-
naires through the computer liaison officer of each 
Department. Students were aware of the fact 
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that their lecturers would probably scan through the 
returned information. Since the lecturers would have 
a more accurate view on what was enough and what was 
insufficient, we hoped that the majority of students 
would act responsibly when completing the question-
naire. 
A total of 420 copies were distributed with 218 being 
returned and used. For the purpose of the present 
research in which computer usage is only a minor 
aspect, the author considers the return rate of 52% 
as being acceptable. 
2.3.2 TREATMENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES 
The usable questionnaires were coded and keyed into a 
data file (Appendix A 2.2). A few instructions 
(Appendix A2.3) were written on the SPSS (Statistical 
Package for Social Science) to ensure the production of 
the information required. The command 'code book' 
was used to obtain a tally of all frequencies for most 
of the variables used. A cross tabulation was then 
made for 
(a) Each year level against other variables 
(b) Each department level against other variables 
This cross tabulation was made in an attempt to 
reveal some breakdown figures on the degree of 
computer usage for each individual department. 
2.3.3 SOME ESSENTIAL RESULTS (Appendix A2.4) 
The essential results drawn from the whole sample are 
now given. 
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2.3.3.1· Computer Language 
When asked about the computer language used most 
frequently, the results were: 
Computer Language % 
BASIC 50.5 
FORTRAN 22.5 
COBOL 20.6 
OTHERS 6.4 
Remark: The 6.4% of the sample using other languages 
probably refers to assemblers and those using 
PASCAL. Electronic Engineering students very 
often carry out projects on microcomputers 
using machine languages. 
Essential finding: Half of the sample used BASIC. 
2.3.3.2 Computer Terminal Time Required 
When asked about the number of computer terminal hours 
required, the results were: 
Hours 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 > 6 TOTAl 
* % 7.3 6.9 19.3 13.8 12.8 7.8 6.4 25.2 99.5 
* non-response to questionnaire 
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Remark: There seemad to be a tendency to indicate over 
demand in terminal hours required. Computer 
Science students obviously required a fair 
amount of time but Engineering students 
seldom required 6 hours a week to clear 
assignments. 
Essential finding: 50% of the sample required at 
least four or more hours. This clearly 
indicates a shortage problem in available 
terminal time. 
2.3.3.3 Computer Terminal Time Available 
When asked about actual terminal hours available to 
the students, the results were: 
Hours 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 >6 TOTAL 
% 10.6 11.9 21.1 17.0 8.3 11.0 5.5 14.2 99.6 
* non-response to questionnaire 
Remark: The 10.6% who answered "no terminal hours 
available" were not making a responsible 
answer'to the question. 
Essential finding: At least 60% did not get more 
than three hours in a week. 
2.3.3.4 Frequency in Queueing 
* 
When asked about the frequency of queueing outside the 
terminal room, the results were: 
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Frequency Nil Occasionally Frequently Very frequently 
% 3.7 20.2 33.5 42.7 
** round-off error 
Remark: The 3.7% who did not have to wait were 
probably those third year Electronic 
Engineering students who only use their 
departmental microsystems for project 
applicat ions. 
'lUl'AL 
** 100.1 
Essential finding: More than 76% claimed they had to 
queue frequently. 
2.3.3.5Duration of Waiting Time 
When asked about the duration of the waiting time for 
one hour of terminal access, the results were: 
Waiting time 0 1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 >50 'lUl'AL 
in min 
* % 2.3 10.1 27.5 32.6 11.5 2.8 12.8 99.6 
* non-response to questionnaire 
Remark: Students indicating a waiting time of more 
than 50 minutes probably had to try at least 
twice before gaining access, their total 
queueing time being more than an hour. On the 
present system, students normally queue for 
half to one hour before being told that 
vacancies for the next session are not avail-
able. 
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Essential finding: At least 59% of the sample claimed 
to queue for more than 20 minutes in order 
to get one hour's access. The consequent 
waste of students' time is obvious. 
2.3.3.6 Type of Computing Aid 
When asked about the types of computing aids which 
students rely on mostly, the results were: 
Type of Aid % 
None 0.5 
Ordinary calculator (non- 71.6 programmable) 
Programmable calculator 17.4 
Microcomputer 2.8 
Polytechnic/University computer 19.7 
*** TOTAL 112.0 
*** mUltiple checking of entries. 
Note: The total adds up to be more than 100% as many 
students gave two or more answers 
Essential finding: The majority of students use 
ordinary calculators. Only 2.8% use micro-
computers. This small percentage were either 
engineering students doing projects on micro-
systems or some of the privileged group who 
have access to the very few microsystems in the 
Polytechnic. As microsystems become more 
common this low figure might suggest a new 
direction in the development of computing aids 
in Hong Kong Polytechnic. The 19.7% figure for 
student users on the PDP machine could be an 
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indication of possible deficiency in 
computing opportunities due to the lack of 
terminal spaces. 
2.3.3.7 Amount of Time Given to Numerical Methods 
When asked about the reasons why students did not 
spend more time on numerical methods, the answers 
were as follows: 
Reason % 
Did spend enough time 2.8 
Too busy 57.8 
Did not understand the subject 7.3 
Did not like numerical methods 5.0 
Numerical methods are too tedious 13.8 
No frequent access to computer 28.4 
TOTAL 115.1 
*** multiple checking of entries 
*** 
Remark: A high percentage of respondents claimed they 
were too busy to spend more time on numerical 
methods. The curriculum for a student in 
Hong Kong can be considered as heavy. 
Students claiming that they are too busy 
should not be regarded as just making 
excuses. The answers to this question seemed 
to the author to be reasonable. 
Essential finding: The answer of "too busy" and of "no 
frequent access to computer" could be 
related. A busy student certainly would be 
discouraged from making access to 
required long periods of queueing. 
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facilities that 
As 
numerical methods were considered tedious, 
heavy work load- and insufficient terminals 
would be reasons for students turning away 
from the subject. 
2.3.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The main purpose of the survey was to establish 
statistical support for the premise that the computer 
terminal facilities are insufficient to meet the demand 
at Hong Kong Polytechnic. Section 2.3.3.2 reveals that 
more than 50% of the sample required at least four 
hours of practical work in the terminal laboratory, and 
similarly, section 2.3.3.3 reveals that at least 60% of 
the sample cannot get a minimum allocation of three 
hours. 
Another point of interest is the attitude of the 
students to Numerical Methods. Almost 58% of the 
sample considered that they were "too busy" to devote 
more time to this subject. Here, the author can only 
relate this finding to the difficulties in gaining 
access to the computer which is indeed essential 
equipment for its study. However, the author suggests 
that research is needed to find possible approaches 
to the solution of this problem. Is it a common 
tendency of the Hong Kong students to show their 
reluctance to apply themselves to learning it or is it 
a consequence of the extremely heavy syllabus load 
that fosters such attitudes? Although it is an 
important and interesting problem, no attempt has 
been made in the p~esent research to find a solution 
to it. 
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More breakdown figures on cross tabulations between 
various variables involved in the survey are included 
within Appendix A2 which also contains: 
1 The cross tabulations between various 
departments and some relevant variables 
(Appendix A2.5) 
2 The cross tabulation between year level of study 
and some associated variables (Appendix A2.6). 
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CHAPTER 3 
GENERAL NATURE OF NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS FOR 
POLYTECHNIC STUDENTS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In a numerical methods course, the aim, the content 
and the duration of the course usually have a deep 
influence on the approach used in teaching it. Other 
factors which influence its teaching are the pressure 
of examinations and the nature of the subject itself. 
In Hong Kong Polytechnic the syllabus is agreed 
between the parent departments of the students and the 
Department of Mathematical Studies, the latter being 
responsible for teaching the mathematical subjects. 
Almost always, the external examinations conducted by 
overseas professional institutions act as guide lines. 
Numerical methods in a polytechnic environment place a 
heavy weighting on practical work. Consequently, 
computing facilities are unavoidable tools. Thus, we 
are immediately faced with the question: "What 
facilities are desirable for both the subject and the 
students?" A possible solution could be something like 
the PLATO system [7] as described by Bitzer of the 
University of Illinois in the U.S.A. Apart from the 
cost, there should be little problem with the avail-
ability of equipment. Bi tzer further concluded that 
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in America, 
'Plans are already being made to develop large 
educational systems, which may have as many as a 
million interconnected computer graphic terminals by 
the early 1980s. These terminals would be located in 
homes as well as in educational institutions and ... ' [7] 
As the author looked round educational institutions in 
Hong Kong in mid-1981, he found that one or two such 
terminals had been installed but are still. in the 
testing stage. It might take years before they are 
fully equipped with mathematical packages for students. 
The availability of a few powerful facilities does not 
imply the complete solution to the demands for 
computing tools. The problem continues to exist as 
student population grows. In Hong Kong Polytechnic the 
student population is currently around 4000 on full-time 
courses and over 20 000 on part-time courses. 
In the two earlier chapters of this thesis, the 
author stressed that a general shortage of computing 
facilities exists in Hong Kong. In the following 
sections, the nature of numerical algorithms is 
examined in an attempt to find a convenient, pragmatic 
and yet practical solution to this real problem. 
3.2 THE SYLLABUS 
The syllabus in Numerical Methods for Engineers differs 
from that for Science students. Both groups of 
students cover the following topics: 
1 Evaluation of formulae - study of errors 
2 Roots of non-linear equations 
3 Approximation 
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4 Numerical integration and differentiation 
5 Linear algebra - solution of systems of linear 
equations 
6 Eigenvalue problem - the power method 
7 Numerical solutions to differential equations 
The undergraduate engineers in full-time courses cover 
these topics in two years of thirty hours of lectures 
each. The approach is mainly method-oriented. For 
students on the course in Mathematics, Statistics and 
Computing (MSC), these topics are covered in three 
years of ninety hours of lectures each. More methods, 
together with a treatment of the theory, are included 
in this latter course. 
3.3 THE EMPHASIS IN APPROACH 
In the late sixties, a numerical methods course in the 
Technical College was mainly designed so that 
engineering students could take examination papers set 
by the Council of Engineering Institutions (CEI) of the 
United Kingdom. The style of teaching was essentially 
simple in approach. As in the CEI examinations, only 
non-programmable calculators were allowed, programming 
of numerical methods not being considered essential. 
During the middle of the seventies, a deliberate change in 
the style of the examination papers occurred and flow-
charting and the writing of computer programs were given 
greater emphasis, these becoming regular features of the 
mathematics papers. A past examination paper is given as 
Appendix A3. With the installation of interactive terminals 
in the Polytechnic, students are now encouraged to write 
programs on numerical algorithms. However, during exam-
inations, students are expected both to remanber and apply these 
algorithms. They are also expected to carry out the computation for at 
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least one iteration of an iterative process. 
Hence, in the interest of passing the mathematics 
examination, students, especially those on engineering 
courses, are not extremely keen on using computers for 
numerical algorithms. Partly this is due to 
'reluctance to devote time to study and to practise' 
as Wa1kden and Scott 18]describe in their paper on 
students' learning attitudes in the U.K. Besides, 
the time devoted to numerical methods is usually only 
one hour a week for less than thirty weeks in a 
session. Considering the number of topics to be 
covered, there remains only a very limited amount of 
time for programming. With the lack of computing 
facilities as evidenced from the result of the survey 
conducted and reported in the previous chapter, both 
students and lecturers have a good reason for not 
placing too much emphasis on the computing aspects of 
numerical methods. 
3.4 GENERAL NATURE OF NUMERI CAL METHODS ALGORI THMS 
AND THEIR COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 
In order to examine the computational aspects of the 
numerical algorithms, the author feels from his 
experience in teaching the subject that algorithms can 
be divided into two main groups. The demarcation is on 
their computational requirements rather than on the 
logical sequences of the mathematical properties 
involved. The algorithms are given in the following 
sections. 
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3.4.1 ALGORITHMS WITH FUNCTION EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS 
3.4.1.1 Fixed point iteration 
To find a root of the equation f(x) = 0, 
f(x) = x - g(x) = ° is formed, 
I For n = 0,1, 2, ... until satisfied,do: 
Lfalculate xn+l = g(xn ) 
3.4.1.2 Newton-Raphson method - a part icular 
case. of fixed point iteration 
To find a root of the equation f(x) = 0. 
IFor n = 0, 1, 2 ... until 
f(xn ) 
xn+1 = xn fl(x
n
) 
satisfied, do: 
3.4.1.3 Half interval search method 
To find a root of the equation f(x) = ° on the 
interval faO' bO]' 
For n = 0, 1, 2, ... until satisfied, do: 
Set m = (an + b
n
)/2 
If f(an)f(m) , 0, set a
n
+1 = an, bn+1 ~ m, otherwise 
set a
n
+1 = rn, bn+1 = bn • Then f(x) has a zero 
,--__ l_'n the interval [an+1 ' bn+1]. 
3.4:1.4 Secant method 
Given a function f(x) and two point x_1' xo. 
For n = 0, 1, 2, until satisfied, do: 
Calculate x +l=[f(x)x 1- f(x I)X]/ 
n n n- n- nj 
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3.4.1.5 Fourth-order Runge-Kutta method 
To solve the initial value ordinary differential 
equation y' = f(x, y), y(xO) = yO' 
For n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... ; do: 
k3 = hf(x
n 
+ h/2, Yn + k2/2) 
k4 = hf(x + h, y + k ) 
n n 3 
3.4.1.6 A second -order predictor-corrector method 
For the differential equation y' = f(x, y), y(xO) = yO 
with h given and xn = Xo + nh. 
For each fixed n = 0, 1, .•. , until Iy(k) _ y(k-1)1/1 y(k)1 < e:do: n+1 n+1 n+1 
1 Cbmpute y(O). using y(O+l) = y + hf(x , y ) 
n+1 n n n n 
(k) 
Ca!pute Yn+1 using· (k) = Y + h [f(x Y )+f(x y(k-1»] 
Yn+1 n 2 n' n n+1' n+1 
2 
'--_______ .k = 1, 2, ....... 
3.4.2 Some Algorithms with Array Referencing Requirements 
3.4.2.1Trapezoidal rule for integration with successive 
halving of interval h, 
plus Romberg extrapolation technique. 
To find I = j:f(X)dx 
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For h = h/2 until satisfied, do: 
n-l 
I = [f(a) + f(b) 1 + 2 l: f(a + ih) 
i=l 
Ih I =-h 2 
Romberg extrapolation 
(b- a) 
n = h 
(k) (k-l) 1 
I =1 +-:---h/2 h/2 4k _ 1 [ 
(k-l) (k-l») 
Ih/2 - Ih ' for k = 1, 2, .... 
where I(k) is the kth level of extrapolation. 
3.4;2.2 Interpolation with Newton-Gregory forward difference 
formula 
f(x
s
) = fO + s~fO + (~)62fO 
where s = (x - xO)/(~ - xO) 
+ ... 
is the interpolating factor. 
3.4.2.3 Lagrange Interpolation for unequally spaced data 
Given (Xi' f i ) i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n 
i=nf,n . j f(x) =.r IT (x - x.) / (x. - x.) f. 
~=o '..1,' J ~ J 1 ~TJ 
-j=O 
3.4.2.4 Real roots of polynomials by Newton's method \Vi th 
synthetic division 
Given n + 1 coefficients a, al .... a O of the n n-
polynomial p(x) and a starting point xo 
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For m = 0, 1, .... until satisfied, do: 
z=x -at =a, a" =* a' 
m' n n n n I Jibr k • n - 1. • .. , 1. "" 
a' = a.. + zal k K k+1 
ai' = at + :za't 
k k k+l 
a' = a + za' o 0 1 
a' 
'---____ ~1 = xm - a"~ 
3.4.2.5 Power method for dominant eigenvalue and vector 
To calculate the absolutely largest eigenvalue of a 
given matrix A, with a given starting vector ~o' 
For n = 0, 1,2, ... J until l~n+1 - ~nl< E, do: 
CctqJute: AX'" Y 
"'n ' '\n 
C =~ 
n 1. 
x . v IC ' 1.------~ln+1 = o,n n 
3.4.2.6 Gaussian elinimation (forward process) 
To solve Ax = C form W = [A C] 
'" 
For k = 1, •.. , n - 1 do: 
For i = k + 1, •.. , n do: 
For j = k + 1, ... , n + 1 do: 
L._-,-_-,-__ W = W - mw,kj 
ij ij 
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3.4.3 SUMMARY OF COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
. OF COLLECTED ALGORI THMS 
3.4.3.1 Group A 
Algorithm Storage Function evalu- Arrays 
... reqd. ation per cycle reqd . 
1 Fixed point /> 3 1 Nil iteration 
2 Newton 1 3 2 Nil 
3 Half inter- 10 1 Nil val search 
4 Secant 1 10 1 Nil Irethod 
5 Runge- J 10 4 Nil Kutta (4th 
order) 
6 Predictor-
corrector 110 1 Nil 
(2nd order) 
3.4.3.2 Group B 
Algorithm Storage Function ( Indirect add: 
reqd. Evaluation lArrays reqd. 
. . 
Integration 20-40 ~ One 
~ 60 2-diIrension 
Interpolation ., 60 ~il Three . 
1-diIrension 
Lagrange t 60 ril 'l\vo 
1-diIrension 
Roots of For deg 9 ~il Three 
IPolynanial polyn "40 1-dimension 
t 60 
lPower Irethod For 5 x 5 ~m One 
matrix,,50 2-diIrension 
I 60 'l\vo 
rauss 1-diIrension lFor5 x 5 ~il ~cfurension ~l1mination rmtrix" 50 
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Loops Testing 
reqd. reqd. 
Nil Nil 
Nil Nil 
Nil Nil 
Nil Nil 
Nil Nil 
Nil Nil 
Loops Testing 
reqd. reqd • 
1 Nil 
2 Nil 
2 Nil 
3 Nil 
2 Nil 
3' Nil 
3.4.4 COMMENTS ON COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 
The algorithms in Group A do not have array elements 
and loops. Testing of conditions exists in the 
algori thm. However ,. these are usually simple enough 
to be replaced by human decisions. In general, all 
algorithms require not more than ten registers in 
storage, and function reference is at most four as in 
the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The fourth-
order is more than is necessary for educational 
purposes. In fact, it is accurate to such a degree 
that engineers and scientists use it in their work [9]. 
Apart from storage requirements, these algorithms need 
a few movements of quantities from register to register 
such as: 
move xn+l to x n ' move f(xn+1 ) to f(xn ), etc. 
When the starting value for a root lies reasonably 
close to the solution, as it often does in most 
teaching examples, the number of repetitions rarely 
exceeds ten. When solving differential equations, 
the number of points on the solution curve to be 
generated usually does not exceed ten. Under these 
circumstances, the digital computer seems to be too 
powerful in both speed and storage. 
For the numerical methods cited in Group B, a few 
complications arise: 
I The storage requirement increases due to matrix 
manipulation 
2 Loops are required as one moves from row to row 
and from column to column 
3 Although there are no function evaluations, yet 
the arithmetic inside the loops is just as 
tedious 
4 As with all array subscripts handling, absolute 
address information will be required. 
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About ten registers will be required depending on the 
complexity of a program. However, at the cost of 
increasing programming complications, it is always 
possible to reduce the size of storage. Most programm-
able calculators today provide up to 100 data 
registers. For a modern programmable calculator such 
as TI59 and HP4lC, to use sixty data registers is not 
extravagant at all. 
3.5 CONCLUSION 
From the above study on the computational aspects of 
some essential algorithms, it is observed that 
practically all the numerical methods under consider-
ation do not necessarily require the use of high speed 
digital computers. Modern programmable calculators 
such as TI59 and HP4lC are sufficient for this 
purpose. In fact, the programmable calculator is not 
only sufficient as a computing aid, it is also 
essential for the beginner in numerical methods. It 
allows the student to learn and appreciate the steps in 
an algorithm at a self-regulating rate and under the 
guidance of the lecturer. The use of the programmable 
calculator in the learning of numerical methods is 
analogous to the support a child relies on in the 
process of learning to walk. However, the author does 
not intend to imply that students need not use the 
digital computer at all for numerical methods. After 
all, when students graduate and work in industry, a 
knowledge of computers is essential for solving 
problems involving numerical methods. Bajpai, Mustoe 
and Walker [10] consider that 
'the student should be taught to programme in a high 
level language ... he should also be introduced to 
standard programmes, such as those available in the 
NAG Library ... ' 
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Rowever, it is recommended in the same reference 
that the student should also be encouraged froll1 his 
second year onwards to use scientific computer 
packages. 
The powerful digital computer is ultimately essential 
for work in research applications in science 
and technology. However, its contribution to 
the student's learning process is limited and very 
often it creates negative effects due to its 
complexity and high speed. In highly developed 
countries, interactive terminals and micro-
computers are used to facilitate learning. But, 
unless these facilities are available in abundance, 
their contribution to teaching and learning is 
restricted. In the Hong Kong education environment, 
where supply cannot meet the demand, this is 
certainly the case. An alternative is urgently 
needed so that teaching and learning can continue with 
maximum efficiency. From the analysis of the nature of 
the numerical algorithms under consideration, the 
programmable calculator provides a very appropriate 
al ternati ve to our existing ::rids in teaching Numerical 
Methods in Hong Kong Polytechnic. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE ROLES OF COMPUTING AIDS IN THE LEARNING 
AND TEACHING OF NUMERICAL METHODS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Price and Snider [1.1] observed 'a general hesitancy and 
reluctance on the part of undergraduate students to 
enrol in a first course in numerical analysis'. For 
undergraduates, 'numerical analysis appears as just 
another mathematics elective competing for his time 
and energies'. This was due to the fact that the 
'established required curriculum tends to discourage 
interest in computing'. These remarks indicate the 
necessity for an approach being made to the subject 
via applications and with the use of the computer. The 
best method of introducing numerical analysis is, 
according to Price and Snider, to present stimulating 
problems and solve them on the computer. Such 
approaches can, however, only be accomplished with the 
use of proper and adequate provision of computational 
aids. 
In this chapter, the author discusses the three 
important computing aids.- the ordinary* calculator, 
the digital computer and the programmable calculator. 
It is pointed out that a computing aid is a useful 
tool only when it is reliable, easily accessible and 
cost effective. 
* non-programmable 
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4.2 ROLE OF THE ORDINARY* CALCULATOR 
By ordinary caluclator, the author refers to the 
electronic calculator with one or two memories and all 
the common mathematical functions. In the context of 
the present discussion, the word ordinary is used to 
distinguish this class of calculator from the modern 
programmable calculator. The importance of these 
calculators is that these days almost all students 
have one in their possession. They are still an 
excellent computing device for simple computations, 
such as to find percentages, means, standard 
deviations and mathematical functions. Their value to 
the students is unquestionable. 
The role of the calculator in numerical methods is 
less precise than in other subjects. The instrument 
suffers from the drawback that there are not enough 
memories for most numerical methods. Consequently, 
intermediate results have to be frequently trans-
ferred between paper and calculator. Mistakes of 
transcription can easily occur. But inconvenient as 
it seems in 1981, a whole book on computational 
methods was written using even mD:l:e primi ti ve 
calculators in 1960 [12]. The approaches used for 
numerical methods in those days had checking devices 
in the computations, such as the row sums, to prevent 
or minimise human errors. It appears to many that 
checking is only required for calculators and is not 
necessary for the computer, which is considered 
infallible. Cohen [13], however, points out that 
computational checks are always necessary. Through 
his paper 'Do checks really check?' he hopes to 
'encourage greater use of checks in all areas of 
computation. ' 
* non-programmable 
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The ordinary calculator must not be considered as an 
outdated instrument. It may have definite drawbacks 
for scientific work. From the mathematics education 
pOint of view it still has a vital role to play. It 
is difficult for most students to grasp the 
complexity of an algorithm unless they really try a 
few steps in the computation with a pocket calculator. 
In their students' course book "Numerical Methods for 
Engineers and SCientists", Bajpai, Calus and Fairley 
[14] recommend the reader to 'make use of a pocket 
calculator' to help him/her with the arithmetic 
involved in the examples. This author strongly 
supports the view that some topics in numerical 
methods are still better illustrated to beginners 
using an ordinary calculator. This can release the 
student from the extra effort involved in mastering the 
computer language. An example is cited for discussion. 
Example 
To find the square root of a number A, the students 
will encounter two forms of rearrangement of X2 = A. 
A (i) Xn+l = X 
n 
Using an ordinary calculator, with or 
without a reciprocal function, students will realise 
immediately that any ,starting value cannot be improved 
A further, as gives back X
n
' 
Xn+1 
The instructions used are simply: 
Prestore the starting value Xo in memory 
Enter A 
Press t 
Press MR 
Press = 
Press M+ 
Memory recall 
Forming Xn+1 = A/Xn 
Store Xn+1 into memory 
Repeat these five steps 
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(ii) Another rearrangement of (X2 - A) = 0 is 
Prestore Xo in the memory as before 
Enter A 
7 
MR 
= Form A/Xn 
+ 
MR 
= 
7 
2 
= 
M+ 
These few steps can be repeated with little 
difficulty. 
With such a simple use of a computing aid, the concept 
of the rate of convergence can be illustrated, in an 
attempt to stimulate the motivation of the student to 
proceed further with the subject. The process 
involved here is so simple that a computer program is 
in fact not necessary for this purpose. 
4.3 ROLE OF THE COMPUTER 
'In view of the recent expansion of computing 
facilities and usage in East African countries and 
because of likel~ future expansions, there is a need 
to consider possible changes in school and university 
syllabuses in order to begin the training and 
re-orientation necessary ... new curricula must teach 
more of the numerical aspect of mathematics ... ' 
Phythian [15] 
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The above brief remark gives a clear illustration of 
the impact of the computer on mathematics in a 
developing country. The new advanced level 
mathematics syllabus in East Africa, contains, 
according to Phythian, topics such as Gaussian Elimination 
and the Newton-Raphson iterative scheme in one 
variable. 'Students are expected to try to find, for 
example, the root of the cubic x3 + 7x2 - 5 = 0 with various 
rearrangements. ' 
In Hong Kong there are currently many proposals for 
introducing numerical methods at the high school level. 
The idea does not receive much support and very often 
invites bitter criticism from teachers who have been 
in the teaching profession for ten to twenty years. 
As computer technology affects every aspect of our 
society, the views of teachers are bound to change in 
the years to come. 
With the introduction of the computer, there is a 
tendency for numerical methods to be started in the 
high school instead of waiting until university level. 
It is not, however, that the computer must be used in 
the high school for the treatment of these simple 
numerical methods. What is more significant is the 
attempt to equip the students in their early years 
with the concepts of convergence and iterative 
processes, commonly used in further numerical methods. 
In a developed country, the use of the digital computer 
is further extended to include graphic systems; 
Through a display unit, the teaching of numerical 
methods has a better appeal to the students. Brookes 
[16] describedOliver's experiment in the following 
way: "Using this system, Oliver prepared material for a short 
course in numerical methods, covering roots of equations, approxi-
mations and interpolation and the solution of ordinary differential 
equations ... The graphic systE!ll was used (i) to show prepared 
examples to illustrate lectures, (ii) to show irnpranptu examples in 
response to questions and (Hi) to allow individual students to 
generate displays of functions and numerical processes in 
laboratory exercises". . 
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According to Brookes, 'two important results in using 
such a system are: 
{i) use of the display stimulates more and better 
class reactions 
(ii) students so taught attack examination questions 
by drawing a sketch first 
Then solutions are more direct, with less 
floundering'. 
4.4 ROLE OF THE PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR 
In a discussion on the choice of computing equipment, 
Gunzenhauser [17] in 1975 made. the following remark 
on programmable calculators: 
'They are easy to carry from one classroom to the next, 
they have very low operating expenses and the teacher 
can leave them in the hands of his students. The 
average key-board language is inconvenient for 
younger students, the storage capacity is mostly very 
much restricted, and there is no possibility for text 
processing. The handling of programs, especially 
correcting and editing them, is sometimes rather 
boring and disappointing to the average student.' 
The technological development in programmable 
calculators has gone through such a tremendous change 
that most of the above remarks do not apply to the 
modern pocket size programmable calculator at all. 
The most modern pocket programmable calculator such as 
the HP41CV is capable of handling programs by file 
names. Storage for data registers could be 
partitioned to as many as 100. With indirect address 
references of data registers, and flags for testing 
conditions, the programming aspect is close to that of 
a computer. The architecture of the system is modular 
in concept. Printers, magnetic card reader and the 
wand for bar code input are all detachable from the 
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main unit of the calculator. In an educational 
environment a group of students can share one set of 
input and output devices. Depending on the nature of 
the computation, card reader and printers are left 
idling for most of the time. With continuous memory 
and battery powered feature, the machine can be used 
anywhere, and can be turned on and off at any time. 
From the pOint of view of applications in numerical 
methods, the programmable 
limited graphical output. 
calculator has a very 
However, for sketching a 
function y = f(x), which occurs frequently in mathe-
matical work, the machine is sufficiently good. 
Other than a lack of huge storage, which is not often 
required for the purpose of teaching principles in 
numerical methods, little defect can be observed when 
comparison is made with the computer. In fact, in 
the experience of the author, practically all 
programs on undergraduate numerical methods do not 
have storage problems with the newer models of 
programmable calculators. With the use of program 
text segmentation and the use of magnetic cards, 
there do not appear to be any serious limitations. 
To beginners in numerical methods, the use of the 
programmable calculator could stimulate their interest 
in the subject.t For example, it might be used to 
the convergence of the limit illustrate 
lim 
e = (1 + !)x. A few instructions would be 
sufficient. 
Assuming Reg 01 contains an initial x 
Reg 02 contains increment in x, delta x 
Reg 0;3 contains 1, initial value of a loop 
counter 
TSchey H M, Schwartz J L,Walton W U and Zacharias J R, 
A Laboratory Computer and Calculus Based Course in 
Mathematics. Int. J. Math. Educ. Sci. Technol. 
Vol. 1, 115-130 (1970) 
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An HP41C program can be written as 
r--+-LBL 01 
RCL 03 
1 RCL 01,x' 1,_ + 
RCL 01, yX, RjS 
RCL 02 ST + 01 
1, ST + 03 
'----- GO TO 01 
Display counter 
Fonn (1 + ;) 
Raise to power x and stop for 
viewing 
Increase x by delta x 
Increase count by 1 
Repeat process 
These simple steps are included in an infinite loop. 
Successive approximation to e is displayed rapidly. 
Such an illustration of a limit is obtained faster, and 
hence is more interesting, than if using an ordinary 
calculator. The amount of work involved and the 
knowledge of programming required do not exceed 
those for high level languages. Many commands are so 
fundamental that the students have previously 
encountered them with ordinary calculators. Some 
explanation may be required for the instructions 1, 
ST + 01,which could easily be replaced by 
1, RCL 01, +, ST 01. By showing that identical 
results are obtained with both sets of commands, the 
teacher may even introduce the device of direct 
register arithmetic. After all, even in high level 
languages, beginners usually have difficulties in 
understanding the command X = X + Y. 
4.5 CONCLUSION 
In spite of the tremendous advancement in computer 
technology, the pocket calculator maintains its 
significance as a computing aid. Ordinary calculators 
available today are no longer simple devices as they 
were a few years ago. It has become an integral part 
of mathematical work today due to its portability and 
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low cost. The importance of the digital computer in 
numerical methods does not need to be reiterated. 
Without it numerical methods on spline fitting and 
partial differential equations would not be as popular 
as they are today. 
In addition to being a powerful computing tool, the 
computer in an interactive mode is also an 
educational aid to many subjects other than numerical 
methods. The programmable calculator is a justified 
computing aid in its own right. It retains the 
programming capabilities of, the computer. At the 
same time it enhances the portability feature of the 
ordinary calculator. Its present status does not 
qualify it to be a powerful teaching aid in the sense 
of CAI and CAL. For introductory courses, where 
complicated programming is not required, the 
programmable calculator is still a cost effective aid 
in the learning and teaching of numerical methods. In 
developing countries, or even more in underdeveloped 
countries, the running cost of a computing aid is in 
no way any less important than its computing power. 
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CHAPTER 5 
A PROPOSAL FOR USING·THE PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR 
AS AN AID IN THE TEACHING OF NUMERICAL METHODS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In learning a numerical algorithm, it is essential for 
the student to master the logical flow of the process. 
It is just as important and necessary for him to go 
through the steps involved, checking the arithmetic of 
each step. Once the idea of the algorithm is clear, it 
might be desirable to turn to some relatively 
automatic tools to perform the routine. The digital 
computer is usually a popular choice. 
One of the most obvious advantages of using a digital 
computer for implementing a numerical method is 
probably the speed of the machine. But while it takes 
away 'the drudgery of mathematics' it also inevitably 
takes over the decision making process once an 
automatic program is successfully written. 
Unquestionably, the students must already have a clear 
picture of the numerical method before they can 
implement it on a computer. But once the program is 
successfully running, the students simply insert data 
as instructed by their own programs. Then, with the 
pressing of a few starting keys, all processes are 
executed in a non-stop fashion. The only step the 
students need to take is to collect the print-out 
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from the printer and declare the assignment completed. 
From the author's teaching experience, a student may 
forget completely the numerical method itself and yet 
he is capable of producing very accurate results. In 
fact, the computer process is so rapid that it does not 
provide a chance for the student to think about what 
is going on, nor does it generate motivation for 
thinking and learning. From the teaching point of 
view, an automatic program provides very limited man-
machine interaction other than input and output as in 
a batch processing environment. In the interactive 
mode, the situation can be improved. However, unless 
the program is written as an interactive educational 
package, as in the PLATO system, students always tend 
to write automatic programs for the sole purpose of 
producing results. 
Educational systems such as PLATO would have a strong 
effect in motivating the Hong Kong students. 
Unfortunately, the implementation of similar systems 
has yet to be done. One of the many reasons that very 
few, if any. educational packages on numerical methods 
exist in Hong Kong is, according to the author's 
observation, due to the lack of sufficient available 
computer equipment to meet the demands from large 
groups of students. This reason is sufficient to 
discourage research in this direction in Hong Kong. 
In Hong Kong Polytechnic, numerical methods are still 
taught in the traditional way of theory followed by 
practical exercises. From the author's experience, 
this system has at least ONE obvious defect, among 
possibly many others. This is that the students may not 
be able to complete an important exercise before the 
next lecture on further theory. For example, before 
a lecture on instability, it might be desirable for 
the students to have already computed the solutions 
to y' = Ay for different sets of pre-selected values 
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of A and with various step sizes. To cite another 
situation,the students might benefit more by 
finding the roots of some special polynomial 
equations by varying the coefficients before the 
sensitivity of the polynomial to these coefficients 
or the effect of continued deflation is discussed in 
a lecture. 
Many topics on rates of convergence, ill-conditioning, 
accumulation of errors etc, are best taught after 
some guided investigation has been carried out by the 
students themselves, so that they are properly 
motivated, and oriented towards the new ideas to be 
introduced. But this can only be accomplished when 
the whole class of perhaps thirty students can 
complete the planned assignment within the few days 
between two numerical methods lectures. Unfortunatel~ 
there are various problems, such as errors in computer 
programs, lack of facilities, and time needed for other 
assignments and projects which often upset such 
teaching plans. It is surprising to discover that 
many computer program errors are not due to mistakes 
in the body of the numerical algorithm; instead they 
are due to the fancy design of output tabulations, 
printing of pretty stars and dots in an attempt to 
beautify the results.which may contain only about 
twenty values from an iterative process. Students 
really enjoy the art and technique of programming 
rather than appreciating the effect or nature of a 
certain numerical algorithm. 
5.2 THE PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR 
As discussed earlier, the ordinary calculator is a 
useful tool in the process of introducing simple 
concepts in numerical methods. Unfortunately, it is 
limited by speed, and human errors are too frequently 
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involved during the transfer of numerical values from 
machine to paper. The lengthy and tedious steps 
involved tend to demotivate the students. The average 
student who lacks the manipulative mechanical aptitudes 
very soon casts doubts on the results produced. At the 
other extreme, the computer is working too rapidly for 
any encouragement 
After the process, 
student disappears. 
in thinking during the process. 
the enthusiastic attitude of the 
The fact that the terminal super-
visor keeps reminding the students to get ready to log 
out from the system as the end of the one-hour 
terminal session is drawing near certainly does not 
give the slow learners any opportunity at all. Bajpai 
and Mustoe [18] realise the necessity for a balance in 
using these two computing facilities. 
'It may be argued that too great a dependence on the 
terminal for computation will lessen even further the 
ability of the student to perform his own calculations. 
We recognize this danger. We certainly believe that a 
student should carry out by hand a set of standard 
calculations. ' 
As the quality in the performance of the programmable 
calculator .is improved and as the cost has been reduced by a 
factor of nearly five, or more, in the past few years, 
it is now possible for a teaching department in Hong 
Kong Polytechnic to possess ten to twenty or even more 
of these calculators for the purpose of arranging 
practical sessions. Some students can even afford to 
possess one of the less expensive models themselves. 
But the problem that remains now is: 'Can the students 
make use of such a tool effectively to produce some 
useful results for their coming lectures in a reason-
able amount of tUne?' In the author's view, a student 
should be able to get some results for discussion in a 
maximum period of two hours of practical work to every 
one hour's lecture on theory. 
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Due to the nature of the commands used, the programm-
able calculator is notorious for its difficulties in 
programming. Gunzenhauser [17] describes it as 'rather 
boring and disappointing to the average student'. 
Most people consider" programmable calculators are hope-
lessly difficult to use because they have no high level 
language and text handling is poorly equipped. Also, 
there is no multiple branching as in FORTRAN and the 
programmer must be responsible for keeping track of the 
exact absolute address of his data. However, the 
author believes that all these adverse remarks should 
be viewed with some reservation, especially from the 
educational point of view. 
To know exactly what is going on and to trace the 
results should be regarded as an essential part of the 
student's practical work. As for the language, it will 
soon be pointed out that only a few easy commands are 
required for most numerical algorithms in the under-
graduate curriculum. The existence of complicated 
branching commands is not necessary. Even the simple 
IF statement need not be used. It is felt that the 
student should make the decision to perform certain 
processes, as these decisions are often very simple. 
The most frequently used condition test in numerical 
methods is whether a number is less than a certain 
value. If the result of the test is positive one path 
is followed, otherwise a branch is taken to somewhere 
else in the program. It is best if this type of two-
way branching is controlled by the student, who is 
thus monitoring all essential results all the time, 
rather than being undertaken completely automatically 
by the computer, particularly in the early stages of 
his learning numerical methods. 
Can the calculator perform just as satisfactorily as a 
program written in a high level language? The author 
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is quite aware of the limitations of a programmable 
calculator. However, it is interesting to find out if 
such limitations seriously affect the beginner in 
numerical methods. Let us examine the content of a 
FORTRAN program on one simple yet popular numerical 
method. The essential features of such a program are 
presented in Figure 5.1 and a parallel treatment 
using the programmable calculator is also given. 
Figure 5.1 A FORTRAN Program on the Newton-Raphson 
Method 
Problem: To find one root of f(x) = x2 + 7x + 8 = 0 
given x = xo as the starting value. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
20 
40 
25 
45 
99 
A few lines of comments 
Define F(X) and F'(X) 
F(X) = Xt2 + 7*X + 8 
DF (X) = 2*X + 7 
Input Xo and maximum number of iteration~ 
accuracy required, etc. 
Read (1,10) XO, ITER, TOL 
Compute Xl 
Do 20 I = 1, ITER 
Xl = XO - F(XO)/DF (XO) 
Check convergence 
If ABS(Xl - XO).LT.TOL GO TO 40 
XO = Xl 
CONTINUE 
WRITE (2, 25) Xl 
GO TO 99 
WRITE (2, 45) Xl 
FORMAT (IX 'NOT CONY. X 
FORMAT (lX,'CONVERGED 
END 
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=', F10.5) 
X = " F10. 5) 
A study of the FORTRAN program in Figure 5.1 on the 
Newton-Raphson method leads to the following classifi-
cation of types of statement: 
Group A Comments, input/output of text messages 
Group B Input/output of numerical values 
Group C Checks on convergence and counts on number 
of iterations 
Group D Definition of function statements 
Arithmetic operations 
Assignment of values to variables 
It is obvious that only groups B, C and D are directly 
related to numerical methods. And of these three groups 
Band C need not appear in the program. Having classi-
fied the FORTRAN program into several groups, we now wish 
to see how the programmable calculator can be used to 
handle these groups of functions. In the case of a 
calculator, since the student should know what 
information should be contained in certain registers, 
the input process can be done in manual mode, that is, 
without using any program commands. If the student 
has complete control of the performance of the 
calculator~ the repetition of loops is entirely at his 
decision. In the modern programmable calculator, the 
user can make store and recall processes to any data 
registers in the calculator mode while execution of 
program instructions comes to a stop. While in the 
calculator mode, he can direct the calculator to 
start executing certain groups of instructions 
provided that these instructions are between a label 
and a stop command. During execution, subroutine 
calls are possible. A detail specification of most 
frequently used commands on programmable calculators 
is given in Appendix Al for reference. Thus, a 
program on the Newton-Raphson method can now be 
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divided into the following blocks which are groups 
of instructions performing a specific task. 
Block I 
Block 2 
Block 3 
Block 4 
Block 5 
Pre-store the necessary data 
ComputeF(XO) and F' (XO) 
Compute Xl = XO - F(XO)/F'(XO) 
Manual recall of Xl and XO for comparison, 
or compute ABS(Xl - XO) 
Shift XO to Xl for the next iteration 
For Block 1, a predetermined map of the storage is 
necessary. A storage map, indicating the contents of 
the storage,could be as follows: 
Storage Map 
ROO XO 
ROl Xl 
R02 F(XO) 
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R03 F' (XO) 
R04 ABS (Xl - XO) 
A program in the HP41C and TI59 commands for solving 
x
2 
+ 7x + 8 = 0 can now be coded according to the 
function of each block. 
Processes HP41C crnmands TI59 crnmands 
Block 2: carputes IBL 01 IBLA 
F(~) and F' (~) RCLOO, Y?, RCLOo. 7, RCLOO ,Y? +OCLOO x 
x, +, 8, +, STO 02 + 8 =, STO 02 
RCLOO, 2, x, 7, + RCLOO x 2 + 7 = 
STO 03, STO 03 
R/S R/S 
Block 3: caqJute IBL 02 IBLB 
RCLOO, RCL02, RCL03 RCLOO - RCL02, 
Xl = Xo - F(~)/F'(XO) +, -, STO 01 RCL03 =, STO 01 
R/S RjS 
Block 4: Form IBL 03 IBLC 
RCLOO, ReIn1, - RCLOO - RCL01 = 
ABS(Xl - XO) ABS, STO 04 ABS, STO 04 
R/S RjS 
Block 5: Shift IBL 04 IBL D 
RCL01, ST 00 RCL01, STO 00 
Xl to XO R/S R/S 
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To compute the successive values of Xi' Xo must be 
prescored in Register ROO, then, in the case of TI59 (or 
HP41C), a succession of pressing keys A(XEQ 01), 
B(XEQ 02), C(XEQ 03) and D(XEQ 04) with occasional 
checking of the data storage will produce the 
desired results. It is noted that the segment under 
label B is not combined with that under label A so 
that the student should, from time to time, recall 
register R03 to examine if F'(XO) is approaching zero. 
He must not forget the geometrical implication of 
this. However, the student is by no means required to 
perform such checks in every iteration, but certainly 
it is advisable for him to do so regularly if a 
double root is suspected. 
There are four outstanding characteristics of such 
segmented program blocks. 
I All arithmetic operations of the functions are 
grouped together. There is no need for the 
student to interfere with the execution while 
arithmetic operations are being performed. It is 
the responsibility of the machine to do the arith-
metic correctly. 
2 The decision for execution of a certain segment 
is entirely at the discretion of the student. By 
shifting the responsibility for decision back to 
the student, we hope that the student's awareness 
of the problem is increased. 
3 Unnecessary input and output programming steps 
are kept to a minimum. 
4 The student is capable of running the program 
segments at his own pace, since the cost of 
computing time of the calculator is negligible 
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as compared to that of a large computer system. 
To most slow learners such a computing aid is more 
suitable than the large computer. 
5.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF THE STORAGE MAP 
The purpose of keeping a storage map is to 
facilitate the input of data and the retrieval of 
intermediate and final results. In teaching 
numerical methods, the author feels that the final 
result is not the only important information. Some-
times, results appearing only temporarily in a process 
also reveal some useful properties. For instance, in 
the solution of an Ordinary Differential Equation the 
imporatant final results are a succession of (xi' Yi)' 
However, the deriavtive of the solution curve 
f(x., y.) is just as informative, for the slope of the 
l. 1 
solution curve at a point certainly gives information 
about the next few points. 
For efficiency in programming, f(x i , Yi) is usually 
computed and used immediately without storing into a 
register. There are many occasions where it is not 
necessary for intermediate results to be printed out 
in every cycle of an iterative process. Yet to check 
their values occasionally is quite a good, useful 
exercise for the student. 
5.3.1· Another advantage of a well designed storage map is to 
assist the students in their associations with the 
common conventions and representations frequently 
encountered in text books. For example, consider the 
two storage map designs for a 3 x 3 matrix: 
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Storage Map ONE: 
R 05 R 06 R 07 
R 08 R 09 R 10 
Rll R 12 R 13 
Storage Map TWO: 
Rll R 12 R 13 
R 21 R 22 R 23 
R 31 R 32 R 33 
Bearing in mind the usual matrix notation and its 
representation in textbooks, Storage Map Two has a 
definite advantage over Map One. Reg 32 now means the 
third row and the second column. Knowing the values 
of i and j the element a. . can be recalled as 
~,J 
RCL IND 01 provided Reg 01 contains (10i + j). But in 
the arrangement given in Map One, it is not such a 
simple matter to compute the value 12 from i = 3 
and j = 2. At least, it takes time to establish a 
general formula relating i and j to the address of the 
register holding a. .. One might then point out that 
. ~,J 
the arrangement in Map Two wastes many registers as Rl4 
to R20 and R24 to R30 are not used to hold elements of 
the matrix. However, this is not a problem as with 
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today's technology it is possible to have a calculator 
allowing 100 data storages. For all numerical methods 
examples tackled by his students the author considers 
that sixty data storages are sufficient. After all, 
some of the registers not used for holding matrix 
elements can be used for holding address pointers and 
loop counters. Saving storage is a much less 
important factor compared with reducing the complexity 
of programming. Besides, in most situations, a small 
size problem is more suitable for educational purposes. 
5.3.2 Another example of storage map design is illustrated 
in the synthetic division scheme for values of poly-
nomials. The arrangements of a computation frequently 
encountered in text-books is as follows: 
c 
1 
Since the essential entries in this scheme are the a., 
1 
b. and c., data storages should be reserved for them 
1 1 
A possible arrangement of the storage may be as 
follows: 
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R 13 ~ ... R 19 ag 
R 23 b3 ... R 29 b9 
R 33 c3 ... R 39 c9 
As polynomials of degree higher than nine are seldom 
necessary for teaching purposes, the above storage map 
is more than sufficient. Once the subscript i is 
known ai' b i and c i can be located in registers (10 + i), 
(20 + i) and (30 + i) respectively. 
5.3.3 A well-designed storage map is not restricted to only 
one numerical method at a time. It should, whenever 
possible, be adaptable and extendable to other methods 
involved in the same topic. One example of this is 
found in integration. 
the computation of the 
success ively halved. 
The trapezoidal method requires 
integral I, with step size h 
A further method which may be 
involved here is Romberg Integration where the same 
sets of value of I h ,Ih / 2 , Ih/4' etc, are required, and 
in addition two consecutive values of the integral I 
are used for obtaining better approximations. In this 
context, it is essential for users of calculators and 
computers alike to realise that Romberg Integration 
CONTAINS the trapezoidal rule. The two processes 
share some commo~ program blocks or subroutines, ie 
those that compute Ih/2 from I h . Consequently, there 
should be common areas for their storage map. The 
storage map in this case could be as follows: 
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5.3.4 
A TYPICAL STORAGE MAP FOR INTEGRATION 
Rll 
Hence registers R 11, R 12, R 13 and R 14 are used 
first for the trapezoidal method. Then, both the 
program blocks and the storage map are extended to 
suit Romberg Integration. 
Careful planning ahead allows the students to see that 
some smaller processes are subsets of another larger 
one. They can be used as building bricks for another 
method. 
Emphasis on storage map planning is even more 
necessary for the topic of Predictor-Corrector (P-C) 
methods for the solution of ODE's. The common 
algorithrnsstudents. encounter in this topic are: 
1 Euler P-C method (involving two pOints) 
2 Fourth-order P-C method (involving five points) 
3 Euler P-C method for simultaneous ODE's 
4 Fourth-order P-C method for simultaneous ODE's 
For teaching purposes, we often take only two first 
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order ODE's as illustrative of the methods used for 
higher order and systems of ODE's. Without planning, 
the student might be led to the' design of four 
different storage maps. However, it should be noted 
that a two point method is a subset of a four point 
method. Furthermore, in numerical methods, algorithms for a 
single ODE can be extended to systems of ODE's. Consequently 
the following storage map should be designed, or at least the 
student should eventually arrive at this, step by step. 
A storage map for P-C methods for ODE's 
(up to two simultaneous 1st order ODE's) 
ROO h ROl XARG R02 YARG R03 ZARG 
i x. Yi f. z. gi 1 1 1 
N - 3 R04 R05 R06 R07 R08 
--
N - 2 R09 RlO Rll R12 Rl3 
N - 1 Rl4 Rl5 R16 R17 Rl8 
N Rl9 H2O H21 R22 R23 
---
N+l R24 H25 R26 H27 R28 
In this generalised map, many registers will be left 
unused for single ODE's and low order P-C methods. 
Once again, the advantage resulting from generalisation 
outweighs the data storage problem when the latter is 
not too critical: 
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5.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter, the advantages of the digital 
computer are identified. Unfortunately, students are 
so fascinated by it that their attention to the 
learning of numerical methods is often distracted by the 
artistic presentations possible. But, despite the 
advantages of the computer, the programmable calculator 
is, nonetheless, recommended as a suitable computing 
tool for numerical methods. It is not only portable 
but is also electronically built to carry out complex 
numerical calculations most efficiently. However, the 
author does not pretend that it should be used to 
replace all processes of mechanical calculation. It 
does have some disadvantages, one being the lack of 
alpha-numeric text information to guide input and 
output. 
As a result of more than two years of sometimes 
frustrating experience in using the programmable 
calculator as a learning and teaching aid, the author 
arrived at a method of simplifying the unnecessary 
complexities in programming the calculator. A storage 
map is designed and used whenever appropriate. 
Several illustrations of the use of storage maps in 
accommodating numerical algorithms have been provided. 
The author does not intend' to give a comprehensive 
treatment of this topic for all numerical algorithms. 
The ingenuity in the design of the storage map is only 
limited by the user's imagination. There is no pre-
requisite set of rules, but the ability to associate a 
numerical exercise with the properties of the 
calculator is assumed. 
The use of storage maps eliminates completely the need 
for the program input process. Consequently 
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mathematics students of Hong Kong Polytechnic always 
find an exciting challenge in discovering the utility 
of the storage maps. As the author has reiterated many 
times, this is educationally desirable. Firstly, 
because the use of a storage map removes the necessity 
in output planning; and secondly, programmable 
calculators for handling alpha-numeric text are not 
very common. 
The lack of facilities for handling text information 
may not be so critical, as in the HP41C which is the 
latest of a generation of programmable calculators, 
yet the incorporation of text information always fills 
the capacity of valuable registers. Whereas the 
programmable calculator is a computing aid to 
numerical methods, the storage map is, in a sense, 
also a programming aid to the more effective use of 
the programmable calculator. 
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CHAPTER 6 
EVALUATION 
6.1 TYPES OF EVALUATION 
The primary objective of this research is to show 
that the programmable calculator is a cost effective 
tool for elementary numerical methods. The 
computational cost of the programmable calculator is 
obviously low in comparison with that of the 
computer. Consider the cost of one modern, medium 
priced and reliable calculator to be in the vicinity 
of HK $2000 (approx. £200) and the life of such a 
unit to be five years with the cost of maintenance 
amounting to HK $200 (approx. £20) per year. Further, 
let us assume that the calculator is in service for 
forty weeks a year with five working days in a week 
and that the calculator is used for five hours each 
day. Under such a conservative estimate, the running 
I 
cost is only HK $0.6 (approx. £0.06) per hour. It is 
less than !% of the total cost. No computing equip-
ment of compatible performance has such a low 
running cost. As discussed in the previous chapters, 
the programmable calculator has been demonstrated to 
be an efficient tool for numerical methods. Of 
course it is a much inferior device than the micro-
computer when one considers interactive learning 
systems. 
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The author's initial idea was to plan for a 
longi tudinal study, covering the three years of the 
student's course of stud~ on the effect of using the 
programmable calculator. However, longitudinal 
studies have always'been difficult to carry out [5]. 
In the present research, the situation is no 
better. There is the difficulty of following the 
performance of the students for more than one year. 
As students move ,to higher classes, the style of 
teaching by another lecturer might be different. Also, 
the requirement of the course might lead to a 
relatively theoretical approach in these higher years. 
The author, nevertheless, managed to follow the same 
group of students for their first and second years. 
It is also realised that as technology is changing so 
rapidly, the days of the present programmable 
calculator might be virtually over in'a few years' 
time. The cost of a microcomputer system which is 
capable of handling CAI material is now falling so 
rapidly that students may be exposed to a completely 
new computing environment before their graduation. 
Furthermore, statistical studies in this research are 
not appropriate. As Aiken, and Braun [5] point out in their 
article on microcomputer-based learning: 
'Various statistical techniques have been used to 
measure the effectiveness of CAL material. Pre-test 
and post-test scores, for example, have been used 
along with other traditional methods. However, since 
so many assumptions are made and so many variables are 
uncontrolled (teacher differences among the most 
important of the latter), such statistical results 
tell us little'. 
Statistical measures when applied to the present 
research would, in the opinion of the author, yield 
similarly meaningless results. 
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Although CAL uses curriculum-based material as 
contrasted to the programmable calculator which in 
itself is a computing aid, yet there is a common 
aspect in the evaluation of both, i.e. the student's 
attitude towards themediumused, whatever it may be. 
Aiken and Braun [5] continue: 
'More promising, therefore, are attitudinal studies 
measuring factors such as changes in students' study 
habits and attitudes (eg requests for more terminal 
time, more frequent use of the library, the asking of 
more questions, the synthesizing of information from 
dif-ferent fields). Atti tudinal studies can provide 
d!l_;ta useful to designers of lessons as well as to 
those "judging" the program. ' 
It is more appropriate in this research to observe 
the attitudes of the students towards the use of the 
programmable calculator and the efficiency with which 
the students are using it. It is this type of inform-
ation that helps the teaching departments in making 
decisions regarding the purchase of new equipment. 
6 . 2 SOME TESTS ON STUDENT PERFORHANCE 
6.2.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDENTS TESTED 
The students jOined Hong Kong Polytechnic in 
September 1979 on the Higher Diploma course in 
Mathematics, Statistics and Computing. During their 
-first five months, BASIC programming and fundamentals 
of computing were taught. In the second half of the 
first year programme an introduction to Numerical 
Analysis was arranged in the curriculum, for a total 
duration of 30 lecture/tutorial hours. Simple 
numerical methods on the effects of subtractive 
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cancellation, accumulation of rounding errors, 
solutions of non-linear equations and some methods of 
interpolation were included in the course. Ten Texas 
Instrument TI59 programmable calculators were used 
during tutorial periods for developing simple 
programs on the above numerical methods. Arrange-
ments were made to allow these students to have 
access to programmable calculators as often as 
possible. In spite of frequent minor faults in the 
performance of the machines, and together with the 
heavy work load in other subjects, students in general 
maintained high interest in using the calculators. 
Frequent breakdown of the card readers and printers 
attached to the calculators did cause some discourage-
ment to the students. However, many complaints on 
faulty machines came from students who tried to write 
lengthy programs with sophisticated instructions 
without a well designed logical flow chart. It would 
be difficult for anyone to locate a mistake from such 
a program without a printer. The author can certainly 
appreciate the frustration experienced by the 
students when they discover the accessories to the 
calculator are faulty after spending long hours of 
effort in correcting their programs. Students were 
repeatedly warned of such difficulties in using 
programmable calculators. They were instructed to 
write, test and record their programs segment by 
segment according to their flow chart. In general, a 
small group of students were so over enthusiastic in 
using the programmable calculator that they attempted 
. to read the manuals themselves and tried the uncommon 
inst ructions such as to test flags Or to down. load a library 
program from the mathematical module provided. The 
author is extremely delighted to see such attitudes 
of motivation from the students. On the other hand, 
it was found that learning the special features of 
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one calculator became a heavy burden to most students. 
Throughout the course, the students were taught only 
the essential instructions so that they could handle 
simple programs on numerical methods. 
6.2.2 FIRST EVALUATION- BY ASSIGNHENT 
At the end of the first year of study, each student 
completed a program written on the TI59 calculator 
on a topic in numerical methods. Each student was 
given an 
could be 
interview in which any aspect of his work 
discussed. 
were free to comment 
During 
on the 
these interviews, students 
practical periods 
conducted during the year. The general remarks made 
were: 
I Students felt that to trace a computational fault 
was difficult with the programmable calculator 
2 Calculators in the Mathematics Laboratory were 
not functioning properly. Due to frequent move-
ment of the equipment from one laboratory to 
another or from a cabinet to the desk during 
every practical session, the contacts between 
the printer unit and the calculator were often 
damaged 
3 Many students requested guidance on sophisticated 
instructions in using the calculator 
4 Practically all students agreed that it was 
easier to obtain access to a programmable 
calculator in the Mathematics Laboratory than to 
queue up for a VDU terminal in the Computer 
Centre 
Wor Performance Evaluation of Users of Programmable 
Calculators, see Appendix A4 referred to later in 
Sec 6.2.3] 
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The interview exercise nevertheless provided the 
following useful feedback to the author: 
1 Students tend to write completely automatic 
programs. This could be due to the transfer 
effect of their previous training in BASIC 
programming. Also, there is an overall tendency 
to omit the flow chart for the numerical algorithm. 
Only when they run into difficulty do they revert 
back to a flow chart and then only after a program 
is written. 
2 The lack of a centralised Mathematics Laboratory 
results in equipment being locked up after each 
session. Between sessions, the Laboratory is 
frequently used as a tutorial room. A suitable 
Mathematics Laboratory is essential for practical 
sessions of this nature to be conducted with 
efficiency. A proposed Mathematics Laboratory 
arrangement for 1981 is included in Appendix A5. 
3 Students requiring sophisticated instructions are 
over motivated by the facilities available in a 
small machine. From the educational point of view 
in general, this is an encouraging sign. However, 
it is once again stressed that it might not be 
desirable during the early stages of the student's 
learning process in numerical methods. 
4 First year students may be too enthusiastic in 
using programmable calculators as they usually 
have very limited access to computer terminals. 
Due to the lack of terminal facilities, the author 
always arranges more terminal priority for 
second and third year students by reserving 
special terminal sessions for them. But with the 
tight schedule on the students' ti~etable, to make 
such an' effort successful .is a difficult task. 
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6.2.3 SECOND EVALUATION- BY TEST 
During the two months of the summer vacation, all 
programmable calculators and the instruction manuals 
were locked up and were not made available to the 
students, on purpose. In the first week of their 
second year the first test was conducted. A sample of 
the test paper is included in Appendix A4.1. The 
duration of the test was approximately one and a half 
hours. In Part One, students were asked whether they 
had any access to programmable calculators and the 
user manuals during the vacation. They were also 
asked about the type of computing aid they prefer. for 
various common numerical methods. 
The results were: 
1 Except for one or two students who possessed a 
programmable calculator, they did not have access 
to any reading material or calculators during 
the summer vacation. 
2 For simple numerical methods such as the solution 
of non-linear equations, students preferred to use 
programmable calculators. For topics involving 
matrices, students in general prefer the digital 
computer. Although the latter topic was not in 
their first year course, students seemed to 
realise the deficiency of the programmable 
calculator when large storage becomes essential 
for the method. Part Two of the test consisted of 
ten calculator instructions. Students were asked 
to explain them in not more than two lines. Most 
students could score five or six correct as these 
were simple ones such as 'RCL XX', 'SUM XX' etc. 
Not many were familiar with instructions involving 
indirect address such as 'RCL IND XX'. A few 
students attempted to explain the meaning of 
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'GOTO ... ' which is not a TI59 command. They seemed 
to have adapted to the calculator the meaning of the 
'GOTO' statement from the BASIC language. The author 
believes that the learning of more than one computer 
language often produces an interference effect, one on 
another. Part Three of the test required the students 
to write a simple program, without using input and 
output instructions, to compute the simple formula 
FV = PV(1+I/100)N given PV, I, and N. The idea was 
that data for PV, I and N were to be prestored into 
the memory by the user before execution of the 
expression was initiated. The result, FV, was 
expected to be left in the data register so that it 
could be recalled later on·. The general tendency was 
that over 80% of the students preferred to write a 
completely automatic TI59 program, handling all input 
and output commands. As far as computation was 
concerned, due to the simplicity of the expression, 
all students completed the program without difficulty. 
Some essential findings of this test were as follows: 
I After a long period without any reference to 
programmable calculator material, students are 
capable of identifying the essential instructions 
of the computing aid. 
2 They are capable of producing simple computational 
programs. 
3 Considering the minimum effort spent and the 
relatively infrequent exposure to the computing 
aid, the students' performance on the test is 
considered as satisfactory. 
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4 It is observed that students still have the 
tendency to write completely automatic programs. 
Such a habit is highly undesirable for more 
complicated numerical methods, as the text inform-
ation in a programmable calculator is both limited 
and difficult. 
6.2.4 THE THIRD EVALUATION - A MORE COMPLICATED TEST 
In the second year of the M.S.C. course Numerical 
Methods is a full subject, consisting of two hours of 
lectures plus one hour of tutorial per week for a 
total duration of twenty eight weeks. Throughout the 
second year, students use both the digital computer 
and programmable calculators for numerical work. 
The use of the digital computer is necessary so that 
the students can master skills in using packages such 
as those for finding roots of polynomial equations 
and for the solutions of ordinary differential equations. 
The programmable calculator is used to support the 
insufficiency of terminal facilities, so that students 
can practise numerical methods as often as they wish. 
The second test was conducted, in March 1981, to 
evaluate the efficierey 'with which the students used the 
programmable calculator. 
A relatively simple nUmerical method, the Secant 
Method, was chosen so as to ensure that no student 
was affected by a lack of knowledge of the algorithm. 
Twenty six students were divided into two, approximately 
equal, groups. Group A was instructed to write 
segments of programs without incorporating a test for 
convergence. Group B was asked to write a full 
program, with tests for convergence. Both groups were 
asked to note the time taken for the exercise. The 
test failed to show any significant difference in the 
quality of their work. Some students in Group B 
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completed their work as if they belonged to Group A, 
Both ie did not incorporate a convergence test. 
groups had an average recorded time equal to 
approximately 15 minutes. Some students were too 
careful in the presentation of their test, spending 
over ten minutes in drawing a detailed flow chart or 
copying their original program more neatly. Thus, 
their recorded times were much longer than 
actually required. Although the test failed tQ.show 
any significant difference between the two groups, it 
still revealed the fact that a numerical method such as 
the one given does not require an average time of more 
than sixteen minutes for program implementation. Some 
of the work done by the students is included in 
Appendix A4.2. 
6.2.5 THE FOURTH EVALUATION - A WORKSHOP ON O.D.E.'s 
As observed in all previous evaluations, there was a 
slight tendency for students under test to suffer 
from examination tension. Many students in fact 
once again spent time carefully copying their work 
just for the sake of getting more marks. They worried 
if the results were unfavourable to their overall 
examination performance in the subject. In order to 
test the efficiency of the student in using the 
programmable calculator, the author planned a workshop 
on numerical ODE's. It was decided that students 
attending the workshop would only do so of their own 
free will. They were also informed that the material 
to be covered would not be of examination interest. 
Further, to avoid the effects due to heavy assignments 
from other subjects, the workshop was conducted during 
the Easter vacation. Details of the workshop were 
not revealed to the students beforehand, other than 
that the topic to be discussed was not in the syllabus 
and that programmable calculators would be used. 
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The style to be adopted in the workshop was also 
considered and planned ahead. The tradional style 
of teaching numerical methods, and possibly other 
subjects too, in Hong Kong Polytechnic is a lecture on 
the theory together with the copying of a well presented 
written model answer to an example. 
and the students were then asked to 
This was followed, 
go to the terminal 
room and develop a program for submission as their own 
course work. Conscientious students would probably 
do this immediately and queue up for a vacancy in the 
terminal room. More passive students and students who 
have not sufficient confidence in their work might 
tend to postpone this for weeks. But, unfortunately, 
their interest and enthusiasm cannot last for such a 
long time and the submission of a program then just 
turns out to be for the sake of getting marks for 
home work. 
Ten students attended this workshop session. The first 
half hour of the course was spent on an introduction to 
numerical methods for ODE's. The second half hour was 
on illustrative examples using a program on the TI59 
calculator, prepared by the author himself. There was 
an attempt by the author to show to the students how 
such a program could be used. After a fifteen minutes 
break, the students Were asked to develop their own 
programs. It was found that most of them were capable 
of completing the program in about half an hour, and 
then went on to run their program for a given example. 
The total duration of the workshop session was under 
three hours including some unexpected delay caused by 
faulty machines. A similar workshop was carried out 
on another topic the following day. Students from the 
workshop session were motivated to use .,the programm-
able calculator immediately following the intro-
ductory talk on the numerical method. After the two 
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workshop sessions, students requested further sessions 
on other numerical methods for ODE's. 
A sample of the work of the students is included in 
Appendix A4.3. The author believes such practical 
sessions are very successful. Students in general are 
satisfied with a complete job being done within a 
short time. 
6.2.6 THE FIFTH EVALUATION - A FINAL TEST 
The power method for the determination of eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors is covered towards the end of the 
second year course. As indicated in Appendix A4.4, a 
practical evaluation test was given to two groups of 
students. Students in Group A had not attended the 
workshop on ODE's but students in Group B had. The 
test required the students to produce a TI59 program 
for the power method. For Group B a storage map was 
given. Students were not required to write the input 
portion of the program. In general, this group was 
instructed 
1 to write a segment of a program to perform AX 
n, 
giving Y
n
, and 
2 to write a segment of a program to normalise the 
vector Y n giving Xn+l · 
Group A was asked 
1 to design their own storage map, 
2 to assume the existence of matrix A in storage, and 
3 to write a complete program to perform the matrix 
iteration including a test for convergence arid 
printing of the converged result. 
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6.2.7 FINDINGS OF THE TEST 
The performance of Group B was significantly better 
than that of Group A .. One possible explanation of 
this difference is that students in Group B have more 
motivation for using programmable calculators. Since 
the two groups were not separated for other learning 
activities, the significant difference in performance 
of this test might be that one group was motivated by 
the workshop session. 
Group B may have had more practice than Group A due to 
their attendance at the workshop. However, these two 
groups of students have been using the programmable 
calculator for nearly two years and the workshop only 
provided Group B with an extra two hours of practical 
experience. It is highly unlikely that the extra few 
hours could make such a significant difference. The 
author is inclined to believe that the difference in 
performance is not due to practice effect, but rather 
due to the motivation of the students and the 
difference in the instructions given in the test. 
Group B had been given a well designed storage map. 
The author strongly believes that a well designed 
storage map is the key to successful programming with 
a programmable calculator. Unfortunately, the above 
argument is weakened by the deliberate choice of 
students in Group B. Had the grouping been done 
randomly, the present argument would have had a 
stronger statistical support. 
6.3 CONCLUSION 
The evaluation consisted of a succession of tests of 
increasing difficulty. The following points emerged 
from the test results: 
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1 Students have little difficulty with the 
elementary commands of the programmable 
calculator. 
2 Simple formula evaluation and numerical ~ethods 
can be handled with no special techniques. 
3 As numerical methods become more complicated, a 
good storgae map is an essential factor to 
successful programming. 
4 Students show more interest when numerical 
examples are demonstrated with a progra~able 
calculator. 
The validity of the above findings is not 
statistically strong. Instead of producing 
statistical measurements, such as correlation between 
two sets of scores, the author has only drawn 
conclusions from his observations. It is further 
noted that quantitative measurement of the students' 
abilities in writing successful programs is difficult, 
if not impossible. There are so many uncontrolled 
factors involved in a program writing and testing 
process that no two students can be compared score by 
score. 
The performance of the students was observed for a period 
of two years in which most of the numerical methods were 
covered. As the project was to observe the suitability 
of using the programmable calculator as a computational 
aid for the teaching and learning of numerical methods, 
the author feels that two years is an appropriate 
period for testing students' performance. The topic of 
numerical differential equations is not in the first 
two years of the course. It is normally included in 
the third year of study. However, due to its importance 
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and its suitability for programmable calculators, 
this topic was specially treated in a workshop 
environment. It is felt that the result of the 
experimental workshop was exceptionally good. Most 
students in Hong Kon·g have no experience in computer 
assisted instruction in high school. The success of 
the workshop leads one to believe that a computer 
assisted numerical methods session might be even more 
successful in arousing the interest of the students. 
It seems that they want to see action in getting fast 
results and find the use of an ordinary calculator to 
be a boring experience) in contrast to that of 
programmable calculators. 
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CHAPTER 7 
USE OF SEGMENTED PROGRAMS AS A TEACHING AID 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
As discussed in earlier chapters, programming for a 
programmable calculator in the segmented way reduces 
the complexity involved in the program writing. It 
allows the man-machine relationship to exist. One of 
its functions is to assist the student to practise the 
numerical methods which he has learned, so that he can 
master the numerical techniques with confidence. The 
use of the program comes after the learning of the 
theory. From the educational point of view, the pur-
pose of a practical class is to reinforce what the 
student has learned. From the technological point of 
view, the programmable calculator helps to overcome 
the shortage of computer terminals. Furthermore, the 
value of a programmable calculator in its own right as 
a useful computing tool should not be denied . 
. However, the educational value of using a programmable 
calculator after a lecture on the theory is very much 
reduced. It is most desirable to have a teaching aid 
to motivate the students before the start of a 
lecture. Unfortunately, the programmable calculator 
is not an interactive tool as the computer is. Any 
attempt to use the programmable calculator in the same 
way as one uses an interactive terminal or the micro-
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computer will probably end up in failure. Being aware 
of the computing capability of the programmable 
calculator, we can use it to assist in the computing 
aspect of a numerical method. Instead of requiring 
the student 
in 
to provide programs afterwards, it is far 
the author's view, to develop or to ask the better, 
student to develop segments of the program corres-
ponding to certain parts of the algorithm under dis-
cussion. The student will then write his program 
segments as he learns the numerical methods. By 
executing these independent segments as he proceeds 
with the algorithm, he may find it easier to under-
stand the theoretical aspect of the lecture. Also, at 
the end of the lecture, the student has a complete 
program in hand. By developing the same program 
concurrently with the development of the theory, the 
student need not duplicate his efforts at a later 
stage. 
Examples are cited here as an investigation into the 
extent such techniques can be applied to some topics 
in numerical methods. 
7.2 EXAMPLE ONE - 1ffiTHOD OF HALF INTERVAL SEARCH 
7.2.1 AN INTRODUCTORY NOTE 
There are several numerical methods available to find 
the root(s) of a given equation. In particular, if 
the equation is transcendental, numerical methods often 
become essential. In the half interval search method, it 
is assumed that only one root, x = x r ' lies between 
X = XL and X = XR. The method is to reduce by 
successive halving the range [XL, XRj containing the 
root xr until the value of the function at the mid-
point of the range is sufficiently small. 
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The student should note the following for a continuous 
function f(x): 
If f(X1 )*f(X2) is negative, it implies f(X) crosses 
the x-axis between xl and x2 . 
If f(XM) < 10-6 , it implies XM is close to the root. 
7.2.2 In this method, as in many others, the value of the 
function under consideration is computed many times. 
It would be convenient for us to write a program 
segment to do this. 
EXERCISE ' 
Assuming xi is in Reg 00, write a program to 
compute f(x i ). 
For illustration purposes, let us take a simple 
function f(x) = eX-3 as an example. How would you 
compute f(O.I)? 
SOLUTION 
The program LBLOl 
To compute f(O.l) 
0.1, STO 00, XEQ 01 
RCL 00, exp, 3, -
and result is now on the display. 
EXERCISE 
RTN 
Sketch the function f(x) = eX - 3 between x = 0 
and x = 3 and show that there is a root between x = 0 
and x = 3. 
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7.2.3 
SOLUTION 
y 
f (x) 
o 
r 3 x 
Fib(. 1 
Throughout our process, we shall 'need the following 
information: 
1 The x-argument to compute f(x) 
2 The given end points of the range containing the 
root, ie XL and XR 
3 The corresponding function values f(XL) and f(XR) 
4 The computed midpoint XM and its function 
value f(XM) 
5 The products f(XL)*f(XM) and f(XR)*f(XM) 
EXERCISE 
Why do we need the products f(XL)*f(XM) etc? 
Design a storage map for the above quantities. 
SOLUTION 
The products f(XL)*f(XM) etc, will indicate if the root 
lies between XL and XM or betweeen XM and XR. 
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STORAGE MAP 
ROO ROl R02 R03 R04 R05 R06 R07 R08 
X-Arg XL f(XL) XM f(XM) XR f(XR) f(;IT,) *f(XM) f(XM)*f(XR) 
7.2.4 Normally only XL and XR are given, and you need f(XL) 
and f(XR) to be in storage to get the process to start. 
EXERCISE 
Prestore XL and XR of your choice and enter f(XL) and 
f(XR) in storage. 
SOLUTION 
Choose XL = 0, XR = 3 
while in calculator mode do: 
0, STO 01, 3 STO 05 
RCL01, STO 00 XEQ01, STO 02 
RCL05, STO 00 XEQ01, STO 06 
7.2.5 Now the range of x is divided into two; the root is 
now either in the left half or the right half. 
EXERCISE 
Compute and store the following: 
1 XM = HXL + XR) 
2 f(XM) 
3 f(XL)*f(XM) 
4 f(XM)*f(XR) 
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7.2.6 
SOLUTION 
The program: 
LBL02 RCLOI, RCLOS +, 2,~, STOD3 
STO 00, XEQOl, STO 04 
RCL04, RCL06 * STO 08 
RCL04, RCL02 * STO 07 
RTN 
EXERCISE 
Now execute this segment and check the contents of 
ROD to R08. Are they what you expected? If not, 
check your program thoroughly before you proceed 
further. 
SOLUTION 
Up to the present stage, you should have 
ROD 
ROI 
R02 
1. S XArg 
0.0 (XL) 
-2.0f(XL) 
EXERCISE 
R03 
R04 
ROS 
1. S XM 
1.482 f(XM) 
3.00 XR 
Ra) 17.086 f(XR) 
R07 -2.963t(XL)*f(XM) 
HOB 2S.31Sf(XM)*f(XR) 
What is the implication that R07 is negative and HOB is 
positive? 
SOLUTICN 
R07 is negative means the root is between XL and XM. 
That is, the root.is between x = 0 andx = 1.S. 
As R07 is negative, R08 must not be negative. If it 
were, it would imply a second root between XM and XR 
which would be against the assumption made at the star~ 
It is logical that the half of the range containing 
no root should be dropped and the other half should be 
retained for further reduction. 
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DIAGRAMMATICALLY 
y 
y 
(3) 
f(1.5) f(1.5)=1.48 
f(o 1.5 x -2 f (0) 1.5 
x 
Fig. 2 
We would now be back to the original situation with 
XL = 0, f(XL) = -2.0, XR = 1.5, f(XR) = 1.482. 
Programs written earlier could be used again if the 
values of XM and f(XM) were moved to those of XR and 
f(XR) respectively. If we do this, we say that we 
are performing a right shift process. 
EXERCISE 
Write a program to perform a left shift, moving 
XM + XL,f(XM) + f(XL). Write another program to 
perform a right shift, moving XM + XR, f(XM) + f(XR). 
SOLUTION 
A left shift program: 
,LBL03 
~TN 
RCL03, STO 01 
RCL04, STO 02 
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• 
A right shift program: 
. r--LBL04 
L--RTN 
EXERCISE 
RCL03, STO 0 5 
RCL04, STO 06 
Now perform a right shift and examine Roo to R08. 
SOLUTION 
XEQ 04 
RCL 00, RCL O!, RCL 02 ..... RCL 08 
and we have 
Roo 1.5 R03 1.5 
-- --
RO! 0 R04 1. 48 
- --
R02 -2 R05 1.5 
- --
R06 1.48 
--
R07 -2.9 
--
R08 +25.3 
It is clear that the correct data has been shifted, 
leaving others unchanged. 
7.2.7 Having done this, we are now back to the condition 
before we started the execution of the algorithm 
(ie XEQ02). To continue the reduction of the range, 
we simply repeatedly apply the previous steps. 
EXERCISE 
Before you do that, sum up all program segments and 
write down a procedure of operations. 
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SQL11TION 
Program instruction REmarks 
IBL 01, RCLOO, EXP, 3, - Define f(x) = e x - 3 , RIN 
IBL 02, RCL01, RCL05, +, 2, +, To canpute XM = HXL + XR) 
S'ID 03, SW 00, XEXl 01, SW 04, form f(XL)*f(XM) 
RCL 02, RCL 04, * SW 07, and f(XM)*f(XR) , 
RCL 06, RCL 04, *, S'ID 08 
R1N 
IBL 03, RCL 03, S'ID 01, RCL 04, SW 02 To perform left shift 
R1N 
IBL 04, RCL 03, SW 05, RCL 04, SW 06 To perform right shift 
R1N 
THE OPERATING PROCEDURE 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Step 4 
Prestore.XL, XR in storage 
(XL), STO 01, (XR) STO 05 
Create f(XL) and f(XR) in storage 
RCL 01, STO 00, XEQ 01, STO 02 
RCL 05, STO 00, XEQ 01, STO 06 
To compute 
XEQ 02 
Check if R04 is sufficiently small 
if f(XM)<10-6, say, XM is an approximate 
root 
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7.2.S 
7.2.9 
Step 5 
Step 6 
Else, check R07 and ROS for the sign 
R07 -ye and ROS +ve implies a right 
shift 
XEQ 03 then go to step 6 
R07 +ve and ROS -ye implies a left 
shift 
XEQ 04 then go to step 6 
If desired you may check the storage and 
note some results, otherwise, go to 
Step 3 until a root is approximately 
located. 
Perform several iterations with the given example, 
using the following computation layout: 
ROl R03 R05 
Cycle XL f(XL) XM f(XM) XR f(XR) R07 RCB L/R 
shift 
0 0 -2 - - 3 17.1 - - -
1 0 -2 1.5 ~ ~ ~ 17.1 -ye +ve R 2 0 -2 V ~.4S +ve L ~ ~-O.S ~ 1.5 ' -ye 3 0.75"" 1.5 l.4S 
4 
5 
6 
etc 
PFmlEM3 IDR DISClliSICN 
How many cycles would be required to locate the root 
correct to one decimal place? 
S6 
If you stop computing in anyone cycle what can you 
say about the maximum error in the root found? 
What can you say about the rate of convergence of the 
method? 
What can you say about the computational effort 
involved in the method? 
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7.3 EXAMPLE TWO - SECOND-ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD 
7.3.1 The student will recall that in 
ordinary differential equation 
analytically, a solution in the 
the solution of the 
gy = f(x, y) dx 
form of g(x, y) = 0 is 
obtained. In a numerical solution, we do not find 
y = G(x) in closed form, instead, discrete values of 
(Xi' Yi) at 
obtained. 
Given dy dx 
regular spacing, h, for x. will be 
1. 
Hence, we have the following problem: 
= f(x, y) and 
To find (xi' Yi) on the solution curve for i = 1, 2, 
3, ... etc where xi = x i _1+ h 
For illustration, we shall consider dy = x + Y with dx 
y(O) = 1. For the sake of comparison, the chosen D.E. 
has an analytical solution" y = 2ex - x-I. Very ofte~ 
only differential equations having no closed form 
analytical solutions require numerical treatment. 
7.3.2 In the numerical approach, f(x, y) has to be 
frequently computed so we need an efficient device to 
give us f(x i , Yi) at (Xi' Yi). This might well be 
done with a program segment on your programmable 
calculator. Since f(~, y) is a function of two 
variables, we need two locations, to hold xi and Yi· 
The program will act on these locations accordingly. 
In the case of the chosen ODE, write a 
to compute f(x i , Yi) at the point (Xi' 
program segment 
y.) using ROI 
1. 
for xi' the x-argument, and R02 for Yi' the y-argumenL 
Show how to compute f(l, 2), using your program. 
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SOLUTION 
The program: 
LBL 01 RCL 01, RCL 02, + RTN 
To compute f(l, 2), we first 
into ROl and R02 then XEQ01. 
enter the X., y. values 1. 1. 
Thus the key strokes: 1, STO 01, 2, STO 02, XEQ 01 
will produce the answer 3 on the display. 
7.3.3 Having computed the derivative, we always use it to 
produce other quantities which are intermediate 
results of the numerical process. For convenience of 
future reference, we in general place these in the 
storage. A design of a good storage map is always 
necessary for programmable calculators, so that alpha-
numeric prompting can be avoided. 
Why? 
ANSWER: Most programmable calculators are weak in 
text manipulation. Also using alpha-numeric 
prompting increases the programming complexity. 
EXERCISE 
Design a storage map to hold the following quantities: 
1 The step size h 
2 The x-arg and y-arg for computing f(x., y.) 1. 1. 
3 Information on first point, xo' yO' fO 
4 Tw<;> quantities, kl and k2' to compute a second 
p01.nt 
5 Information on the second point, xl' Yl' fl 
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SOLUTION 
ROO R01 R02 R03 R04 R05 R06 R07 ROS R09 RI0 
h x-arg y-arg Xo YO fO kl k2 xl Y1 fl 
7.3.4 Having designed and agreed on your storage map, some 
values need to be input into it. The most important 
information we need, and have, are the step size, h, 
and the initial values Xo and yO' 
7.3.5 
EXERCISE 
Using the prestored data technique, enter these three 
quantities into the storage. Take h = 0.1, Xo = 0, 
yO = 1. 
Also find fO and enter it in storage using the 
program already written. 
SOLUTION 
0.1 STO 00, 0 STO 03, 1, STO 04 
To find and store fO: 
RCL03, STO 01 
RCL04, STO 02 
XEQOl 
STO 05 
positioning of arguments 
compute f(xO' yO) 
store up the result 
As said earlier, two quantities, kl and k 2,are needed 
as intermediate computations. The expressions for 
these are 
kl = h f(x O' yO) 
k2 = h f(xO + h, yO + k 1 ) 
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7.3.6 
EXERCISE 
What are the geometrical interpretatiomof these k i ? 
Write a program segment to compute them. 
SOLUTION 
f(XoYo} rrl k2 
h 
Xo xl 
Fig. 3 
kl and k2 are estimates of the change produced in 
y as x increases from Xo to xl. 
IBL 02 RCL05, RCl.CX) x, S'lO 06 ... h f(xO' yO) in R06 
RCLOO, RCL03, +, STD 01 
x 
RCL06, RCL04, +, STD 02 ... h f(xO+ h, yo + k1) in R07 
XEQOl, RCLOO, 
* 
STD 07 , 
RlN 
Co-ordinates of the second point can now be computed as 
= 
= 
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EXERCISE 
What is the geometrical meaning of !(k1 + k2 )? 
Write a program segment to compute xl' Yl and f 1 . 
Can you guess why we want fl at this stage? 
SOLUTION 
Yl = yO + ~y; kl and k2 tend to over- and under-
estimate the change in y. Taking an average of the two 
implies a more neutral choice geometrically. However, 
later on in the theory, we shall see that this has an 
algebraic meaning. 
LBL 03 RCLOO, RCL03 + STO 08 
RCL06, RCL07 +, 2, ~ RCL04 + STO 09 
RCL08 STOOl 
RCL09 ST002 
XEQ01, STO 10 
RTN 
fl is computed since xl and Yl are now available. 
This will avoid manual computation later as we have 
done for f O' 
When we started the numerical method we needed informa-
tion about xo' yO and f O' Now we have similar 
information about the second point ie, Xl' Yl and f 1 . 
As with most numerical methods, we are now in a 
position to restart the process to get the third pOint. 
7.3.7 As with most numerical methods, we normally would not 
stop after one cycle or one iteration. After all, we 
need many values of (xi' Yi) so that we can produce a 
curve similar to that of the analytical solution. 
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7.3.8 
If we have a method to compute Yl from YO and we have all 
the information for the point as before, we can 
certainly repeat the process once more. 
EXERCISE 
What prevents us from doing so? 
What step would you take to eliminate this barrier? 
SOLUTION 
Xl' Yl 1 fl are not in the same registers of the storage 
map as xo' YO and fO' Therefore, programs previously 
written cannot be applied again until we have moved 
xl' Yl ' f t to registers containing xo' YO' fO 
respectively. A few instructions in the form of a 
program segment can be used to do this. 
LBL04 RCL08, STO 03, RCL09, STO 04 
RCL10, STO 05, RTN 
EXERCISE 
Now you have a complete process. Sum up all the segments 
you have written, write down an execution procedure 
and compute several points on the solution curve of 
our chosen differential equation. 
The following computation layout may be used for this 
purpose. 
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7.3.9 
Computation layout for second-order Runge-Kutta method 
The DE Initial Condition 
h = 
Points x y f y(analytical) , if i i i any 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
EXERCISE 
Repeat the process using another step size, h = 0.01. 
What observation can you make on the difference 
between the numerical method y values and the analy-
tical method y values for these two values of h? 
SOLUTION 
The smaller his, the· more accurate is the numerical 
method. The difference is very roughly proportional 
to the square of h. 
7.3.10 THE THEORY 
The algorithm you have just used is the second-order 
Runge-Kutta method. 
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What we are doing hereis to match the Taylor series 
expansion for Yl to the expression 
y = y + ak + bk 101 2 
where 
After some algebra involving equating coefficients, we 
get 
a = b =!, a = B = 1 
The detail of this derivation is treated in another 
session. 
END OF SESSION ------
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7.4 DISCUSSION 
The use of the programmable calculator during the 
development of the theory has the advantage of 
imparting some dynamic touch to an otherwise monoton-
ous lecture. There is a continuous challenge to the 
student in writing the program segment related to a 
part of the algorithm which he is learning. The fact 
that he really ~ the program working could lead him 
to better motivation in learning the rest of the 
algorithm. However, the development of 
may take a considerable amount of time. 
conventional one hour lecture period may 
cient for this purpose. If this type of 
the program 
The 
not be suffi-
teaching 
material is broken into two parts to be covered in two 
different sessions, then there is a lack of cohesion 
in the development of the subject. This may lead to 
loss of interest on the part of the student. The 
author ventures to propose such teaching methods without 
having had a chance to try them out. A third example 
treated in this style,on the Power Method,is given inthe 
Appendix as a part of this chapter. With such a 
complicated topic, the difficulty in programming might 
destroy the merit, if any, of the teaching method. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 7 
7.5 A more difficult example in using the programmable 
calculator as a teaching aid (as described in 
Chapter 7). 
Topic; Power Method for Dominant Ei'Senvalue and"'" 
Eigenvector. 
7.5.1 AN INTRODUCTORY NOTE 
Prerequisite on the calculator: 
For HP41C 
1 To use a loop to count N times 
2 INDIRECT addressing of storage 
3 Direct register arithmetic 
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Prerequisite on mathematics: 
1 Matrix multiplication 
2 Eigenvalue and Eigenvector of a matrix 
3 A normalised vector 
The power method is based on the fact that if Xk is an 
approximate eigenvector of matrix A, then successive 
multiplication by the normalised vector Xk will yield 
the eigenvector corresponding to the dominant 
eigenvalue. 
For simplicity we shall restrict our discussion up to 
a 4 x 4 matrix, A. 
It is recalled that in a matrix multiplication process 
I I 
all a l2 a l3 xl 
I 
YI 
I 
a 21 a22 a23 x2 Y2 
I I 
a31 __ a32 _a3 x y 
I 
We form 
I o ... Y3 
2 a33x x sum to Y3 3 
3 a32 x x sum to Y3 2 
4 a31 
x x 
I sum to Y3 
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7.5.2 THE STORAGE MAP 
In mathematics, when ai,j is referenced, it implies 
the element in the ith row and jth column. In a 
calculator, we need one more piece of information. It 
is the location or register where a. . is being ~,J 
stored. One way of doing this is to pack the 16 
elements of a 4 x 4 matrix together starting from 01 
and proceeding to 16 and thus storage will be saved. 
EXERCISE 
What is the difficulty that might arise from such a 
design of a storage map? 
Design a storage map to hold elements of a 4 x 4 
matrix A and those of vector X and their product Y. 
'" '" 
SOLUTION 
Reference to the elements later will be difficult. 
ROl contains all and R16 holds a 4 ,4. There is little 
association between the address of the register and 
the subscripts of the element it is holding. 
A better design is 
Let R15 hold al 5' , 
not 
and 
to try to save storage. 
R ij holds a. . in general. 
, 1, J 
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\ 
THE STORAGE MAP 
STORAGE MAP for Power Method for Dominant Eigenvalue 
and Eigenvector 
REG.OO N dimension of matrix A 
(4 HI J J?I! L / 
llfi lilt J 01 OOH 11 12 13 16 17 
an ~2 ~3 aft ~ Y1 
02 I 07 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
IO'I OOINI'ER 
a21 a22 a23 a24 X2 YZ 
03 L 08 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
a a a a ~ Y3 31 32 33 34 
04 J 09 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 
COLUMN a41 a42 a43 a44 X4 Y4 
OOINTER 
05 K l°Maxy 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 i 
X-OOlNI'ER 
EXERCISE 
Enter the following matrix and vector into storage 
-0.6181 -1 0 0 0.23 
2.2362 2 -1 0 
-0.7 
A = X = 
-2.6181 -1 2 -1 I 1 
1 0 -1 1 
t 
-0.4 
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7.5.3 As the power method is essentially a series of matrix 
multiplications your calculator will be very useful 
for such a routine process. 
You choose an element from A and multiply it to an 
element from X then store it as an element of Y. 
ego 
etc. 
It can be seen that we need several registers to hold 
values and addresses. Loop counters are also needed. 
EXERCISE 
What are the pointers needed? 
How many loop counters do you need? 
SOLUTION 
We need: 
1 a row pointer, I in R 02 
2 a column pointer, J in R 04 
3 a location pointer of a. ., 1.,J H in R 06 
4 a pOinter to Xi' K in R 05 
5 a pointer to Yi , L in R 03 
6 a loop counter as we multiply a row by X~use R 09 
'V 
7 a loop counter to control the number of rows, 
use R 08 
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7.5.4 Note that as you move along a row, J and K change 
also, either incrementing or decrementing. As you 
move to another row, do not forget to change I and L. 
With updated I and J, H can be computed. 
EXERCISE 
Write a segment of a program to perform A~ + ~. 
SOLUTION 
I = 4, 3, 2, 1 
L = 101 + 7 
J = 4, 3, 2, 1 
H = 101 + J, K = 10J + 5 used in AX + Y 
'" '" 
K = 45, 35, 25, 15 (or L - 2) used in 
normalisation of Y 
NOTE: K varies as J varies 
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'!HE ProGRAM' SEGMENl' 
IBLe 
ocr, 00, STO 02 
1. 00401, sm 08 
IBL 01 
ocr, 00, sm 04 
RCL 02, 10, X, 7, +, sm 03 
0, sm IND 03 
MEANING 
Set row pointer I 
Set counter of 4 
Set colllIlIl pointer J 
Set pointer L to Yi 
RCL 04, 1000, ,1.00001, +, sm 09 Loop counter for N times 
L 02 
RCL 02, 10, X, RCL04, +, sm, 06 
RCL 04, 10, X, 5, +, STO 05 
ocr, IND 06, RCL IND 05, X, 
ST + IND 03 
1, ST-04 
ISG 09 
m 02 
RCL IND 03 
RIS 
1,ST-02 
ISG 08 
00 m 01 
RIS 
Set pointer to H 
Set pointer to K 
Accumulate product 
D=crease J by 1 
Test loop count 
Repeat loop 
F.nd loop. Display Y. 
~ 
Stop for viewing 
D=crease I by 1 
Test loop count 
Repeat 
Stop 
7.5.5 The vector ~ is said to be normalised if each element 
of it is divided by the largest element in absolute 
value. To avoid writing a program for the 'searching 
process, you may check every element of ~ and note the 
register holding the absolutely largest element. 
Store the ADDRESS of this register in another 
temporary register, eg R 10, as designed in storage 
map. 
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7.5.6 By assuming the address of the absolutely largest 
element of Y stored in R 10, write a segment of a 
'\, 
program to normalise Y. Should you leave the 
'\, 
normalised Y in its original registers? You should 
'\, 
not. Why? Answer this question BEFORE you write the 
program. 
SOLUTION 
The normalised Y should not be placed into its 
'\, 
original registers. This would turn the largest 
element to unity and it cannot be used for further 
division into other elements. As X is no longer 
'\, 
needed, it can be replaced by the normalised Y. 
'\, 
THE PROGRAM SEGMENT MEANINGS 
IBIB Normalise Y 
'\, 
RCL 00, STO 02 Reset rem pointer I 
RCL 02, 10, X, 7, +, STO 03 Set L pointer to Yi 
RCL 03, 2, -, STO 05 Set K pointer to Xi 
RCL 02, 1000, .;., 1.00001, +, STO 08 Create loop count of N 
IBL 03 Normalisation loop 
RCL IND 03, RCL IND 10, . Yi/~IYil 
STO IND 05 Store result in Xi 
10, ST-05, ST-03 Decrease L, K pointers by 10 
1, ST-02 Decrease Row pointer by 1 
ISG 08 Test rem count 
o TO 03 Repeat if required 
RIS S'lU> CN COOPIETICN 
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7.5.7 Sum up your present situation on the program segments. 
SOLUTION 
1 Enter matrix A,dimension of A, and Xo according 
to storage map 
2 Press "XEQ C" to perform Yi = AXi 
3 Manual search for MaxlYil and store its address 
in RIO 
4 Press "XEQ B" to perform X = Y normalised 
'" '" 
7.5.8 Repeat the process several times 
Note the vector ~ and the value 
What conclusion do you draw? 
SOLUTION 
Maxi Y·I i ",1. 
Maxltil converges to the dominant eigenvalue and 
X converges to the corresponding eigenvector. 
7.5.9 The theory of this topic is treated in another session. 
----' END OF SESSION ---
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7.5.10 REMARKS 
1 Students will require a considerable amount of 
programming skill to write these complicated 
segments 
2 Duration of such a teaching session might require 
more than two hours 
3 Due to individual differences in programming 
aptitudes, some students might require much 
longer time than their fellow classmates to 
complete some parts of the teaching material. 
Hence, for better class control, such a teaching 
technique is not suitable for a class of more 
than 10 students. 
END OF APPENDIX ---
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CHAPTER 8 
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
8.1 REVIEW 
This research covered a period of over two years, with 
intense activity in the second year. Observations were 
mainly concentrated on a group of students in the 
Higher Diploma course in Mathematics, Statistics and 
Computing. Similar experiments were also carried out 
with some engineering students, both on the full-time 
and part-time courses. However, due to various 
restrictions on syllabus content and the time allowed 
for Numerical Methods, together with the lack of 
enthusiasm on the part of these students, no serious 
observations were carried out on them, nor were they 
evaluated by any test. However, with the use of a 
programmable calculator during class teaching, there 
was definitely a sign of positive motivation from 
these students. 
In the early stages of the present investigation, 
in 1979, the author made several trial attempts in 
motivating engineering students to use the TI58/59 
programmable calculator. During the very early 
period of the commencement of this research programme 
some students used the TI59 to produce numerical 
solutions of differential equations which they had previously 
been required to solve.with the digital computer. 
The best work produced by those who did complete this 
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assignment was done on a programmable calculator. A 
copy of this, produced with a TI59 calculator, is 
included in Appendix A6 for reference. The author was 
greatly impressed, not so much by the accuracy of the 
results, but by the eagerness and enthusiasm of some 
of the students to get their exercises completed 
during a few tutorial periods while other students, 
instead of getting on with the job using a 
programmable calculator, kept on complaining about the 
insufficiency of available computer terminals and 
consequently produced no results at all. 
The attitudes of the students towards their study 
should certainly not be overlooked in accounting for 
the differences in class work performance. 
The eagerness of some students to use the programmable 
calculator and the lack of it on the part of the others who were 
not prepared to give it a try and, indeed, did not succeed in 
completing their tasks on the digital computer,were 
largely responsible for motivating the author to pursue 
this research. There is no doubt, in the author's vie~ 
that insufficient computing aids definitely do not 
promote positive attitudes. The supply provision of 
expensive equipment for large numbers of students, 
al though desirable, i.s clearly unattainable owing to 
financial constraints. Technically, the author found 
in the programmable calculator a satisfactory 
substitute for the computer as an aid to the teaching 
of Numerical Methods. Indeed,the programmable 
calculator is a very useful tool in its own right. 
Although, throughout this research, the author's 
proposed use of the programmable calculator appears to 
be a technical solution to the problem relating to a 
country like Hong Kong, yet it has a long term positive 
effect on the student's mathematical education, not 
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only in Hong Kong but also in other parts of the world. 
As mathematics teachers and educators, we aim to 
prepare our students to acquire the capabilities of 
handling those new situations which require an 
expertise for solving the 'real' problems arising in 
industry and commerce. In order to achieve this, the 
students need to possess a high level of understanding 
of mathematics and its processes. Success in teaching 
Numerical Methods will also undoubtedly contribute 
towards thig end. The author has a strong belief that 
the students' understanding of numerical mathematics 
will not,be complete, nor will it even be close to 
perfection, without their understanding, through 
frequent practice, of the fundamental algorithms 
arising in the subject. Consequently, any attempt to 
ease the problems that hinder the smooth running of 
practical classes is certainly a positive contribution 
towards a better and effective learning of this subject. 
It is not denied, however, that evaluation of the 
degree of improvement, as well as the difficulties in 
learning, has yet to be explored by future research. 
The extent and scale of such evaluation exercises 
could be formidable. Zuzovsky and Orpaz [19], in their 
paper on 'Intensive Evaluation' which incorporates the 
MATAL project, remark on the improvement of curricular 
materials. "In order to formulate proposals for 
improvement, it is not sufficient to identify learning 
difficulties and non-attainment of certain objectives; 
further information is needed to ascertain factors 
which might explain the cause for the difficulties and 
discrepancies between the objectives and their achieve-
ment. 
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They account for the learning difficulties 
experienced by pupils as stemming from such factors as: 
'low interest and motivation, cognitive difficulties, 
insufficient allotment of time, etc'~' Attempts have 
been made in their MATAL's Intensive Evaluation project 
to include activities such as class observation and 
pupil interviews. Their project has illuminated the 
possible involvement and resulting advantages of such an 
evaluation exercise. After four years of experience in the 
MATAL project, they concluded that evaluation offers, amongst 
others, the following advantages: 
'(i) It is relevant; it responds to the information 
needs of the curriculum writers 
(ii) It is fast; it provides immediate feedback'. 
The author considers that Zuzovsky and Orpaz's work in 
Tel-Aviv University has provided a new direction to a 
meaningful evaluation in learning processes for any 
future research. 
8.2 LIMITATIONS AND DIFFICULTIES OF THE PRESENT RESEARCH 
Programmable calculators before 1976 were very pri~itive, 
and difficult to use. Only within very recent years has 
the improved technology of printed circuits made the 
efficiency of the pre~ent day programmable calculator 
such as the HP41CV system possible. Due to the short 
history of such efficient machines, little literature 
on mathematical education research with programmable 
calculators is available. Certainly the literature is 
rare, if indeed any exists at all, in the Hong Kong 
educational environment. The author with his limited 
knowledge, and in the absence of available literature, 
searched for an efficient approach for using the modern 
programmable calculator for teaching an important 
Branch of mathematics. 
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Another difficulty encountered was the lack of 
co-operation from some students. Knowing that the 
evaluation test conducted in the second year would not 
count towards their examination results, some students 
simply took a very 'passive' attitude such as refusing 
to make any attempt at all on the ,exercises set during 
these tests. Students in Hong Kong are generally 
rather examination conscious. As a result, the author 
was forced, during the second year of the research, to 
reduce the original experimental two groups totalling 60 to 
one group of 30. The class abandoned was not lectured 
by the author on numerical methods. 
8.3 POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENT 
In spite of the lack of supporting research literature 
to date, the author has little doubt after this 
research that the programmable calculator is a cost 
effective computing tool. However, its value in 
mathematical education would be enhanced by using it 
in the way described in Chapter 7, where the 
programmable calculator is made use of in conjunction 
with, and not after, the teaching of the theory. 
If each method can be tried out on one of two 
different groups during the same year, investigational 
work on the influences of these methods on the 
students' learning process could well be worthwhile. 
The present emphasis of this research is centred very 
much on the ability with which the student uses the 
programmable calculator. However, programmable 
calculators have been used in some high schools in the 
United Kingdom where students are,not expected to 
know how to write programs [6]. There the purpose is to 
promote learning attitudes in the school children. 
This leads the author to propose a further improve-
ment of the present research. A completely different 
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approach to this research could have been to use the 
programmable calculator to introduce concepts of 
numerical methods before and during lectures, so as to 
arouse the interest of the Polytechnic students. With 
the use of the progr'arnmable calculator, such activities 
can be carried out efficiently, provided the teacher 
is not too involved in explaining how the program is 
written. An exercise in writing programs can then be 
left for practical sessions. Having seen the 
demonstration in using the program on a numerical 
method, the student might hopefully become more 
enthusiastic in developing one for himself. 
Programs for this research were written by the author 
and by the students for use on a TI59 calculator. 
However, a set of programs on some numerical methods 
written for M HP41C programmable calculator are being 
appended to this thesis (see Appendix A7). These were 
written by the author in a few tutorial sessions to 
encourage the students to try writing them for themselves. 
8.4 FUTURE RESEARCH, USING THE MICROCOMPUTER 
Microcomputer is the name given to a computer that 
utilizes an integrated-circuit processor. "Micro-
computers are fast emerging as the technology of the 
1970s. They are finding their way into everything 
from televisions to washing machines, microwave ovens 
to automobiles, and pocket calculators to aviation 
avionics. It now appears that few fields of human 
endeavour will remain untouched by this rapidly 
advancing technology and some social historians are 
suggesting that the inexpensive microcomputer may 
well rank as the third major cultural invention of the 
twentieth century, following the automobile and the 
television". 120] 
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The preceding remarks reveal the extent of the impact 
of microcomputers. The degree of their influence on 
education is no less than that in any other field. 
Aiken and Braun [5] claim that 'microcomputers will 
change the way we will teach in the next decade as 
well as what we will teach'. They also reveal that 
'many national and international conferences and 
projects are examining critical issues in micro-
computer-based learning'. The microcomputer may even 
change the teacher's role 'from that of a lecturer and 
primary source of knowledge to that of facilitator and 
consultant'. Aiken and Braun further warned that 
'Microcomputers are likely to penetrate the educational 
system even if no one does anything to help. Well 
before 1985, the personal computer will join the 
microwave oven and colour TV as a standard appliance 
in millions of American homes. Many personal computer 
manufacturers offer educational packages, using them 
as part of their pitch to parents. Their availability 
will pressure school systems to introduce computers into 
their educational programs. Such a climate is 
unfortunate. Educators should not design their programs 
as a reaction to outside pressure - they should lead. ' 
Such are the present and future situations in developed 
countries. Microcomputers are already 
into the computer market in Hong Kong. 
beginning to get 
In Hong Kong 
Polytechnic a few micro-systems are in operation in 
various teaching departments. In the author's own 
department, the microcomputing systems TRS80 and 
ATARI800 are being used, but mainly as computing tools 
in the Mathematics Laboratory. The author would 
certainly be delighted to see their future applications 
being extended to include computer~assisted learning in 
mathematical subjects. 
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In Hong Kong Polytechnic there is still hardly any 
experience in the development and use of CAL. Although 
some ideas have been developed, there is still plenty 
of research to be done and various aspects of the 
effect of the micro on the Hong Kong education system 
to be explored. Problems experienced outside may not 
be directly applicable to the Hong Kong situation. 
Owing to cultural and social differences, the micro 
may have a different effect on the Hong Kong education 
system than it does elsewhere. Although the author 
finds it difficult to visualize the installation of a 
micro in every classroom, yet it seems reliable to 
predict the active use of micros in Hong Kong 
Polytechnic for the teaching of mathematics, with 
particular reference to numerical methods. It is felt 
that much attention should be given to research in 
developing software which can be specifically adapted 
to teaching. Some advanced countries with extensive 
use of micros in the school system have experienced 
difficulties in obtaining good software[21]. In fact, 
to date, in 1981, at least two agents on micro-systems 
have approached both the author and the Department of 
Mathematical Studies in Hong Kong Polytechnic for 
joint projects on the development of mathematical 
software for microcomputing systems. From the point of 
view of the teaching profession, good software to be 
used in a micro-system for CAL purposes requires more 
emphasis on its education effectiveness rather than on 
the programming aspects of the design. 
In addition to the correct philosophy in software 
design, much research requires to be done into the 
appropriateness of using the software developed. 
Before any conclusion as to the success of the micro 
for CAL activities can be drawn, the effect of 
different types of software for teaching must be. 
evaluated. According to Prigmore [22], "There seems 
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to be two extreme approaches to this problem. The 
first one I always think of as the statistical-
botanist approach: there are two groups, control and 
experimental, they are both pre-tested and the control 
group experiences the usual learning environment while 
the experimental group suffers CAL, they are then 
post-tested and compared. The results of these 
comparisons are expressed in terms of estimated 
differences, correlation coefficients, significance 
levels, etc. Very little work of this sort has been 
done, mainly I think because it is too time consuming 
and not always very d.efinitive. The other end of the 
assessment spectrum is the personal approach. In this 
case the user reports on how he felt the learning 
package had assisted him. These reports have to be 
read very carefully,especially if students are 
enthusiastic (or antagonistic) about using a computer, 
but I feel that this is by far the best test for a 
computer package at present. The package should have 
many users representing a wide spectrum of abilities, 
and their personal impressions of the material should 
be collected carefully and valued by the designer. 
Assessment rests firmly on the experience and insight 
of the individual teacher and his students." 
In the author's view, some statistical assessment is 
worth trying, if at all possible, as it gives stronger 
support to the personal approach. However, as Prigmore's 
comments above imply, the production of software and 
other educational material for wider use in the classroom 
by students should not be delayed just because the 
situation for asseSSing these by traditional assessment 
methods does not exist or cannot be readily created. 
What the author refers to in the earlier chapters of 
the present research as segmented blocks and storage 
maps can easily and even more effectively be adapted 
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into microcomputing systems. The micro-system also 
partially fulfim the equipment portability and cost 
effectiveness criteria of the programmable calculator 
being emphasized in this thesis. 
As one considers the potential capability of the micro 
in in.teractive dialogue with the user, the criteria 
for portability and cost become of secondary importance 
Whereas the micro is far superior to the programmable 
calculator, it is also a challenge to the mainframe 
computer and to the justification for existing computer 
centres. James [23] , after an analysis on various 
aspects of both the centralised computer system and 
the microcomputing system, arrives at the following 
conclusion: 'Although the situation has not been 
adequately analysed yet, it seems possible that the 
personal computing system can provide a satisfactory 
service on jobs at least as large as those to which 
the current time sharing systems are limited'. 
8.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Although much has been said in journals on the 
developmental trend for both calculators and micro-
computers for a developing country, or even an 
underdeveloped country, the calculator will still 
maintain its status for a long time. The proposal by 
Seymour Papert [quoted in Ref. 5]. of Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, that 'upon entering the 
educational system, a child should be given a micro-
. computer to use at school and home ,.; will take years· 
to be realise~ even in developed countries. It 
is far easier for the student to own and to carry 
around a programmable calculator than a personal 
computing system. In the Hong Kong environment where 
a lecturer has to visit teaching centres remote from 
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the Polytechnic during the evening, the portability 
feature of a programmable calculator system is as 
yet unsurpassed. For teaching numerical methods in 
the style as described in this thesis, the 
programmable calculator and its tomorrow's version 
will stay effective and useful for as long as 
technology takes to bring the micro to a comparable 
cost and size for general use in developing countries. 
Until the day when its function is totally replaced 
by other, more efficient, computing tools, the 
contribution of the programmable calculator towards 
improved mathematical education will undoubtedly 
prevail. 
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APPENDIX 1 
PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS 
ALl 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The TI59 and HP41C are hand-held modern programmable 
calculators. They can be used as ordinary calculators 
in the non-programmable mode, which is sometimes 
referred to as the 'calculator mode'. In the 
calculator mode, the machines operate all arithmetical 
functions and the mathematical functions such as 
square root, yX, SIN, COS, etc. While in the 
calculator mode the user may store information into 
the data registers by pressing the STO (Store) key. 
He may also retriev,e information from the data 
registers by the RCL (Recall) key. The essential 
switch that turns the calculator from 'calculator 
mode' to 'program mode' is the LRN (Learn) key or 
PRG (Program) key. 
In the program mode, the machine starts to record 
any instructions entered as key strokes from the key 
board until it is returned to the calculator mode 
by another press on the LRN (or PRG) key. 
Programming facilities available on modern programmable 
calculators may vary from machine to machine. In 
general, they consist of the following: 
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1 To store and recall information 
eg STO xx RCL xx 
2 Arithmetic and mathematical functions 
eg +, - x, t, =, SIN, COS, TAN etc 
3 Labels to mark the location or address of a part 
of the program 
eg LBL 01, LBL A, LBLT BEGIN etc 
4 Branching of the normal sequence of execution to 
a label 
eg GO TO 01, A, etc 
5 Testing of conditions and inequalities between 
two registers 
eg x.> t, x = t, x = 0 etc 
6 Subroutine jumps 
eg SBR A, XEQ "01" etc 
7 Looping facilities 
eg DSZ 1, ISG 02, DZE 03 etc 
8 Indirect addressing facilities 
eg STO IND 01, SUM IND 01 etc 
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Al. 2 
THE TI59 CALCULATOR 
The Storage Memory 
The storage memory of the TI59 is divided into four 
compartments called 'banks'. Banks 1 and 2 can 
hold 500 program instructions. Banks 3 and 4 
normally provide 50 data registers which can be 
used for program text too. The machine when turned 
on is automatically partitioned into this configuration. 
However the user is allowed to repartition the 
memory to obtain sufficient memory area for data 
storage at the expense of locations for program 
text. The storage organisation of TI59 is illustrated 
in the following diagram: 
Data 99 
Program 000 
Bank 
1 
The Key Board 
Bank 
2 
49 
499 
Bank 
3 
Bank 
4 
00 
999 
Each key has two functions. When used with the 12NDI 
key. ie the second key. another function operates • 
. . . . . 
Thus when the key :tan: is pressed the reciprocal ~ . 
of the value in display is taken; however when the 
12NDI key is pressed before the function key. the 
trigonometric function tan x is evaluated. These 
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dual purpose keys increase the range of functions 
over which the calculator can operate whilst 
minimising the physical area of the keyboard. 
the IINVI (Inverse) key effects the operation 
Also 
of 
the inverse trigonometric functions as well as the 
reverse direction of a process. For example 
(i) ,I INVI [2NDII~~NI implies arcsine 
(ii) IINVllsBRI implies return of a subroutine call 
The Program Editing Keys 
Keys such as STO, RCL, SUM, SBR, GOTO, FIX etc are 
programmable keys. They form part of the program 
text. To create and edit the program, we have to use 
the facilities to insert, delete, move forward and 
backward etc. These facilities are provided by the 
non-programmable keys described as follows: 
(1) LRN 
(2) SST 
(3) BST 
(4) DEL 
(5) INS 
To enter into or exit from program mode 
To advance one single step forward from 
the current line of program text 
To move one single step backward from 
the current step 
To delete the current step 
To insert an empty step in front of the 
current step so that a new program 
instruction can be keyed in 
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Program Codes 
The TIS9 program texts are displayed in numerical 
codes rather than alpha-numeric characters. In 
the learn mode, therefore, a two group numeric 
code is displayed as 
I xxx yy 
where XXX is the three digit address of the current 
instruction, and YY is a two digit code for the 
instruction. 
The TIS9 uses the row and column positions of the 
key as the code for the particular command. Since 
the keylSTOI is in row 4 and column 2, its code is 
42. Similarly, IRCLI key is in row 4 and column 3, 
so its code is 43. Thus a TIS9 program in code form 
may be as follows: 
Program Address and Codes 
LBL 000 76 
A 001 11 
STO 002 42 
09 003 09 
RCL 004 43 
17 OOS 17 
etc etc 
The Accessories 
A thermo-printer can be locked with the TIS9 as an out-
put device. The magnetic card reader is built into 
the calculator itself. 
Unlike the new models such as TIS8C, TI59 has no 
continuous memory feature. 
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A1.3 
THE HP4IC/HP4ICV CALCULATOR 
The Storage Memory 
The basic memory of the HP4lC contains 64 registers. 
It is capable of being extended to 320 registers 
by the addition of up to four memory modules through 
the existing module slot. The HP4lCV differs from 
the HP4lC only in that all additional memory modules 
in the former are already built-in inside the calculator. 
Consequently the module slots are available for 
other purposes. The partition of the data storage 
from the program storage is effected by the execution 
of the command 'SIZE'. 
The Key Board 
The HP4lC can handle alpha-numeric characters in 
alpha mode. Each key on the keyboard can perform 
three different functions. An illustration of one 
key is given below: 
yX J 
/ 
l/x 
B \ \ 
To select the function yX, the 
shift key is pressed first 
To select the function l/x, no 
extra key is required 
The characters printed in 'blue' 
on the lower portion of the key. 
are effected in the alpha mode 
The Program Editing Keys 
For program editing, the keys SST, BST and the deletion 
key ~ are available on the keyboard. However, 
the insert command does not appear on the keyboard, 
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instead it can be referred to as a. function program 
of the calculator. 
Program Text 
In the HP41C, program commands appear in alph~umeric 
form. Each program command is compounded with its 
arguments. For example, to store a number in Register 
12, the command would appear as 
XXX STD 12 
where XXX is a three digit address for the command. 
The Accessories 
The HP41C has all its accessories designed in 
modular form. The thermo-printer, the card reader, 
the bar code reader (Magic Wand) and all scientific 
program modules together with the memory modules can 
be inserted into the four available module slots. 
As the HP41CVhas all possible extra memories built-in, 
the four slots can be used for other accessories. 
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I 
I 
I 
j 
i 
, 
l 
I 
I 
I I, 
II 
i 
I 
t 
Primary Data Storage Regl.t .... 
The standar<l HP -41 C has 63 registers !ha! can be 
allocated to data storage or program memory in any 
combination. As you add HP Memory Modules (up 
to four). the total number of registers can iDcrea.se to 
319-64 registers for each memOry module. When 
allocated. data storage registers numbered Roe. 
through Rt.. are Primary Data Storage Registers. 
Roo 
R" ~==l 
R" '--....,....-' 
R" 
Extended Data Storege Registers 
When. allocated, data storage registers num-
bered RtlOO) through R..:ne) are Extended Data 
Storage Registers. 
R""" ':===1 
R, "" :=1 ===1 
R. '" 1 ....__ --' 
Program Memory 
All registers that are oot allocated as Primary or 
Extended data storage registers are part of program 
memory. When allocated as program memory. the 
standard HP-41C registers provide space for 200-400 
!uHy-merged lines of programs. When allocated as 
program memory. each memory module adds 200-
400 lines. The total can be 1000-2000 lines when all 
319 registers are allocated as program memory. 
Variations in storage capacity depend on the kinds 
of functions stortd in program memory. 
Port Locations 
6a 
111e Automatic Memory Stack 
Regl.t .... 
,·T 
Z 
Y 
X 
LAST X 
r---, 
111e ALPHA Register' 
(Holds up to 24 characters) 
1 
~~~HP __ '~ ,r ,'-
Cl" ", S'W', coc:,-' TA,,'1 
ell B EU!l e 
A<....... IF_ C.l" E~-
Ea tm EU!fH!! 
15G RHJ Cl"';:' 
BSI!! 
C'< r~~ 
eesa 
)" L, l; r. .. ; Ba sa 
X"'- fl' sr, ('," 
eeea 
CAFflO:\ 
Always turn the HP-41 C off before 
insertIng Or removing any plug-in exten-
S!:)I1S or accessories. Failure to do so 
could damage both calculator and the 
accessory. 
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A1.4 
COMPARISON BETWEEN TI59 AND HP41C(HP41CV 
Due to the new technology available, HP41C came 
on the market with many features similar to a 
small computing system. It is capable of handling 
many programs by file names and of providing its 
own memeory management. The user only has to call 
the program by name for execution (XEQ 'file name') 
or for deletion (XEQ CLP 'file name'). 
Both calculators have external modules on application 
programs, such as applied statistics, electronic 
engineering, civil and structural engineering etc. 
HP41C has continuous memory while TI59 has not. 
Continuous memory feature increases the portability 
of the equipment as it does not rely on electric 
supply. 
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RI!VIEI: ON TI59Calculator INSTRUCTIONS 
KEY ImRDS; 
Calculator /lode 
Progrnm mode 
Learn Hodc 
A.O.S. -- Algebraic Operation System 
Storage Map 
Storngc Pnrtition, B3nks. 
Important Instructions. " . '0. 
RCL XX 
STO XX 
XX stands for 00 through 49 
X stands for 0 through 9 
RCL XX , STO XX, +,-,x.I, =, (,) 
LBL, RIS 
SBR Lbl, INV SBR 
SUl-l XX, INV SUlI XX, PROD XX, INV PROD XX 
nct. IND XX, STO IND XX 
DSZ X 
GOTO Lbl 
To transfer content of XX to the display. 
e.g. RCL 01. RCL 29 etc. 
To transfer content of the display to Register XX. 
e.g. STO 02, STO 30 etc. 
ARI~ffiTIC EXPRESSION. Algebraic operation systfm~ used. Brackets are 
evaluated first, multiplication and division are performed next. 
Addition and subtraction follow. 
LABElS 
Without bracketing. the .equal sign,=, must be used. 
e.g. RCL 01 + RCL 02 = is the same as (RCLOl + RCL02) 
RCLOI x RCL02 + RCL03/RCL04 = is the same as 
(RCLOl x r.CL02) + (RCL03/RCL04) = 
A segment of a program is conveniently started with a label and 
ended in a stop RIS.· 
The labels A, A', B, B'. C, C', D, Df, E, E'. are user accessible. 
On pressing A, for example, the calcubtor will search for the 
location in the program storage marked by LBL A and turn into 
p'iogrf¥!! mode, executing instructions there on until RIS is 
encountered. . 
Thus to f1valuate an ari~etic exprtission such :1S y '" x2 + 2x + 7, 
we may conveniently use 
LBL A, (RCLOI)( RCLOl + 2xRCLOI + 7), STO 02, RIS 
~ 
Provided x is in Register 01 and y, the result is to be stored in 
register 02, on pressing A on the keyboard, th~ location marked by 
label A will be found and expression between brackets will be evalu: 
The result is on the display and stored in register 02. RIS will 
terminate the executive. The display holds the value of y until it 
is changed by other operations. 
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, , PROGRAM ACCESSIBLE LAIlEL' -- .. -." ... ~. . ..• ~ ~" ..•. "-,,-.~'-'.-..::",,r ~""'" . J. 
They are those designated to mathem:ttical keys. 
e.g. LBL SIN, LBL COS, LAB In, LIlL TI\N etc, 
(in fact, nny keys) 
-:. ';:. :. '. 
• 0' ~.' 
When the user touclithe kcy SIN or COS, the calculator simply reacts 
by giving the trigonorn~tric or mathematical functions using the 
displayed value as argument. It does lIottreat the touching of SIN 
key as starChing for label SIN, althourh LBLSIN is' already coded in 
the pl'ogr:m storage'. 
Access to that segment of the program marked by LIlL SIN is possible'· 
via another pro er am instruction such as GOTO SIN or the subroutine 
call SBR SIN ., ." .. '. 
START/STOP key, R/S On encountering RIS during program execution the calcula1 
will stop and return" to, calculator mode. The user may take advanta~ 
of the stop to key in data, or to eXamihe the content of, registers 
using RCL XX in calculator mode. . 
fin pressing RIS key while in the calculator mode, ' program' execution 
is resumed until another RIS is encountered either in the pro~ram 
text or from the keyboard externally. : 
~ ... .,; 
SULrOUTINE CALL This is initiated by the program instruction SSR ~ 
. 
LBL A 
• ••• 
· ... 
RlS, S1'O 01' 
LBL SIN 
( 
• •••• RCLOl X RCLOI + 
· .... + 7) /. 
-INV SBR':'; 
T· SBR ~Itil :::=-__ '1.:---:-- .... ,.,. I. ,.. STo' 02' ..... 11: 
'... . :.".,. 
· .... . ".: . , 
..... 
••••• " ". : ' -LBL COS 
..... --~~),,----
SBR COS- ': RCLOZ',' 
STO 03 - LN 
'" it ..... 
{' 
'I;: • 
-INV SBR 
· .... 
. ' .. ;: ·RlS 
" 
.! ,'.' ~ . 
',;'. !",. • 
' ... 
•• 1 • 
., 
... 
" .. ' 
',' 
"""'; 
,', ("to'; 
2xRCLOl 
~.~' ... ,' ... . .' 'I' \: 
'. '-. \ 
. -:- .. ~; !. 
"' .. ' .. ~ •..• , 
' .. : ; : .. 
, . ~", 
,,: t 
" 
, .' 
~" .: 
; . ::. ~' 
SBR SIN :diverts ·the execution sequence to location XXX'marked by 
label SIN; ,. INV 'SBR',diverts the execution sequence ·again back to 
location immediately after SBR SIN. In general, we then' store. 
up the result returned by the subroutine. 
. .; 
J'" . 
. : 
: '. I' :. . . 
: , . "'; .. ~ .; .. ,' . 
'. ,'~' . . .. , , '.': :. 
\.:',; ',.~ .' i :. ~ . : 1 ,". I' • -. .' , 
. , i : .. ' \ ',. . , ':"}": ~. .! . ~ . ~ . ' . 
.' I." .. . ~
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.' 
DIRECT REdISTER tiRTIlIMEi'IC. 
SliM XX To SUT.! the vnlue on display. to thE> cont·cnt··of Reg. XX 
To subtract the displayud value FRON XX INV SUlI XX 
PROD XX 
INV PROD XX 
INDIRECT ADDRESSING •. 
RCL IND XX 
STO IND XX· 
To multiply the display"d value into XX 
To divide the content of Reg. XX By the display: 
Rccall indirect XX 
Storu indirect XX 
These are the same ns RCL YY and STO YY except that the address 
YY is now stored in reg. XX as·· numerical value. Since the contunt of 
XX can be computed and changed, the RCL and STO instructions have a 
variable address. 
Note that in the instructions STO 01 or RCL 01, the address 01 can-
1\9-J::be altered during progrnT.! execution. Any such alteration can be 
effected by editing program te~ts in learn mode. 
e.g. 20, STO 01, RCL INO 01 is the same as RCL 20 
20, STO 01", RIS STO n:o 01 is the snme as STO 20 
20, STO 18, RCL18 + 1 =, STO 01, RCL INO 01 snme as RCL2l 
20, STO 18,,2 sum 18, RCL IND 18 is the saMe ns RCL 22 
LOOPING DSZ, X, Lbl. (X here stands for digits 0 through 9) 
DSZ stands for Decrement, Skip 011 Zero. 
Register X is decreased by onc, a test is thcn made on Rog. X, 
if reg. X is zero, the next one instruction Hill be ignored, 
. otherwise it will be execute~ OSZ provides loop facilities. 
E. G. 3, STO 07 
· .. 
LBL E' 
..... 
Decrease Reg. 07 by 1 
If Reg. 07 is non-zero, gate label E' 
3 
DSZ 7 
E' 
RIS If Reg. 07 is zero ignore the instruction f 
and execute the next instruction which 
happen$to be a stop. 
E.G. 4, STO 05 
· ..... 
LBL A' 
· ... 
• ••• 
DSZ 5 
A' 
SBR I/x 
Decrease Reg. 05 by 1 
If Rcg. os I 0 gote A' 
else, goto subroutine l/x 
VERY I1fPORTflNT: OSZ is a single argument instruction. This means 
OSZ07 will be interpreted as DSZ 0 and then set a nwnber 7 on the 
display. OSZ 07 will occupy three lines in the program. 
If reg. 07 is to be used as a counter, simply use OSZ 7. 
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LESS Essential Instructiona. 
.:'" " 
EXCHANGE:: 'Xo=t': '~xChange tJ~e disp],ay vii~h, a t-registe:~·.,':! 
Purpose is :Cor te st~ conditions. " I ': ' " 
: .' I . " ~ .. " -' l, . : 
TES~nlG: ' :::--; 
'-. - - " 
L=t: To test 
t-register. 
be ignored. 
if display is equal to the value in the 
If it is 'true, the next instruct~ Will 
E~G~ 7, X ~t, 1 STO 01 , ' 
[ 
LBL A' 
, 1, SUM 01 
RCL 01 ' 
L=t , 
A' ' 
.. 1· 
R/s 
X,t: To test if x is greater than t 
IlN L=t To, test if X is ~IOT equal to t 
IlN X,> t To test if X is NOT greater than t 
. it',-,' 
•. r .. i :- , , 
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1. Pl"ase fill in your [)~ixlrtT.l~llt, class 
Department ' Class ---"7L----
COURSE CODE.,.;.':;..,' _____ _ 
Section A: 
2. V,~lich computer 
1. Basic 
3. On the average, 
to clear up yo r 
fr(;c;ucntly? 
4. Others: 
do 
• 
you n""d 
O. None 2. Two hours 3. Three hours 
6. Six hours 7. Seven or 
more hours 4. Four hours 
4. On' the average, how many hours in a WC Ilk do you .\ctually spcr.t 
in front of a VDU/ decI'lri te:r:? , 
O. NOn!; 
4. Four hours 
1. Ono hour 
5. Five hours 
2. Two hours 
6. Six flours 
3. Three hours 
7. Sev .. n or 
mor;:; hours 
5. How many hours in a \leek do your lecturer I:.ook terminals for you? 
o. None 
4. Four hours 
1. One hour 
5.' Five hours 
2. Two hours 
6. Six hours 
3. Three hours 
7. Seven or 
more hours 
6.' Do you have to queue outsid;:; the terminal room for a vaClncy 
to use the computer terminals? 
7. 
O. No 1. Yes, scmetimes. 2. Yes, frequently. 3. Yes,always 
In order to get one hour access to the computer terminal 
how long do you usually have to wait in the queue? 
O. 1I0ne 1. Ten mins. 2. Tw;:;nty mil's. 3. Thrity mins. 
4. Forty mins. 5. Fifty mins'. 6. liore than fifty mins. 
Section B. on Nature of corutatio'n 
8. How many percent of your programs are simple formula evaluation 
.and simple decision making, with program text (exclude dccument-
ation) less than SO lines and Simple subroutines. 
O. 0% 1. 1-10% 2. 11-20% 3. 21-30% 4. 31-40% 
5. 41-50% 6. 51-60% 7. 61-70% 8. 71-80% 9.> 30% 
9. How many percent of your pro/;rams involve cOJ:1plicated decision 
making and require the use of large arrays storage. 
O. 0% 1. 1-10% 2. 11-20% 3. 2l-30~o 4. 31-40% 
5. 41-50% 6. 51-60% 7. 61-70% 8. 71-BO% 9."> 80% 
. 
10. How many' percent of your programs involve use of and developing 
of packages. e.g. involving chaining of a set of [lore than 
three or four large pro~rams or use of scientific libraries. 
. O. 0% 
5. 41-50\ 
1. 1-10\ 
6. 51-60\ 
2 •. 11-20\ 
7. 61-70% 
140 
3. 21-30% 
a. 71-BO~. 
4. 31-40\ 
9. > BO\ 
1_'_1 
CJ 
D 
Cl 
o 
o 
Cl 
.;.,' , ,-;,., / 
• 1 • 
. ~,.-.. ' .' 
'. . : : " ... 
.. 
• 
-.:.... 
--
• 
11. lihat. 'computing aids do you rely on for doing nUl!lerical 
t' ? computa l"n'n none. 
Cl 
Cl 
S 
ordinary calculators 
programmable Calculators. /lodel is ___ _ 
Hini-ccmputers, Ilodel is 
Polytechnic I University ~Co-m-.p-u~t-e-rs-. 
12. Do you haye nUMerical mtlthods in your c~urse of study? 
13. 
14. 
O. No· 
If answer 
If answer 
1. Yes, part of a course 3. Yes, a complete subject 
is no please go to END of questicnare. r---
is yes please continue ,.ith next questions. 1--
After learning one numerical method, how may hours do you 
. spent in practising the method 
O. None 1. One hour 2. Two hours 3. Three hours 
.t. Feurs hours S. Five hours or !.!ore • 
Give some reasons that you cannot practise more frequently. 
Lt You have practised encugh • 
t:J You are too.busy with oth~r subjects. 
rl You do not understand the methods. 
Cl You do not like numerical methods. 
Cl You feel that numerical r.tet!wds involve t .. >dicus work. 
tJ You do not have frequent access to computer terminals. 
r=1.0ther reasons~ ____________________________________ __ 
END of questio&1re •••• Thanlr You. 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxX~XXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
---·~------xxX'xxx X'x'Xx X X xxxx xxxx x X"x x X'KXU'X'X"XJ('XXXXXXXXXXX"xXXXX X X X x ... X X X X X X 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~XXxxxxxxx 
-------·-----n: P"A~S"'r(Onl'15'110'-' '38~';-;F ;'X'O- C"CHlP""UUT'---m--·------'X"XX1CXX'X'X X ....... -XX'X1CXXX"X1C1(X"X'XX·;t{XX'X'XX;t{ x x X,X x x x x x x x x X;t{ x x x )t x x x x x x x x " 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
·------·----XXXXXXXXXXlfXXXXXXXXxXXXXXnXXX1CXXXXnlrX;XXXX){'X'Xy)(lrX"XXXTXX"'XnXnXnXClK----
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~XXx!~~~~~~XX~~X~~~~~~~XXX~~XX~XX~XXXXXXX~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
-------' 
'LISTING 'F :PAS-015alS-F.KJ-CMP-DATC'/) PRODUCED ON 27MAYSl AT 21,20,08 
.OUTP'!T BY LISTFILE IN •• pAS-01301S-F.KO-COMP-UGE. ON 27MAY81 AT 21,20,53 USING U15 
-- ---- _._----_._--_ .. _--------------_ ... --.. -- .------,-- .. _----"------,,._-- ---------_._------
DOCU"ENT 
----1JO~7.1)S'Z2~22 5 562~~"t'''.--------------
00061l0520a053731919.9129.99199 
,,----- 00071 2 U:5l.lZ ZZ6 ,7.9,V99:5 '9<>~ ,<,9'---.. ------ ..... ------ - --- ... ,,- .. -.. ---.... --.. ------------- ------- ------ -------- -----------------.- .. ------
00091Z0.lZ0003ZZ0.91991"9199919 
------tl011'ZO:5Z;ZZ1SS1'!?1'}9'1:s:s9QQ99'9·------··----'-·-'-'--",.-.-,"-.. -.-, .. -~ .... --.-.-"- -.-.-.--------;:::--:..-.-::,------.-.-.-'---, .... ----
~~'Z1Z0.lZI651229191··110.,'.911 
-----oOn-ttl1tj 24 4111 09 9t'H9;>t~~><r--'---
00191l0jl,)Ol2321U9'~991~9999999 
-------OOZQ' lQl1l0t11191J??1QV'3"49"'1~?fJ1't?--·-·-----~ --._--, .. , .... -._.--
0021'ZO.l2750330749'1991391.99.9 
') 
-, 
------0025' 7.052n022r-469'VV?n'4.".~qV--"----·--~---------·· -------~------" 
00281Z012131324819199.109999919 
"" OOl'Ho3t1TB't1)it't1'.,....,..~"I"I-----~ 0 ,)3 0121.132531 j 156 1)99'19 1 319 1 9~QcJ9 
t-.:1 ____ 0~3T' tu·n55-n1'4~l9'''''9T39~W9-------'' -" --------.. - _ 
O~jl'ZOjZS1Z1j~7uy1Y99109999919 
·----00033'205'6622;-2909'9<>9 3 09 '!'I9V'>9------- .-----... -------
Od3412031201120B09.1·03'91999.9 
-----1J1)3S-'-t1tjltltt30·h,....'··9·t~9<;<t't-----"---·------­
OQ311l03'7j23659691~991J9191911 
------ -·--0 I}j d 1 lO 32 Z1'2'j" 1 8·)911t.t·t3l9,~991,19 - --" -.-.. ----,-.. -.. --.. -,----" 
0019120321Z22123091'.9339,9.9 •• 
------- 0'3442402, 5,,, Ht 19,.913291 191.9 -" .. ".,,-----
0345l40Z2442231110199932911 QQQ Q 
--1td3~.>t6.-t1_~.t't'MWj"""'W<t'}-------- ---
03472402144124192919 Q9j39,99999 
---034>l240214211lZl39Q 99131.'9W99------
U34.2402173121181991'13191.9911 
-. --'- -- "ol~Ul402Z17Z,16Z72?919 I 3t9199999 -.,,---- .--
~jS'l40214Z1,3561Q'9~~,',VY991,19 
-----00 35-U4 Ot'tt'>t-tJ-l'h~'t .. t""'-3-t9<t9wt"'----- -----
03532402155153,9199199309"92'. 
------0353240215513.1 19 1""1 4 9 30. t"'91'19- ------,,------ -,,---------- ,," 
0154Z4O'Z'ZZ1013519'19,'19Q99,Q9 
--------j).I55l40l24Hl .I2329W9qI19t9 .... ----·--'- ---- ,,-----,,------ - ----
0556l402Z2221447191?Q9319,99QQ9 
----it. H ?t.~4-rl ~}%'W.~"'+ ~1+t­
OjSKl4Q2l503'Z63~919991l'~9Y9~? 
---·-----O'Wl4O'l464' Un.l9,!""1 .119.99'1"'---
056ul40212'11l042,~,Y99119q9Q199 
. --- 0361l4Jll?l13f)f)Y 399991 $59,99919' 
056ll4U22J31Z217ZQ91?9159,99, Q9 
__ --'_...;....I .......... I.·~-Irlr++-l+'J-"'*+9**+-~~".---------
j; 
'", "'1 ~.~-~ Q 
:-
, 
. , 
':" 
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, .. ". r' 
,. ·r 
.", I r, 
t 
,I r' 
• 
. 'Ii I 
, "'I i"", 
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- -_ ..... _. 
.. 
---_._--_._._--. _._-_.---- •.. _-- ---------... _-
-------.. 'VAROO'--'-F -4";--0-- --1---'----4 -.----"-.-- -.. -------..... ---.-- .... ------- .. - .. ----.- .---.--
VAR002 '2. 0 ·1 5- 6 
VAR003 '2. 0 1 7"_c....-;:a·----------------
__ '-_---t _______ . ____ .,V" AM~~ __ Lt._Q _____ .... t. __ ?~ __ .. 0 • _______ ... ________ . _________________ ...... __ _ _____ .. ________ .. 
VAR005 F I. 0 1 10- 10 
VAR006 '1. 0 1 11- 11 
----f."---------- -'VA'R007"--,-;;-'0---" ,----12-· 12-----·------·-----· .... -----.. --.. ------ ------- -- ----,---
, 
VAR008 '1. 0 1 13- 13 ------t--~------"V;:;.AR oo9--T-r ;,)'''---. - T- --14-: .... ·14-----------,·--- ... --.-.-- .. -. 
OAR01~ F 1. Q 1 15. 15 
----I---------iV-A-II1)'I.,----'-I;·-0--·-·-I--'6;--1 6 .. ------...... -- .... ' .. -.. ---- ----.-- .-.-- .. -----.----.--- ------. 
VAR012 '1. 0 1 17- 17 
---+---- -----iTAT01·,--FT;-O-·----·-I--H·~--·18 .------.-.... ,,----.---.---- .-----.. ----... -.--.... ..-
OAR014 '1. 0 1 19- 19 
----t-----'---VAROT')---'-l ;-0--' "f--Z'O:;---'20·-----
OAR016 F 1. 0 . 1 21- 21 -----I------------VAR01.,.---'I~--O--- '-'---22;;'-'2? .------.--... --.. - .. -.----... - .. -----.. ----.... -. 
VAR018 '1. 0 1 23- 23 
-----VARO; 9----i-·' ;0-- -. 1--24;;--2 ,----- --.----.-----.- .. --.-------. --'---'''- . 
OAR020 F 1. 0 1 25- 2' 
-·----+--'------·-0-.\ R'02-,---'---,;-r-----,- Z6- -2·6----·-----.. ----
VAR022 F I. 0 1 27- 27 
-.-----t---------- --'VAR02l-" F -';--0' -"'---'--28:- 28 .--------- ..------.. -- ... 
VAR024 '1. 0 1 29- .20 -----II-----,-·-·---vARbi5---F-;;~ 0 -- - -- 1--3if:-3 0 .... --.------.. --- --.. - ... 
OAR026 '1. 0 1 31- 31 
-'-__ -tTHE I~PUT 'OR',A! PROVIDES 'OR 26 VARIABLES. 26 Will DE READ ..... ____ . 
IT PRIiVIOE'S' FOR - -CREtOROS''', 'C'i'ROsr,-PER' CASIC;--A'-MAXIM!iM--OF'---]r-"COlUMNS'" ARf 'USED-ON A RECORD • 
. 
----·I------------~fffSS"iG·\i'. Lu-e's-'IiAR013"TOVAR0f7-(9' 1-·--.. "--.. --·---- --- .. ----- .--- .. - ..... - --. ' .. -.--.. - ... 
., OAR019 TO VARO?6 (9' 
----f.--------'yn.A'Q'lrn'·B"E·'l -'y;rA,Ci-R00rn1TCSrnzrn-m,--e'iCTf4'MMCCi>,-pHt2n"APS"--- .. -.---.-- .:J:o') 
-. ---- -~'-~~------------'-"--------lm~~E'W~ 3~H~~~(~~)(~~!T Nhd~~~/~~2:3~~C~~~6'CES- r--- . ----- \. , 
YAR003 .(Ol'VEAO 1 (02)VEAR 2 (03'VE'R 31 I~ 
'------- --------'-'-------.... ---- ...... -"YA.004 '(OllBASIC--(OllFORTRAN'(u3'CIJBOl(04'(JTHERSr--- -.-.... - ... -------. 
YAR005 TO VAR007 (O)NONE (1)1. IIOUR (2)2 ROURS (l'] ROUOS \f' ----+-------------·--"'=:;:::.....:..::....~·~'-"-'--(·'n'flrORrr5)rH~URS-(6n--HOO'OS· .. T7)'A-IiOyEfil------------lI------'-·-
OAR008 (0)"0 (1)SOMETIME(2)FREO (3)'lWAVSI 
----+-----------------;Y ..A"R:c0··'09To)N6iiCIfffo-Hi~s-f2ii(j'·;j,ls--(flfo-iOi.-s--------···--
_________ • __ ~ ____________ ._y (4)40 HINS (5'50 "INS (,IABUYE 501 
. V .-.i,-,-o-fo"vAUOl 2'( Cl 'z ER '>''1'1 f'--~ -10 (2 ill' :'-'20"( 3121- . l 0 
.. . (031 • ,10 (5)/.1 - 50 (6)51 • 60 (7'61 - 70 
"----·!--------·----------·-----------·--'"fjli1-:,-gOTifi .... ()Oi,.t:---"-nf----------------·-·----------- .------
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COMPJTER USAGE IN HONG KONG PULYTECHNIC PAGE Z 
- .. ---.-- --.---.. -.--.-.. . -'-'--'- --ifAROl9" (0 INONE (I II HOUR (2 )z",ioURS - (J)3"H'OURS- ---,-----~---------- •.. -_ ...... _---- . __ .. - .. -
.. ___ . ~ .... _ .... ___ ._ .... _ .. _._._._ ... __________ . H H. .. H.OUR S _.1.~) ~~OV C4c.... __ 
VAR LABEL YAROOI SER NO! 
YA"OOZ OEPT! 
YAR003YR:-sriioV--
___ . __ .. ______ ... _ .. ______ . ___ ._._._v~I!.QjJ4_VN.§.._USEI 
VAR005 WRK·TIME! 
--------_. ---_.---
--.. -.-. r-.-.... ~-. -----.- .-- ---. YA" 0 06 .. IJS E·Y On. ______ ._ ... _. ___ ... __ . ___ ._ .... _ .. ____ . ______ .. --_ .......... _ .. __ ......... _-YAR007 DOOKING! 
YAR006 QUE·REQ! 
VAR009 QUE~flM~E7!--------------------------------.. -----------------.. 
. __ . ___ .. _. __ . ______ .. _ .. _ .. ______ . __ Y.AI!D.IO_SIHPL.E!._. __ ._ ..... _. _______ ... 
YAROII COHPLCAT! 
YAROIZ PACKAGE! 
----!f--- .. -- .. -·----·-------··-····VAHD I )'" NO"" A-I os r"'- - ... 
. YAROl4 ORO CAll 
----.'--------- --.-------- YARDI 5 PG,,;-i-cA;iL~!,---...,------------------------------
VAROl6 MINI-CMP! 
..... - ____ c-. ____ .. _ ....... - .. ----- ...... • .. ·Vi"01ip.u~COMPf---· -_ ..... _--------_ .... - ... _ ... _--_._---_ . 
~ YAROle NM-STUOY! 
~------. - .. - .... - .... -.---.-. .. .. ·-VAROI\l .. PRACTIMEr--- .. ------.--.. - .----
VAR020 ENOUGH! 
----f------------·------··-·--YAR021-IlUSY; .-'----
--.--- ---·····---· .. ---·-·-·---------·~·~·~{~ .. ~g·~~~~·H~--- --- --.-.---.-.------.. ----
_______ ._. _________________ vAJ<.HL TUIo.'!.S! _____ ... 
. .. _--_._---_ ... _-----
YAROZ5 NOT·ACSS! 
YAROZ6 OTHERS 
-----!r-------·---CifDE BO(fK----YA-RTOZ-fO-Y"'A"'RO"'Z"6.---------------
___ -t-___ . ______ ... _ UPI 19!!L._. _ ... ,.-__ 
READ INPUT DATA 
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. _________ .... _ .... ____ .....• __ .• __ ._ ............ _ ... ____ .. _ ...... .. _~ ___ ... _._. _________ . __ ._ .. ____ ._ ..... _ .. L ... ____ .__ _ 
_. _____ . _____ .. _________ ... _~ __ ... _.1. _____ .J!1 •• .25 ____ .2...>5. ___ .1.9..2 .• _0 ___ ... _ ... ________ _ 
-.-._-- .------ ------. -------
TOTAL 218 100.0 100.0 100.0 
-- . - . - -- ------ ----. ---- . -- ---~ -- --.-- -- -- -- -- - -.- - --.- ~ - .-----~-------
---__ --l,F "1L,,E~-'C"'O,,''''p ____ . .lCR EAT I ON .~A!~ ... '!...£81 05L!!.!u)'-___________ _ 
_____ --lV~A~.~I~A~8UL~E~~V~A~R~0~0~6 ___ ~U~S~E~.,!V~D~'J ______________________________________________________________ _ 
CODE 
_____ -1. ____ 0:..!.~OcO'__'.c.:.:.c.c.,.: •.. _o.~* * .... '* .............. '* .... '* ................................ '* .... '*....... _( ___ 2 __ ~.~)_-'1~0'_!.. ,6'-'P,-'C~T _____ ._. _______ _ 
NONE 
26) 1,,0 liL ____________ . ____ . ____ ._ 
______ I ___ -"L.'-"Q~_~_* .. '* .. '* .......... * ...... '* .. '* ........ *.*"" * .. * *. *-.. * ........ * **. * .. * * .. *. * 
I 1 HOUR 
---f---·--l·--·--------·--------------.---------------------.-----
2.0:) **********.**********.***** •••• *.****.***.* •• ***.********** •••• *************** •••• *.*****.**. 46) 21 , 1 . 
PCT 
) 
I 
------"'j 
_,2'-.!!H!!.0~UR",S ...... ___ . _________________________________________ . ____ . __ . ______ _ -) 
------!C-·--·i3-, O'o--! .... -•• ".** ......... -........... -**.".-.. -.-.-.'.*.*.-***"; .-.-...... ** H'. ;-••• it., -.-*-.'.-.*.-"*.'.-•.•.. ; ••• *.----- -. --3-i'----f7-;O -- peT 
I 3 HOURS 
I 
I 
4. 00--.· •• -.-·** ...... -** ...... -•• -***-.-**·.-.-•• -....... . 
I 4 HOURS 
... 
I 
I 
------1-----. ,-,"" uo.-...,.c. ....................... • -i * .................. "' .. * * * * ......... ·* .. -.. -.......... ~.~ •....,~-~2n1·r.oP'C-T'--------·--------------------'-----
I 5 HOURS 
---+·----1-·---------------·---------_·_---· .. -.--.----.. -----.-.. ---- . . .. _-----._---_._._-_.-----'---
I 
---------O;-O-~--*·*-*-*-*-.-... -*-iii-.*-•• -.:.it ****-... -.-•• -.- "(--1'2'-) -~5-~ 5-- pc f---------------·- ------.--------------0-------.-.------
_______ ~:;-.~6~H~O~UR~S~.------------------------------~--------------------------________________________ . 
·------,;-O"O·!·.·.-•• '· ... '.-........... ..-.;,· •• · ••• ·.·.-.-.'.·· •• -•• ".'.-."'**-.-.'.-.' •• -.*"-.*"***'.-•• ' •• -C'-- 31.....,..-n-;2··· pcf-------·--·--·--·-----------
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. __ ._ .. ___ : _ ......... Bov~_L ._ .......... __ . ____ . _______ .. _______ .... ____ ... _ .. ___________ _ 
I: ... ,-~.-. ~---------------.---------------------------------------------~ "vU-'" \) Ir,')Pcr N 
___ --_--___ 1 . ________ ....... _ ..... _________ ._. _ .. _._ ._ .. ____ ._ .. ___ ..... __ ._ ... ____ . ___ . __ _ 
I 
______ /_ J ••••••• It I. I ••••••• J ••••••••• 1 ••••• ,0 •• I ••••••••• If, ••••••• 1 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• J.-_____ .,.. ____ ~ .. 
·-----6·----,--·----10 .. -·--·-15·-·-- 20---2,-·· .. · .... 30----3'----40- 4> 50 
______ ~~--------~FR~E~Q~U~E~N"'CY:--------------.----------------.--------------------
VAlID OBSEHVATI~NS--------+"TISI~G OUSERVAflONS 218 U 
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OMPUTER USAGE IN POLYTeCHNIC 
fiE ~'-C(f1'P--'-(CREA-Tfo"N-DA-tT:II 1.8/05/8'-)· .. --·-.. ·--·-----------------·,--------------.. . ----.,,---
-----!'A"R"I ABU--YAROYZ ----PA C'-AG E 
-----If---CIYb E 
------r-----O;lro-··-·~· ........ -*·.-.-*-**·*-*.**-*._·*.***********-.-... -.-.-.· •• -.·.-... it-.-••• -w.-....... -i,·--C-f28)--s-8-:rpC-t-------.-
-----t'------ ~~~~'-t-*-*-*~:~:~:*~~:*-*--*--~:·~':-'~'~'~-~-=~B;~::-~-~1~1;.~'~;-~~~~~·"T~-~'~··-'~~~~~~~~~~:'-':·-·~·--~~··-'~-~-~~--~·~--~·~~~'---'----'-------'~~~~~~=-'-----'-.~~==----------'---'-----------
I 1 - 10 
---' -------'--1--------- .---,--'" ----,--,--- ,-------,,-----------,- '-'----,-,---,---
I 
-----t---- 2;00-... · •• -...... ". C-'17 r-(~-!f~P'Cf-------·--·--'-------'-
I 11 20 
----+ -'--'-1---- -----_ ... _-_ .. -------,_._--,-------------------------
_..J ___ _ j-; 00 ** .. it "C---"--6-, ---f;7--pcr--------'-------··-----· 
___ -+ __ . ___ 1 21· .",30,--_ 
'1----- .-.-~-------
I 
----l---.:-o,,-... r---rr--Z-;-l-PCT'--------
_
___ +_ 1 ,~_,~_~~ , ___ . _______________________ . ___ , ________ _ 
--'-'---1-- ,-
----f---- 5.-60-L*T---.5-'--2~TPCT'---
----l-----"I,- 41 -.--"S.=.O __ _ 
1 
1 
-----. ·----·6-;00--.' •• ·.- --(-- ---8)---3~-1--PCT ------------- - -- - --.--,-.--.----,.,-----------------.---------~.--. 
I _~,L~,~Q ___________ , ____________ __ 
--1--' 
1 
----t---r,oo--.. · 
--- ----,,---, I~ 
1 
I 
1 
---+------1 
- T,-1.4pC'f 
, __ i1.1 .. _ ~ . .19 ~ ____ ~ __ ... __ ._ .. _________ . __ , _________ . 
---,----
9;00" I (·~S',---z. J-PCT-""-'--' ... --.. --~-.--- --- ... -- .. -- ........ -~-- .--~-~. ------ ,~ .. -- .. -------, .-.--~,----, .. -----.-------, '------
____ .... __ ,_ .... __ ~.A~O.v.L~9 _____ _ _________ ~ ___ , ______ .... _~ .. ____ .. _. ___ .,,_. _________ __ 
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THE COUNCIL OF ENGINEERING INSTITUTIONS 
PART 2 EXAMINATION 
PAPER NO. 361 
MATHEMATICS 
SPRING, 1975 
Monday, 12th May (9.30 a.m.-12.30 p.m.) 
This paper contains 10 questions 
Answer FIVE questions, including at least oNEJrom each section Time allowed: 3 hours 
Table oJ Laplace TransJorms and Cambridge Statistical Tables ore prot'ided 
SECTION A. ANALYTICAL METHODS 
1 (a) By differentiating with respect to a, evaluate 
l(a} = f' x"l -I dx, a;;. 0 Jo oge x 
(b) Fig. QI shows node A of an electric circuit, where i (fixed) and i" i2 , ••• , in are currents, and R" 
R2 , ••• ) Rn, are known resistances. 
i A 
---------------------
Fig. QI 
Use Lagrange multipliers to find i" I" ••• , in (in terms of i, R" R2 , ••• , Rn) such that the heat gene-
ration rate, H, is minimized subject to the Kirchoff law 
n 
Note: Heat generation rate, H = 2: Rkik'. k-' 
2 (a) Show that the function v = sinh X· sin y is harmonic and hence find an analytic function w(z} in the 
form 
w(x+iy) = u(x,y)+iv(x,y} 
(b) Using contour integration, evaluate 
f" d9 
J. 1-2r cos 9+r' 
153 
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3 State the convolution theorem for Laplace transforms. In a certain electric circuit the charge q(l) at 
time I is given by 
Lij+ R4+~q = f(l) 
in whichL, Rand Care constantsJ(I) is a function of I and the dots denote differentiations with respect to 
I. Initially, the charge and the current are given by the constants qo and io respectively, so that q(O) = qo 
and 4(0) = io. Show that the subsequent charge q(l) may be expressed as q(l) = q.(I)+q2(1) where 
q.(I) = e-k'[qoCOSWI+~(io+kqo)Sinwl] 
and 
I f' q2(1) = wL Jo f(l-y) e- k • sin wy dy. 
In these equations k and ware given by 
and 
R k=-2L 
, I R' h R' 4L 
w = LC-4L" were < C 
4 State the divergence theorem of Gauss. 
Show that 
(i) ! t. grad r'.dS = V 
(ii) ~3i. r"r.dS = r r' dV (n,& -3) 
n+ is Jy 
where the surface S encloses the volume Vand r denotes the position vector of a point inside V. 
Prove also that 
f. F.rdV = t t."F.dS 
where F is any solenoidal vector field (div F = 0). 
(You need not prove the divergence theorem, but a brief proof should be given of any expansion formula 
which is used.) 
5 The neutron flux </>(x, y, z, I) in a nuclear reactor is assumed to be given by the diffusion equation 
8'4> iJ'</> iJ'</> , I o</> 
ox' + oy' + oz' + B </> = Dv 01 
where B, D and v are constants. The flux is assumed to vanish on the effective boundaries of the reactor 
x = ± ta, y = ± tb and z = ± te, the origin being taken at the centre of the reactor. 
Use the method of separation of variables to show that 
4>(x, y, z, I) = L A cos n.TrX cos n'bTrY cos ~ exp (81) 
a c 
where 8 is given by 
8 = Dv B2 _ nl 1r _ n2 1r _ n3 TT 
( 
22 22 22) 
a2 b2 c2 
and the summation extends over all positive odd integral values of n .. n, and n3. 
What is the condition for the lowest harmonic (n. = n, = n3 = I) to be time-independent? Show that, 
in the case of a cubical reactor (a = b = c), the resulting volume is then approximately 161/B3. 
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SECTION B. NUMERICAL AND STATISTICAL METHODS 
6 The fourth order differential equation El d' X/dx' = Apw2 X, where E, I, A and p are constants, relates to 
the transverse vibration of a uniform beam of length L. The associated boundary conditions are 
d'X X=-=O at x=O and x=L dx' 
Dividing the beam into n equal segments of length h and using at each point x, = rlr the approximations 
(d'X) h2 dx2 x, ~ Xr _ 1 -2X,+ X'+1 
(d'X) h' dx' x, '" X,.2- 4X,.,+6X,-4X,.,+X,.. 
show that the above system approximates to an algebraic eigenvalue problem of the form 
Bx = Ax 
Taking n = 5, use direct iteration to obtain the dominant eigenvalue and eigenvector of B. 
7 Given the table 
8 (degrees) 
w (rad/s) 
g sin 8/wl 
70 
2·083 
5·810 
69 
2·181 
5·513 
and that g/I = 12·88 s·', solve the pendulum equation 
dw + ,pin 8 = 0 
d8 I w 
68 
2·275 
5·249 
67 
2-365 
5·013 
for w at 8 = 65° correct to three decimal places, using a high-order finite-difference method. 
Hint: The Adams-Bashforth formulae for integrating the equation 
~; = /(8, w) over the interval 11.8(8" 8,+,) are 
W~+1= w,+A8(I·HV+nV·+iV3+ .. . )j., 
w;+, = w,+A8(I-tV-17V'-".t,:V3 ... )/,."+1. 
8 Briefly state the Newton-Raphson procedure for improving an approximation to a root of the non· 
linear equations F(x, y) = 0 and G(x, y) = o. What are the disadvantages of the process? Consider 
F(x, y) = x-4y+xy'+3 and G(x, y) = y·-3x-3. Verify that x = I, Y = 2·5 is close to a root by 
sketching the curves in this neighbourhood, and take one step of the procedure to find a new approxima· 
tion. 
Show briefly how this process is adapted to find the minimum of a function/(x, y). 
9 The following table gives in suitable units the result of tests on a car to determine the stopping distance 
from a given speed. This distance includes the effect of the time required by the driver to react to a 
signal. 
Speed V 
Stopping distance D 
20 
60 
30 
90 
40 
150 
50 
220 
Choose a simple transformation to simplify the arithmetic and obtain the least squares fit to a curve of the 
form 
D = A+BV+CV' 
and estimate D for V = 35 and V = 60. 
[OVER 
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10 A program (or set of programs) is required to investigate different ways of computing, printing and plotting 
'. 
points round the unit circle. Three methods for carrying this out for a given value of hare: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
x" = x",_l-hYa_h 
Xo = 1 
x" = X"_l-hY"_l, 
Xo = 1 
x" = cos nh, 
• Rounded to nearest integer. 
Y. = Y._, +hx._,) 
Yo = 0 
Y. :: Y.-l +hx. n = 1,2, ... , [2;]. 
Yo - 0 
Y. = sin nh 
Assuming the procedure or subroutine PLOT (X, Y) is available to effect the actual plotting of point 
(X, Y) write one (preferably) or more programs in a stated high-level language to implement the above. 
Comment briefly on the origin and efficiency of each method. 
, . 
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Sample question paper of the second progress evaluation. 
('I'he evaluation was conducted in October 1980 after two months of 
summer vacation) 
PART I GENERAL INFORMATION 
• 
1. Do you own a programmable calculator? 
DYes if yes, specify model 
2 ~ Ho~.' aid you. learn to use the programmable calculator? 
};"rcm lecturer during class 
}~~··("'W",\ clCtsS mates 
o From self study 
3. When waG your last access to a programmable calculator or the 
users matlual?· 
D Two months ago D One month ago 
LI Two weeks ago 0 One week ago 
D Currently in access 
I~'l 
- 2 -
Check the computing tool you would use for the following numerical 
methods. 
Numerical Methods PDPll Programmable No Idea Calculator 
The secant method 
Newton - Raphson's method 
Interpolation by forward 
difference formula 
Lagrange Interpolation 
Gaussian Elimination 
Numerical Integration 
Numerical solution of ODE 
Fooling technique (Which s not a numerical method) 
-
PART I I - RETENSION TEST 
Explain the following TI59 terms/commands in not more than two lines: 
1. CE 
2. R/S 
3. RCL 
4. LBLA 
s. SBR 
--------------------------.~------------------
- 3 -
6. LBL TAN 
7. A 
8. SUM INn 01 
9. DS Z 
10. GOTO •• (which is not a TI59 command) 
PART III- PERFORMANCE TEST 
Write a TI59 program on the following formula: 
FV = PV{l + I/1OO)N 
where PV, I and N are to be entered in any order as the user of your 
program prefers. 
The order of input sequence is not known when you write the program. 
----- END OF TEST -----
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EVALUATION GROUP 1! ' 
Write TI-59' instructions on .. Power Method for a 
(4X4) matrix A and a starting vector Xo 
Follow the instructions given below: 
1. Use the storage map given. 
2. Assume A. . are already in storage. 
1,J. ( 
3. (a) lirite a segment of a program starting with a label C and finishing 
. with a Rls to perform AXO giving YO Note that the location of components of both X and Y are given . 
;IlL C, 
on the storage map. Try not to change them. 
(b) Write a segment of a program starting with a label. B and finsishing 
in a Rls to normalise the vector Y. . 
. , 
You may assume that the address of the absolute largest element 
of Y has ALREADY been storad in Register 10 e,g. manually stored a£ter 
inspection of the storage in caloulator mode by the user. 
Or the address is there beoause of another program segment has 
perform the searohing job. 
Anyway you just USE it. 
Leave the normalised Y in those registers previously containing X 
so that it is ready for next iteration on pressing the label C. 
ENTER PROGRAM BELOW: 
ee.L Q I . ~ (0 ::. teo ole 
-t {(CL. 
Oy "* 10 +t::- ~TD 03 
oy' 
I(M,l; 
. 
J, . 
v 
, 
L 
f ldjf . 
. I... ' .. 
.... . _- '-' -. --.-.-.:---.~.--. -----.--- .•.. 
• 
(?o t .~ •• " 1 ! ',<: lRAGE MAP ,for _-'-_'_'_~_.'_' '..;..;_'_'_'_-_' _________ _ 
LTITE,".R ALGEBRA --_ __ .. 
~ . 
1.00 -"'?':' 
" '" 
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. ~ , , . ,-'- 'a~1 Q32. . a?! t...l3~ .Xr 
~ 
'" 
09 41 42 43 44 45 e' 46 47 L.. 4~, l) qcf./ aq) .. at;) C(I.::t x-',:~ - , . ... 
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. /(C(, . () I .• *:. 10 """·7 .. : .. f 1'D._ oY· __ .. _. __ ._ 
. /l..u..., Irvb .(0 . -::: ~-co. 0(.>-.. -:.-- . ...-
({Gl Iq-.,J) ()V .... -. - .-.......... - . 
. -.--- .. -.---- INV~-Ai.Op.-.o-1- -= __ .c... ___ .... _._ ._~ __ 
'.. . ...........- ~ 1 0.1 ~P-~ .. :.- .. ---. .:..--.--.-...... ---~ 
'.' -- DC2-,_ 0 L.-... _._ .____ __ . ____ .. __ .'::' - ... ---
~------.~--''''(~L-f5.------· -~---
._ ... _. ___ .. ____ ~N~ . 
.. - ... -............... - .. _-........ ----~--168 
!, .'I·II'.~~~"'··~·, qJ': 
'- , 
I"~ " . 
-I" , ,:,' 
"., 
\:; .•.. ~, ....•.. , " 
r,:' .'.;""~ 
, ~ '. r,< '. 000 . 76 LBL 001'.13 C 
002 43 RCL r . ,-; .' 
t· : 
• l' 
:. ; 
003 '01 01 
004- ,65 :!{ . 
.. 005 01 1 
006 00 0 
007 95 = 
. 008 42 STD 
009· . 04 04 
010' 85 + 
011 43 RCL 
012 02 02 
.013 .. 95, = 
01442 
'. " 015 '·05 
016'·' 43 .,(. 
STD 
05 
RCL 
.;.' 017 02 02 U 01865 
"019'01 
,020 ",00, 
02185 
.022":05 
x: 
1 
0, 
+ 
"" ~, 
"--...,...-' , 
I 
, 
, 
, 
i 
J 
I 
03'3 -74 
040· 04 
041, 97 
042 02 
043 1 ~, .,:, 
044 04 
045 42 
046" 02 
047 ' ,'37 
048 01 
049 13 
050 04 
051 4'" '-
052 01 
053 91 
I t""""'-".., ... I I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
St,1*' .. 
04 
DSZ 
02 
C 
4 
STD 
02 
DSZ 
01 
C 
4 
'3TD 
01 
R/S 
: .. ...,. .. - . ',--
" 
I 
h .. 
, 
j 
055 1 '-. 
"- E: 
05€. '"? --. ( ~. F~C* 
057 10 10 .' 
05:3 42 '3TD 
059 09 09 
060 7E, LE:L 
061 17 E: • 
062 43 RCL 
.' 063 01 01 
064 " C" b._' ::< • 
065 01 1 
OE.t. 00 0 
067 .-. "" .: • .J + 
06::: 07 ., ,. 
069 95 = 
070 42 STD 
071 04 04 
072 ~ .... { . .:. RC* 
07:3 04 04 
074 55 
075 4 '0' ~. RCL 
076 09 09 
077 q"" ~ .. _' = 
07:3 72 ST* 
il 7 q 
- I _. 04 04 
0:30 "'17 .' , D·-·~ .: . .::.. 
0:31 01 01 
0"'-' 0'::' 17 B' 
: 083 91 R/S 
084 00 0 
085 00 I] 
no&,,· °iL....-~n __ 
I 
, 
! 
I 
I 
1·,' 
• 
<, 
Write a TI-59 'program on Power MethOd for ,a (4X4) matrix A 
and a starting vector Xa 
Your"program should, consist of the following parts. 
1. Design a st orags map. 
Date .8-t'-9 c 
Name (;11\..£) ~.:u",6 
2. Assume the A(i,J) are already in storage. Write A. , Md other variables 
,the registers. e.g. R99 a23 R70 a11 etc. 1, J 
3. Write a complete program to perform 
AXa-Yo 
normalise Yo to give X1 
repeat' process with AX1 to give Y t ____ et'c. etc. 
until all components of two sucessive X. differ by 
a small amomnt Tol. Tol=O.01 , for iffstance. 
Print the converged result. 
STORAGE MAP ) and PROGRAM Instructions. 
n A" 11 XO\ 
n·-A", 
/0 ""- )'J .J-..... J /.:1,. {,,', 
-,. ""(.,41,,,,,, \? V',ir •. >, "~. '", >-
er I (1'1' 
~4 --O>t (~ .. \ t'> r'/ I ,.\"\ / "',' .vll •. ~ , 
110 
. {ST ". :>.";. 
4 rr ~ 0 I 
.. ____LA L:f~ 
PZL 
- - --~--. 
-
-
-
en? 
/0 
«.~'-
/~ 
/] I 
.5fo 
I I 
- - ,--
• 
R"L 
• 1(;- - - -
-
-
. \ ' v .~ LALC./_ ". LAL~ ... 
~ S:Tb. 03 . RtUf.blt 
R(,ct6, ....... sTo 60 
..~_To 1, 0: __ .___ __ " c.--
R Ll;.- t / hS-t- .5 
1 ~( 
j, .' -
" 
_,LA L. 't-/ ... ,_ .... , 
.
r4" " ~'lJ !:Too -> . . 4<;.1-0 ~ It 
- ~iL 
r;:T "'-it J r 
tAL C -
P--CL-- ]fvblf !<.LL 
it ,. 'X-C't ...... ,0'4 
R c. L {,o ... , .. ___ .. .~. ..... ,. __ _ 
<:;TQ JNV q 
,..' __ ...... _ .. ~ .. __ ._. _ ., .. , __ .._____ _ _0 
! f'f.:i'lt .zo 
- . -,_._-_._- ----- . - ---
RLL~ . '. ~. R~ 
ILt.. __ , ____ . _____ , C . .J , __ .oJ~.,. .. __ _ 
I ~" ' 
"".----- .-- -~.-~---- .--"- -"- -.. - - -- --- -_._. __ ._._---_._-- - ----------- --._-._--,-- --_. ------_.- - .------~ ------,._---------, -
, __ .... E!?~tr~_ .. __ .. ____ . __ .. 
__ RCL JNtl/O 
.---_._._. -.. ~~-~'.----- ------:_--,._----- •... _ .. 
... t ___ ... 
---------- ._--'-'--
/<cl.1",bf I 
-
----_. . - ._- - '- -- ---- - .. _.-'._' - -_. -".- --~ ----.---~---- -----, -- ., .. -;- ._----_ .. - ------'--,-- -'- - .,-.. ---,-.-,.---,~-,--
-I., .. " .'" ... ~_ ~" __ -C_'::'. ,.=:j' ~ 
. .....---.-.,._-, ---,-- --.,---
_'_ ...... __ 1 ____ -.1-_ . ..1_L- '" 
A424 
~ ~ -" 
~ /~,~ 
. --
, 
• 
I, 
9000 
?? .. 
, 
I 
I 
I. 
/ 
A422 
9000 
~.'. 
[-] 
l_] 
r--] 
.9000 
"~I: 
.., 
. 
'TITLE' Siblultaneou8 D1fterenUsl Eqt. PAGE_.l _OF__ TI Programmable.J.M . 
PROGRAMMER lIONG Win~-hon DATE 12th Doe •• 79 Program Record "iY' 
Partitlcning(Op17) LI -,'--L' ~ .... , ...JI UbraryModule __________ Prinler ____ Cards' __ _ 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
-----~.-~ .. -- , 
.---- .~~.- .--... ~---.... -.-... - i 
... -.--
STEP 
1 
PROCEDURE 
USER INSTR.\!UC~T!!IQO~NSh=--r___::==--.. -;=::::;-_, 
ENTER PRESS DISPLAY 
Input tn 
: Input 'In' ........ __ .. ____ . ____ .... ___ ....... _. 
, Input In 
. 4 lnrut Stop Size h 
.. -.----...... - ... , 
5 
6 
Define Xi under Label 2nd AI .. __ .~,. __ ... , __ _ 
DoUne Mi under t.a~~~ ~_~d B' 
7 To Obtain tri+1 ... _. ____ .. __ . ~ _____ , .. _. 
8 To Obtain Yft+1 
.. 9 To Obtain zn+1 
10 To Shift all (n+l) to (n) 
11 Repe~t Step 7.- 10 to obtain further resu ts. 
OR 
tn A _, __ ., to ... ___ _ 
B 
C 
D 
E 
Rls 
Rls 
2nd Et 
. 
__ . __ .1n ~,. -_.-
... _ ... sn .. _ ... __ 
h 
jU8t prese RIs again and again to get the results. 
.. 
. 
- .-. 
. , 
~I 
· i -~-,I 
, 
· , 
. '--, _.' 
'-_ .. ' 
.:. __ ;1 
· 'j 
:--1 
___ I 
,·--f 
• __ 1 
.~- -I 
;--1 10-, 
1- .! 
i 
" 
" .... 
o. 
1. 
n, 
RESULTS 
-0.2 
0.98006534 
-.1987060746 
• 
1 
• 
, 
1 
• 
0.4 t 
• 9210134~46 1 
-. 3900170371 • 
0.6 • 
0.824984535 1 
-.5674826039 • 
0.8 • 
• 6953199459 1 
-.7254931505 • 
I. • 
.5$64270024 1 
-.858n:96915 • 
1 I 1, 2 • 
, 1'''--'' .3537121439 1 
. ___ .! '-. 9E.29000366 :I 
, , 
:: ~ , .-
1----: 
1 '.·--··1' , i·-
\.. 
I! -: 
1. _I 
re) 
1.4 , 
• 1335599228 1 
-1.032519392 • 
1.6 t 
-. OS66-~42787 ·1 
-1.063206848 :I 
1. 8 , 
-. 2688G6585'5 1 
-1. 05118658:3 • 
.. - -., 2. 
T -~ .. -_.,~ -.4741667951 
~ _ -. '?94-31865;"8 
, 
1 
• 
I
-.; 2. 2 • 
I _. (,636 t 36089 l' 
:---:: -0.892960288' • 
,---,: '2.4 t 
;.-.f;2859914(12 l' 
--- -; -. i'50~41E,654 
- --. 
2.6 
-. ,615144522 
-.'3735647415 
, 
, 
1 
• 
2.8 t 
-1. O~%307027 1 
I -.371),:'312;'1)1 • 
.:-. 
I 
3.2 
-1.117063465 
.070745·2014 
3.4 
-1.080806801 
• 2905086791 
-1.odi630~9~ 
.4987732597 
3.8 
-.8824939765 
• 6891436666 
.' f 
• 
• 
1 
• 
• 
1 
• 
• 7 
• 
. 4. t 
-.7275351353 1 
0.85612328 :I 
4.2 • 
-.54194'32353 1 
.9945592222 :I 
4.4 • 
-0.3.31965713 1 
1.099210247 • 
4.6 • 
-. 10488?5896 1 
1.164640142 • 
4. 8 t 
• 1309168792 1 
1. 185573792 • 
5. • 
.3660832146 1 
1.157737946 • 
5.2 t 
.5906049128 1 
1.079028263 • 
5.4 t 
.7943647096 7 
• 9506385838" :I 
5.6 • 
.9678719203 7 
.7776754783 • 
5.8' t 
1.103034373 7 
• !'S688934541 .• 
. ---- .-~: ' 
toJlO Win«-bon rt:JJ . 
BDSI , 
6.·2 • 
1.236414096 1 
o. 08'?6'5558~ • 
6.4 
1.229575197 
-. 1573983177 
6.6 
1.174019372 
-0.396080116 
6.8 
1.072214464 
-. 618;'723043 
7. 
.9279831026 
-.8194296643 
7.2 
• 74E'.2624~24 
-.992816891', 
7.4 
~ 5380220071 
-1.133731762 
7.6 
• 2953150477 
-1.236488301 
7.S 
0.041387741 
-1.294889979 
8, 
-0.219268$22 
-1.302841247 
8.2 
-0.476053773 
-1.255586542 
8.4 
-.7176819419 
-1.151303816 
8.6 
-.9329186916 
-0.992495443 
8.8 
-t.111516437 
-, 7:!3E.~1!!l68i9 
'9. 
• 1 
• 
• 1 
• 
• 1 
• 
t 
1 
• 
t 
1 
• 
• 
1 
• 
• 1 
• 
.. 
1 
• 
• 
1 
• 
• 
1 
• 
t 
1 
• 
• 
1 
• 
• 
1 
• 
• 
-' .. 
" .''-
" , 
: .. '. 
, , 
• 
I 
! 
I 
, TiTLE ___________ _ PAGE __ OF __ 
PROGRAM 
I Loeleoo 
MER 
Eh,KEY 
. _ 00 
001 Input 
tn 
Input 
Tn 
Input 
zn 
002 
00:3 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
lo09 CO gg 
013 
014 
Input 
h CS 01t. 017 018 
019 
Caleula 
k, & m, 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
~126 
027 
02:3 
02'3 
030 
031 
032 
033 
0.34 
035 
036 
0:37 
03:S re 3 '1 
040 
041 
042. 
043 
044 
045 
p46'· 
047 
048 
Q4'3 
1),50. 
051 
052 
n~,·.:: 
I COMMENTS 
7E . LBL 
11 A 
42 STD 
0'3 O'~ 
'92 RTf! 
76 LBL 
12 E: 
42 :;TO , 
10 10 
~2 RHl 
76 LE:L 
13 C 
42 STD 
11 I 1 
92 RH! 
76 LSL 
14 D 
4" 
• STD 15 15 
'~2 RH! 
76 LSL 
15 E 
00 (I 
42 STO 
00 00 
43 RCL 
09 09 
42 STD 
12 12 
43 RCL 
10 10 
42 STD 
1'3 13 
4:3 RCL 
11 11 
42 :3TO 
14 14 
1 E, A' 
I? E: I 
.~ ~'.:.o ( 
24 CE 
55 
02 2 . 
54 ) . 
44 SUN 
14 14 
53· .( 
43 RCL 
01 01 
55 .. 
02 2 
54 ) 
4 "-HII'1 
13 1':-' 
OATE 
1'lciC;OOOE KEY 
.• 1 .... COM_~ENTS I 
!calculat 055 4,. R'-.L 056 15 15 
1k2 & m2 05? 55 
058 02 2 
059 54 ) 
060 44 SUI'I 
061 12 12 
OE·2 16 A' 
06:3 17 S' 
064 53 ( 
06·5 24 CE 
066 55 
067 02 2 
OE,S 85 + 
06'3 43 F:CL 
070 11 11 
071 54 ) 
072 42 STD 
'Calc:ulat 07:3 14 14 074 53 ( 
,k, & m, 075 43 F:CL 
07E, 03 0:") 
.' 
077 55 ~ 
078 n" 2 
I 079 85 + 080 43 RCL 
081 10 10 
082 54 ) 
083 42 :3T0' 
0:34 13 13 
085 16 A' 
086 17 S' 
087 53 ( 
0:::::: 24 CE 
089 85 + 
090 43 PCL 
091 11 11 
I, 0'32 54 
) 
'09:3 42 :3TO 
094 14 14 
095 53 ( 
0% 43 'PCL 
O"~ 
.' , 05 05 
Caleula te IJ'? 8 85 + 
. 0'39 43 RCL 
k4 & m4 100 10 10 101 54 ) 
102 42 STD 
103. 13 13 
104 ~~ ,-,,~, 
1.05 43 RCL 
106 .. , -' ·15 
107 ". o·~' + 
108 4" .J ECL' 
111-'(o~(ommOble J {- .: 
Codlng Form '{:- f, 
LOG ICODE KEY 
110 
111 
112 
11:3 
L114 
r Compute 116 117 tn+1 118 119 120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
1'j~ .. , 
126 
127 
12:3 
129 
130 
131 
t"':>':t 
".''-
Compute 1 :;:3 
134 
"n+1 135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
14,: 
144 
145 
146 
147 
L148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
I cm.'M 
54 
42 
12 
16 
17 
43 
12 
42 
16 
99 
92 
.~ 
-.'.-, 
43 
10 
:::5 •. , 
,.1.;.0 
43 
01 
85 
02 
t.5 
53 
43 
03 
;35 
4'-:> 
.J 
05 
54 
85 
43 
) 
ST o 
1 2 
A' 
B' 
PC L ' 
1 2 
ST 
1 
PR 
o 
6 
T 
! F:T1 
( 
PC 
1 
+ 
L 
o 
( 
PC L 
0 I 
+ 
2 
x 
( 
RC L 
O~ 
+ 
F:C L 
0 5 
) 
+ i, 
F:C L' 
, I 
, 
I , 
07 0, 
54 ) ','~ t , 
55 
DE. 
54 
42 
17 
99 
';'2 
53 
43 
1 1 
85 
.~ 
·"0 
43 
02 
:35 
02 
65 
53 
43 
04 
85 
43 
, 
.6 
) 
ST O. 
-, 1 , 
F'F: T' 
1 ~ RT!-( , 
F:Cl .1 
1 i 1 
+ 
( 
RC 
O· 
L' 
, 
~ , 
+ 
-, 
~ 
X 
( 
rc 
0 
• 
RC L 
1 
i 
• 
t , 
" 
, 
I 
1 if .. ' 
, 
I ,. 
Compute 
zn+1 
Shift 
(n.') t 
(n) 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
r178 179 
180 
181 
182 
1 :::~: . 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
l18'3 190 1 '11 1 q';' 19:3 
,Further [1 '34 
,Re8~lt . d '?!5 
, 19':· 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207' 
208 
20":1 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
'215 . 
216 
217 
':It·:o 
54 220 53 ( 
85 + 221 01 1 
43 RCL 222 75 
08 08 223 43 RCL 
54 ) 224 13 13 
55 ~ . 225 :33 X' 
06 6 226 54 ) 
., 
'~''"t ) 227 . 65 X 
42 STD 228 43 RCL 
18 18 229 14 14 
99 PRT 230 75 
98 ADV I 231 43 RCL , 
92 RHI 232 13 13 
76 LSL 233 54 ) 
10 E' 234 54 ) 
43 RCL 235 69 OP 
16 16' 236 20 20 
42 STD 237 72 ST* 
09 09 238 00 00 
43 RCL 239 92 RTN 
17 17 240 00 0 
42 STD 241 00 0 
10 10 1:42 00 .0' 
43 RCL 243 00 '0 
18 1:3 244 00 0 
42 STO 245 00 O. 
11 11 246 00 0 
00 0 247 00 0 
Cl-:-.~ RTtl 24:3 00 0 
61 GTD 249 00 I) 
15 E 250 00 0 
76 LBL 251 00 0 
16 A' 252 00 0 
53 ( 253 00 (I 
43 RCL 254 00 1) 
15 15 ':Ol:"c:" 
, '---', • .1 00 0 
65 X 256 00 0 
43 RCL ~~7 ,-oj I 00 0 
14 14 25.'3 00 0 
54 ) 25', 00 0 
69 OP 260 00 .0 
20 20 261 00 0 
72 ST* 262 00 0 
00 00 26:3 00 O. 
92 RH! 264 00 0 
~6 LE:L 265 00 0 
I? 8 ' 266 00 0 
53 ( 267 00 0 
43 RCL 268 00 '0 
15 15. 
65 ~, 
53 
93 .1, 
," 
" 
I '" 
. -.. " . 
. . . . ~ . . 
, .. j' , " 
........ 
'''',. , .. .' ..... . 
". 'I' , .. 
"' .. . ... 
I' . 0707" ~ =-: ~. . . . . -- .. -......... ',_:..-__ -..:._ ........................... -.... ;.,' ... _ ..... . ?b .. : t_ 's - ~.' '1. 
with initial valuesl y(O) - 1 
: :.:: :::: I P. : : 
-'.---r 
, . 
..... :::: ::-J::I:::: 
.... I .... I· ...... . : : : :: : :; ~.,:-.;.,:. 
.. -.. ~-
•• '0' . :::':.1:::: ::,;,,':rl~::: >:: 
, . , ' , , ' ~V\. , .• ' '.':-,,' .!-. ~" '~:-j::::t:::tt:'-:: .. :t' ':::;-' .. ' ~ 
: : :: :::: :x::: :::: ::':J.:-:": T ." ':;" ~.... , .. ' .. '. ..' - , ... --
, , .. ,'" 1/, " ":.:.-:-X--:': i : : :, .,.. ,.,' ,':, -,' '" ' ,. : 
," . 
, . " ., . .-- . . .. '·.7'··'· .'" , .. , .. ,' ,-'" 
.... ~--h·- . 
- • - . t .. 
, , "\'O' _ .. - _ .. 
. . . - - - . 
. . .. - . 
TRAPEZOIDAL RULE WITH ROMBERG EXTRAPOLATION 
LOGIC BLOCKS DIAGRAM 
LBLG 
Set constants 
LBLF 
Compute Ih 
LBLA 
Compute Ih/2 
LBL FEXP 
(INTERNAL) 
Compute f(x) 
LBL 01 
(INTERNAL) 
ROUTINE 
A7.1 
STOP 
IBLB 
Set pointers 
for level I 
ext rapolation 
USER GUIDE 
IBL C 
Set pointers 
for level II 
ext rapolation 
IBLD 
Set pointers 
for level III 
extrapolation 
IBL 02 (INTERNAL) 
Perform extrapolation 
IBLE 
Set pointers 
for level IV 
extrapolation 
To call the program XEQ 'INTEGRA' 
To presto re data 
Enter N, No. of divisions 
e.g. N = 2 2, STO 00 
Enter limit of integration 
Upper limit b in R20 
Lower limit a in R19 
e.g. a = 0 0, STO 19 
b = 1 1, STO 20 
111 
Define integrand after 
LBL FExp· 
e.g. RCL 01, EXP, RTN 
To initialise XEQ 'G' 
To· compute Ih XEQ 'F' 
To compute Ih/2 XEQ 'A' 
To obtain level I XEQ 'B' 
extrapolation, I'h/2 
To compute I h / 4 XEQ A 
I'h/4 XEQ B 
In . 
h/4 XEQC 
To compute I h / 8 XEQ A 
I'h/8 XEQ B 
I"h/8 XEQ C 
I tI, 
h/8 XEQ D 
To compute I h / 16 XEQ A 
I'h/16 XEQ B 
I"h/16 XEQ C 
I'" h/16 XEQ D 
iv 
I h/16 XEQ E 
STORAGE MAP 'for Trapezoidal Rule With Romberg Extrapolation 
REG.OO N--Number of Panels 
" " , 01·· . 06 I" .11 . "~ 16 21 26 31 36 .41 
X-Arg pointer Ih "~f1/2 ~/4 I h/ 8 Ih/ 16 Temp st@ 
02 Counte~7 In, ''', 12 17 22 27 32 37 42 
Internal ointer (3 ) Ih/2 '"" "':h/4 I h/8 Ih/ 16 Temp ordinates p 
"-03 OBl1v 13 18 23 
, 28 33 38 43 
"-Temp. pointer (15) Ih/4 
. 
, III Ih/16 Teop result '. h 8 
, 
, 
04 1 09 14 . 19 24 29 
"'" 
34 39 44 
accumu- less (63 ) I"' ' I" t Temp pointer 
-later ace. I a , h/8 ' h/16 
'. 
05 I' 10 15 20 25 30 351~ 40 45 
pointer accumu- more b h (255) Ihi16~. 
-later Ace.I 
" 
Pre-stored Data. 
lBG. 00 No/' 
01 06 (23) 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 
02 07 (29) 12 m 17 22 27 32 37 42 
03 08 (35) 13 18 (15) 2~ 28 33 38 43 
/ 
04 (11 ) 09 zero 14 19 (a} 24 (63) 29 34 39 44 
05 (17) 10 15 20 (b )V 25 30 (255) 35 40 45 
11 ~ 
.,. , .. ". 
. eltLBL _HtTEGRQ" . 
02 STDP 
03+lBL ·FE~P· 
84 PCL 01 
;j5 Et:~ 
eo Rnl 
~i.LBL G 
0-S 11 
:39 $TO 04 
la 17 
11 5TG ~5 
12 2J 
13 STO 06 
14 29 
15 STO 07 
16 35· 
17·Sro08 
12 :) 
!9STD 12 
20 15 
21 STC: 13 
Z2 63 
23- STO 24 
24 255 
25 STn 313 
26 STGP 
27 sro ee 
L~ STOP 
29 STO 19 
30 STOP 
31 STO 28 
32 e 
33 STO 09 
349'39-
35 STOP 
36+lBl F 
37 RCl 29 
38 RCL 19 
39 -
49 RCL 09 
41 I 
42 STO 25 
43 RCLI9 
44 STO 01· 
45 XEQ 'mp' 
46 STO 10 
47 RCL 20 
48 5Toel . 
49 XEQ ·mp-
50 STt 10 
51 RCL 08 i· 
52 1 ' ';~~T092- -I. 
55 1900 
- 56 I I 
57 1.90981 /1 
5S t· 
i 
J 
! 
68 RCL 19 ... . 
_ 59ST092 [ '. 
61 STO 91 .. 
.. 62-RCL 25/---.--o'.,..~-
_ - 63 STO 41 ... -. . . 
~".' 64 GTO 81 -- --- , 
,--
I 
0>--. 
S5tLB.. ~ 
66 ~CL 03 
67 STO 02 
.68 1000. 
69 / 
is 1. 119001 
71 + 
72 SiO 02 
73 2 
74 51> 00 
i5 2 
('6 sri 25 
71 RCL 19 
7S RCL 25 
n -
'la STD 01 
81 RCL 25 
82 2 
:)3 * 
:34 STO 41 
...;;S.LBL al 
:;6 PCL 41 
, 87 STt 31 
,d ~ 
11 51+ .9 
92 ISG 02 
-H GTG 81 
,4 RCL 8l 
95 S1+ 19 
'l6 RCL 25 
'l3 / 
99 RCL 19 
100 * 
181 STO 03 
102 STO IHD 94 
193 S 
194 S1+94 
t0S a 
_ 106 STO 89 
te7 RCL 93 
las STOP 
1 Wl+LBL B 
119 RCL 04 
111 STO 36 
112 RCL 85 
113 STO 37 
114 RCL 12 
115 STO 39 
116 XEQ 02 
117 I\CL 36 
.. lIS STO 94 
119 RCL 37 
129 STO 95 
121 RCL 93· 
122 STOp· 
l<to 
- -. -+-~.~---.---
124 i;:CL ~5 
t25 src 36 
126 PCL 06 
127 STO 37 
128 m t8 
129 :,TO .~3 
13~ :~EQ e2 
13: RCL 36 
132 STO 9S 
133 Rei.. 37 
134 STJ r.6 
135 m a3 
136 STOP 
. !37.UL J 
! ~8 ;:CL e6 
139 ~:;Ti) Zf. 
.149 ~'CL e7 
141 STO 37 
142 RCL 24 
143 SI!) 39 
1 ~4 }:EQ e2 
; 45 RCL .16 
146 STO ~6 
147 ,Cl 37 
1!!3 Si:] 07 
14, R~L ~3 
15e STOP 
--l-SI+LBL E 
t52 ~:CL 97 
153 :;TO 3. 
154 RCL aa 
1~5 STO 31 
156 RCL 39 
157 sro 39 
158 "EQ e2 
159 RCL 36 
16e STO 87 
161 RCL 37 
162 STO es 
163 ;:CL 83 
164 STOP 
16S+LBL 02 
!66 5 
167 ST- 36 
168 RCL Hm 36 
169 STO 15 
17@S 
171 8T- 36 
172 RCL I~D 36 
173 STO 14 
174 19. 
175 STt :;6 
176 RCL 15 
177 RCl 15 
17S RCL 14 
179 -
189 RCL 39 
.131 I . 
182 t 
lS3 STO 93 
134 STO I~D 37 
135 5 
136 STt 37 
187 RTM 
183 END 
SAMPLE RUN 
To evaluate I = f: eXdx starting with two 
divisions (or panels) 
Analytical result I = 145.6948773 
2, STO 00 
1 STO 19 
ACTION 
XEQ ' INTEGRA' 
XEQ 'G' 
XEQ 'F' 
XEQ A 
XEQB 
XEQA 
XEQB 
XEQ C 
XEQA 
XEQ B 
XEQ C 
XEQD 
XEQ A 
XEQB 
XEQ C 
XEQ D 
XEQE 
5 STO 20 
DISPLAY 
255 
191.3 
157.6 
146.4171131 
148.71 
145.7739 
145.6991244 
146.4529155 
145.6980157 
145.6949502 
145.6948839 
145.8845348 
145.6950746 
145.6948785 
145.6948774 
145.6948774 
REMARKS 
ini tialisation 
Ih 
Ih/2 
I'h/2 
Ih/4 
l'h/4 
l"h/4 
Ih/8 
l'h/8 
l"h/8 
If" h/8 
I h / 16 
l'h/16 
l"h/16 
I,n h/16 
iv 
I h/16 
A7.2 
POWER METHOD FOR DOMINANT EIGENVALUE AND EIGENVECTOR 
LOGIC BLOCKS DIAGRAM 
LBL C LBL B 
Normalised ¥ + ~ 
STORAGE MAP 
A X Y 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
all a12 a 13 a14 Xl - Y1 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
a 21 a22 a 23 a 24 X2 - Y2 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
a31 a32 a 33 a 34 X3 - Y3 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 
a41 a42 a 43 a44 X4 - Y4 
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 
- - - - - - -
00 N"4 01 02 03 
DIMENSION OF A TEMP POINTER 
04 05 06 07 POINTER POINTER POINTER 
08 09 10 ADDRESS 
COUNTER COUNTER Max IYil 
,. 
, I 
. , 
, I 
'. 
. , 
'.- '. 
t" 
, 
:".';'," 
" 
, 
... :.' 
-. r.. 
" 
". 
d ti.3(.. ~PC~ER~ 
'J? ';Ti~iP· 
; ~ 
',:::: 
'. 
.,., 
I )i\ , ,.' 
, 
-. 
,-
'.; .)2 , 
i':: .;-( :. ;~:~ ~ol .... .: .. ;':t P~lf~'''' 
.~ .' .L .~:;: 
.' 1,1 
.:' 
/0~~ I .. ) , ~ ~-
, , . 
24 • 
. ~S .:, T:) ;r1 
,~ i 
,.,::';. 
".- ~ 
>.:. 
;, 
:4 
35 
-~I} 
". 
.;,; 
,,;.~ 
:.;'j 
·B 
41 
42 
43 
, 
., 
,. 
'-"I.. 
'1 
+ 
"JI. 
f-m- J:'~)'~':'--~ 
0~"") 
-;T;J .,5 S~ pOI-rc<t. '" 
~CL IN;),~!~ / 
!'CL nm e5 ! 
;H IND 03 ->;.&<.,~d., / 
,; T. J4 -"7 J).w.II..', ~I 
45 is. 89 
"--4'; GTO 82 
47 IiCL IHD 03 
-t8 STor 
i 
I 
! 
/ 
.' 
; 
, : 
'~;1 ~ · , : 
· 
, I ';:-; ., " ., 
" 
" 
, 
" 
,', r , ' J 
, , . 
· 
, 
.. 
.. 
, : .. , 
," - -
.:;:., .. :' ... 1:. 
S't T 
__ .. :> IJ"·,"-o,,l 
, 
'-, -, ~ ,-., .. ~.) 
. , 
. , 
.' 
· ~: , ... 
~ 
• · 
i.i 
· 
" 
-.' 
, 
'f 
" 
, 
i , . '0"'" , , 
i , ;::::.. I ) l( ,f .. 
",." 
.. 7 
;3f! :; , , :~ ;i~~ I '.! 
.: , e 
" 
, 
r:~ : 
" · 
.. 
.;-:, '-~ 
',' ~::, · · ;"4 ,j; " 
.,,' 
.: .... 
~,~ ') · · ~j2 
.. '.~ '. 
."1 
, ,. '. ;1 · , , 
r·~ ;:. B;:j:3 
'J' .. ' 
8'3 -;Er)1 
91 ~!i~1 
. ! 
USER GUIDE 
STEPS KEY DISPLAY 
1 To call the program XEQ 'POWER 
ie Press XEQ, ALPHA, 
P, 0, W, E, R, 
ALPHA 
2 To prestore data: 
Enter N in ROO eg 4, STO 00 4 
Enter all in Rll eg -0.6, STO 11 -0.6 
a21 in R21 2.2, STO 21 2.2 
a i . , J in Rij etc 
Enter starting 
vector ~ in 0.2, STO 15 0.2 
R15, R25, R35, R45 -0.7, STO 25 -0.7 
3 To perform A~ ... Y XEQ 'C' Y4 
R/S Y3 
R/S Y2 
R/S Y1 
4 Enter address of eg 37, STO 10 37 
Max IYil in R10 
5 To normalise Y ... X XEQ 'B' 
- R/S 8888 
6 To view A RCL IND 10 A 
To view ~ RCL 15, R25 etc Xl' X2 ,ete 
7 Repeat step 3 if 
required 
SAMPLE RUN 
ACTIONS. DISPLAY REMARKS 
XEQ 'POWER' 
4, STO 00 4 N 
-0.6181, STO 11 -0.6181 all 
2.2362, STO 21 2.2362 a 21 
-2.6181, STO 31 -2.6181 · 
· 1, STO 41 1 · 
· 
· 
-1, STO 12 -1 a 12 
2, STO 22 2 · 
· 
· 
- 1 , STO 32 -1 · 
· 
· 0, STO 42 0 · 
· 
· 0, STO 13 0 a 13 
-1, STO 23 -1 · 
· 
· 2, STO 33 2 · 
· 
· 
-1, STO 43 -1 · 
· 
· 0, STO 14 0 a 14 . 
0, STO 24 0 · 
· 
· 
-1, STO 34 -1 · 
· 
· 1, STO 44 1 · 
· 
0.23, STO 15 0.23 Xl 
-0.7, STO 25 -0.7 X2 
1, STO 35 1 X3 
-0.4, STO 45 -0.4 X4 
XEQ 'C' -1.17 Y4 
R/S 2.497 Y3 
R/S -1. 8856 Y2 
R/S 0.5578 Y1 
I 
XEQ 'B' 
37 ENTER ADDRESS , 
R/S 8888 JOB COMPLETED 
RCL IND 10 2.497 A (not yet converged) 
RCL 15 0.223 
RCL 25 -0.755 normalised ¥ 
RCL 35 1 stored in X 
RCL 45 -0.468 
A7.3 
ROOTS OF POLYNOMIAL 
USER GUIDE 
STEPS KEY IN 
1 To call program XEQ 'POLYRT' 
2 Prestore data 
Clear R09 0, STO 09 
Enter degree of polynomial 
N in ROO N, STO 00 
Enter coeffs starting with 
coeff of highest power of.x (See storage map) 
in R(10 + N) 
3 Enter starting value of 
root Xo in R41 Xo STO 41 
XEQ 01 
Iteration counts and Xi Press R/S to stop 
are displayed with pause 
4 To shift b i to a i XEQ 'D' 
5 Repeat step 3 
.~--' -
,. 
31*L9L ~POl·iR.T" 
, 02 STOP 
J.13tL8L et 
04 RCLe~ 
"05 STG al 
, e6 STI) a2 
07 STD e3 
03 STO 94 
09 STG 05 
12 ';TO £16 
11 20 
12 ST+ al 
13 [f, 
,4 ~3T~ 02 
13 19 
.16 3r+ ~)3 
'17' 33 ' 
18 SH ~5 
19 ;-:9 
2B ';r t \)6 
21 GTO 32 
22+LP-l e2 
n1 
24 STt ~'3 
25 RCL 41 
1~6 :;TI) 40 
27 RCL nm 02 
28 STO niu 01 
29 STI) IHD 85 
39 I 
31 ST- 02 
32 RCL ita 
,33 l§ga 
34 / 
35 1.tjl1~el 
36 + 
37 srll 94 
38tLBl 93 
:i'J Rei.. 40 
49 RCL IHu 31 . 
41 • 
42 RCl !t1D 32 
43 + 
44 STO IND 03 
45 RCL 4B 
46 RC\. , [ND 05 
47 * 
43 RCL HiD 03 
49 + . 
59 STO lHil ~6, 
51 -\ 
. 52 SH 91. 
53 oTt 32 
54 STt 03 
. 5S STt 05 . 
56 SH e6 
57 ISG 84 
58 GTO 93 
59+lBL 04 
6e.peL 09 
',;' p'. 
~ I: .,1:" 
i 
I 
I 
I' 
! 
i 
i 
i-·· .. - - - ------.---.. -.-
I 
! 
I 
i)';' 1 
63 STt as 
64 RCL 49 
65 RCL iNTI ~t 
66 RCL INn ;:5 
67 I 
6S -
69 ST:) 41 
73 PSE 
?2 FSf. 
n GT;) 91 
74tL3L D 
75 13 
76 srn 09 
78 ~Ja0 
n / 
:~a 1. tl~})01 
;il + 
82 ST~i' ~4 
~33 RCl 6(1 
:)4 9 
85 t' 
;~6 STO 02 
:37 11 
:is + 
039 sri) 91 
'l~ 1 
'1: ST- -la 
'nlLBL 6S 
'n RC~_ IND 01 
94 Si;} IND 32 
95 -1 
% ST+ ~I 
97 STt a2 
98 ISG 04 
99 I~TJ) ~5 
loa ',,9') 
181 STDP 
. 1~2 EHIi 
---~--- ... _----,--_. __ ._' --_. 
'O:lAGE :.!AP for' Roots of polynomial with synthetic c .division scheme.' 
:G.OO Degree N 
, 
09 06 -07 po2gter po26ter co~ter 'po2~ter Or I p~lnter [TER po n1er 
~ount °1_1 °1 
:B
1
_
1 Af ; :Bf 
ieg 41 XO· 
Pointer 
"-02 "-,,~. 17 
" 
- , 
19 16 ~16 15 14 13 12 , 11 
Aa Al A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 Aa 
29 2a 27 26 '.25 24 ·23 '22 21 , • 
Ba 17 :B6 71 B5 :B4 :B3 :B2 B1 :Bo 
1/ V 
0;/ 39 ~/ . 36 ' ;35 '34 33 32 31 , . }7 ".,06 °5 °4 C3 C2 , C1 Cc 
07 
05/ 06 
, . 
e-stored Data. 
Aax 
a 7 A1x +AO =<l +~x + ••• + ••• + 
G. 00 De go_ of Polyn. 
06 11 A 16 A 
--1-'-'--6 21 26 31 36 . 41 lQ 
07 12 A2 17' "'r 22 27 32 37 42 
08 13 A, 18 AB 23 28 33 38 43 
09 Zero 14 A4 19 24- 29 34 39 44 
10 AO 15 A5 20 25 30 35 40 45 
... -
.)1 tLBL 'L'iGRRNG" 
~): ;TOP 
i·,dtL8L ~1 
,)5 13 
Bb+ 
er Stl:1 e2 
as ~:\TO ~4 
~H PCL ~~~ 
10 ')::"1 ~l 
1 i ~3r;) 13 
. i2 F,CL £id 
14 I 
15. i.'F:JJt 
~6 t-
11 :;TD 06 
19 STij ~7 
bHLSL 02 
21 1 
22 sra ,HD ~7 
23 t 
24 STt ~7 
;25 i% ,j6 
.~6 eT:} ~2 
2.7 222l 
2£ STOP 
29tLBL ~3 
32 ~:CL' ae 
31 STO 91 
32 RCL 91 
33 I~B8 
34 I 
35 l.~(;aai 
36 + 
37 :;TO 5~ 
33 RCl 33 
3') STOP 
49 18 
41 + 
42 STn 84 
43 28 
44 + 
45 STD 96 
.46 RCL 93 
471e89 
48 I 
49 1.(j~3al 
50 + 
~. .. 51 srn ;}s .' 
.J 
53 .<:L 91 
54 la 
55 + 
56 ';TO'62 
57 <CL al 
53 13J€lg 
59 * 
63 RCi. 03 
." . 01 "T 
53 I~C~ 1 9 
64 RCL r~~ n2 
65 -_ 
;;6 ~:CL iHO 04 
67 ~:Ci.. iHD ~2 
6:3 -
.s', / 
70 Sh INn 86 
71*Lc:L 99 
T) • 
1'- 1 
73 Si- >)1 
74 :SG se 
75 ,~ro »4 
73 [SG 85 
n GTiJ 93 
sa 88i~S 
:31 STOP 
82tLBL ~5 
8J ~CL Aa 
84 sro 17 
35 lBaa 
86 I 
37 t.>l3~~1 
:?3 + 
89 STO 51 
~0 0 
91 sm 49 
92*L3L e6 
93 RCI 97 
94 20 
95 + 
% STI) 03 
97 RCL 97 
98 36 
99 + 
133 :;TO 69 
1"1 RCL IHD 93 
laz RCL IHD as 
!eJ * 
104 SH 49 
les I 
. 196 ST-87. 
lel ISG 51 
108 CTO 06 . 
la9 RCL 40 
118 STOP , . 
III 9999 
Il2 3TOP 
IIJ £HD 
A"Lf-- -
I 
! 
1--- __ 
, 
i , 
~grange Interpolation Test Run (HP41CV vers1on)-
PROCEDURES 
To load prog. 
To start prog. 
KEY IN 
XEQ "LAGHANG" 
Rls 
DISPLAY 
2222 
COMJo!ENTS 
Initialisation 
To execute algorithm His 
His 
XEQ 99 
Rls .. 
His 
6 
60006 
500G6 
40006._ .. 
30006 
~ compute C6 1=j 
• 
_ • ______ ~ _, ~ ____ •• _ 0 __ .- _______ ,_ _ , ___ •• 
20006 
10006 
5 
60005 
50005 
40005 
To compute C
5 
1=j 
His 
His 
His 
His 
His 
XEQ 99 
His 
His 
His 
His 
30005 .---.. - --.. 
20005 
10005 .. 
4 
His 60004 
His 50004 
His 40004 
XEQ 99 30004 
His 20004 
~~~ ..... ___ _____ __ _ ;()004 
Rls 60003 Rls 50003 ---. - -
To compute C
4 
_ .. -_. - .. ----- .. -~.----- ---
To compute C
3 
Rls_ 40003 ____ . _ 
Rls 30003 1=j 
ii~9L .... --- ~ggg~------- ...... . ------- .. 
Rls___ 2 ..... ____ .~ comput~_CZ __ ~._' _ 
Rls 60002 Rls__ 50002__ __ __ . __ . __ . __ 
Rls 40002 
Rls ... 30002._ .. __ . 
Rls 20002 1=j 
XEQ 99 10002 
Rls 1 To compute C1 Rls. _______ __ .. ____ 60001 ____ ._ .... ___ ... __ .. __ _ 
Rls 50001 
. Rls __ 40001 ____ ... _._._ .......... _ 
Rls 30001 
Rls. 20001 . ____ ... ___ . __ .... _._ .. _ 
Rls 10001 1=j 
._.XEU2 888a_ .. __ A1LCi.Qomputed.~ __ 
Bls. 0.12946 Answer. 
Prestored Datal 
---·-·----6--STO 00· .----~--~-------'-------~------
_. _ . __ . __ L.STO 11_ .. _ 0.242 STO.21 
... -_ •.. _--------
1.2 ST012 . 0.1942 STO 22 
_____ ._1.4_STO_13. __ 0.1497-STG-233------
__ .. __ ._ .. ~:t ~~g~t_g:Ji~~J~8. ~! \1:L~_._ 
2.0 ST016 0.054 STO.26 ---------
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Indirect addressing: The initial address is the 
storage location of a word that contains another 
address used to obtain the data to be operated upon 
Integrated Circuit (IC): A small package with 
electrical terminals, containing a chip of silicon. 
The surface of the silicon is processed to form 
hundreds or thousands of transistors and other 
devices that are connected to make an electronic 
circuit 
Microcomputer: . A computer in the lowest range of 
size and speed, generally smaller, slower, and less 
sophisticated than a "minicomputer" or a mainframe 
digital computer 
Programmable Calculator: A calculator capable of 
storing and executing instructions in the form of 
computing programs 
Storage Map: A diagrammatical representation of 
register locations and their contents 
Terminal: A computer terminal is an input (usually 
a keyboard) or output device (usually a printer or 
CRT screen) operated by a person. 
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